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As appeal to Pope PIUS XII
by a New Orleans dioce,e to sup-
port retiel segregation has met
with rebuff and disapproval by
the Vatican.
A high Vatican source said
last week that the Pope fully sup-
ports Archbishop Joseph Fran-
cis Rummel in his denunciation
of segregation as "m orally
wrong and sinful." The source
commented that it was highly
unlikely that the Vatican secre-
tariat of state would reply di.
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Funds Okayed
For Village
Funds to proside water line,
and power lines to Checalissa.
prehistoric Indian village a t r
Memphis, have been approved
by Budget Director E. .1, Rol-
ing.
He said that the allocation is
only a small portion of the (Mal
which will later be made avail-
able to proceed with etc:modem
and pros Me roads and abeit.bms.;
procements for the Isdtglog
lag,.
The lines will conned
the service area of T. O. Fuller




AT LEAST 400 CITIZENS at-
(ended the mass boycott meet-
% lug last Tuesday at Mt. Pis-
gab C3IE church, sponsored by
Citizens Improvement commit-
tee in protest against some of
Draws Lar e Crowd At Church
Commercial Appeal's policies.
In photo at left. Mt. Moriah
Baptist church pastor, Rec. R.
W. Norsworthy, gesture, to
part of the crowd who gather.
ed for the rally. (See story on
this page). In photo at right.
chairman of the Improvement
Committee, Frank Kilpatrick
(left) and co-chairman, Dr. I.
A. Watson, ir. lease the church
following the meeting where
Jackson Ministers Endorse Crusade 
Say Commercial (Autherine Lucy Speaks Here Sept. 1
Unfair In Area
The Interdenominational Ministers' Alliance of Jack-
son-51adison Coynty, Tenn. voted unanimously' on August
10 to support the Citizens' Improvement committee of
111emphis in its boycott of the Commercial Appeal news-
paper.
That announcement was made
In a release this week to the Tri-
State Defender signed by R e v.
*Paul L. Rigby, president of the
Alliance and Rev. Ruben Davis,
secretary.
The release said: "This c o m-
mittee (Citizens Improvement
committee of Memphis) composed
of representatives of civic organ- ance statement continued, "v c r y 
He is a graduate of Miles college
izations of Memphis and led by
ministers of Memphis instituted
the boycott Aug. 3 in protest Of
unfair and insulting treatment in
duily news reporting, specifically
in failing to address married wom-
en as 'Mrs.' " ! scription in support of the move
Then the news release from the, ment."




Dr. I. A. Watson Jr., co-chairman of the Citizens Im-
provement committee, which is spearheading a boycott
against the Commercial Appeal newspaper, has answered
a letter written by Editor Frank Ahlgren th
at was pub-
lished in the August 10 edition of the Tri-State Defen
der.
In his reply to Mr. Ahlgren, a' 
copy of which was released last
week and to the Defender, Dr.
Watson said:
"Those to whom many rights
and freedoms are not denied may
find it impossible to realize the
hardships and indignities suffered
by some from a denial of these
basic rights.
Commenting on Mr. Ahlgren's See PROTEST Page 2
Alliance quoted the full text of the
leaflet distributed throughout the
Memphis community by the local
Committee pointing up the purpose
for the crusade and calling on the
public to stop reading the Corn- WILL .SPEAI4 TWICE
inercial Appeal. Rev. Foster is pastor of Liber-
"The ministers feel," the Atli- ty Baptist church, Tyler, Texas.
I keenly the same situation as many . and has done further study at
Negroes here read the Commer- , Southwestern Baptist Seminary,
cial Appeal. 
Fort Worth, Texas.
"The Interdenominational Alli• The young minister will speak
ance calls upon all colored sub- at the 11 a.m. services under the
scribers to terminate their s u b.
mention of the projects for the
benefit of Negroes in which you
have and are participating. The
good that one does for a fellow
citizen should not be overshadow-
ed by the wrongs."
FULL TEXT
Following is the full text of the
Miss McWilliams Raps
Ahlgren. His Policy
Miss Willa A. McWilliams, well-known Memphis civic
leader, last week severely criticized Editor Frank Ahl
gren
of the Commercial Appeal for his recent comment on
 the
boycott against the newspaper and "the policy" of 
the
editor's statement that this cons-
-nittee 'in all probability' seeks
publicity, with an answer refuting
his charge. But, for his informa-
tion the three members of t h e
group whose names have ap-
peared in your newspaper permit-
ted the use of their names only
after much persuasion.
"This protest movement by the
majority of the Negro community
and Negro leaders chosen by the
community was only launched aft-
er all reasonable efforts to gain
decent treatment from the C. A.
(Commercial Appeal) had failed.
'AFTER PERSUASION'
w, "We are teluctant to dignify the See POLICY Page 2
publication.
In a letter addressed to the Tri•
State Defender under the c a p-
tion: "From a member of t h e
committee (Citizens Improvement
Committee) who has had more
than her share of publicity and
desires no more ever," Miss Mc-
Williams said:
' "The 'misguided' members of
the Citizens Improvement commit-
tee are very happy over the fact
that they are not the 'responsible
leaders of the Negro community'
mentioned in your paper by the
editor of the Commerical Appeal.
erine Lucy, and her husband, Rev. H. L. Foster, will be
guest speakers for the Annual Fellowship Day at St. Paul
Baptist church, 331 Jackson ave. here Sunday, Sept. 1.
Mrs. Foster is the first "Negro to attend the University
cif Alabama at Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Though she was unable to remain
at the university her contribution
to the desegregation struggle is
viewed as a major one.
She is a graduate of Selma Jun-
ior college and received her BS
degree from Miles college,
aurpices of the mac 06-411.-
Baptist. He willobe heard again
at 7:30 p.m. sponsored by the
women of the church.
Mrs. Foster is slated to speak
at the 3 p.m. services under the
auspices of the young people.
A reception honoring Rev. and
Mrs. Foster will be held in the
lower level of the church from 7:30
to 9.30 p.m. on Saturday, Aug. 31.
S. H. Herring, minister of
the church, extended welcome to
the public to attend the Fellow-
ship Dey activities, MRS. AUTHERINE FOSTER REV. H. L. FOSTER
Mr. Kilpatrick estimated the
"boycott was 60 per cent ef-
More SMU Delay
Students who hoped to enter Memphis State Univer-
sity this Fall face more delay as a result of State Board
of Education action last Friday in Nashville.
A resolution was unanimously adopted by the board
which J. M. Smith, president of Memphis State, said he
took to mean "we are right hack; 
where we were when they start- E. Cope, chairman, has been vest-
ed." This reference was to the :
original applications made by five 
ed power by the board to appoint
Negroes who were rejected be- a three-member committee to rec•
cause the state board at that time ommend a program for admission
had provided no plan for their ad- of qualified students, regardless of
mission, race, to all of the schools under
Education Commissioner Quill its control, and to report to the
state board "with all deliberate
speed o as not to delay unnec-
essarily the admission of qualified
students."
Mr. Smith said he interpreted
the action to indicate that in the
absence of a plan, he was without
authority to admit the 14 Negroes
now seeking admission.
Commissioner Cope stated the
names of the committee members
will be released within "the next
week or 10 days.
According to committee chair-
See DELAY Page 2
In The News This Week
ON MEDICAL BOARD—Dr. Le.
land L. Atkins WAS recently ap-
pointed to the Advisory Medical
Board of the Memphis E. H.
Crump Memorial hospital. T h e
board determines the policies of
the hospital and puts into effect
the recommendations of the Med-
ical Board of the City of Memphis
hospitals. The widely known phy-
sician is a graduate of Meharry
Medical college, and did his res-
idence at Cleveland City hospital,
Cleveland, Ohio, pursuing advanc-
ed study is medicine and cardio-
logy. ,
NEW MEHARRY TRUSTEE — LEWIS 0. SWINGLER — w e511-'
Charles Allen Rawls, prominent known in religious, civic, fraternal
and educational circles of t h e
businessman of Brownsville, Tenn.
Bluff City—is now employed as
WAS elected to the Board of Tens. an instructor in the English de•
tees of Meharry Medical college partment of Carver High school,
last week. Recently he was given Marked Tree, Ark. An eloquent
the "Distinguished Citizen Award" speaker and capable writer, he
for 1557 in Tennessee by the Na. will be remembered for his contri-
tIonal Association of Market De- butions to the Memphis communl•
velopers. Mr. Rawls Is head of ty as a journalist. He and his wife,
several private business firms and Mrs. Edna House Swingler reside
holds executive positions in insur• at 254 W. Fay st. She is a teacher




It was reported Tuesday morn-
ing that his condition had int•
proved.
Clifford Miller, 44, well • known
Memphis businessman, w a s in
John Gaston hospital Monday in
critical condition suffering from a ,
gunshot wound inflicted by "his
girl friend," according to Capt. W,
W. Wilkinson, of the Police De-
partment,
Capt. Wilkinson told the Tri •
State Defender Monday afternoon:
"Dorothy Venus Young, 23, of 717
Carpenter st., Miller's girl friend,
admitted shooting him at h e r
home, Miller was in his underwear
when we arrived."
The police officer stated that
during an argument Miss Young I
fired a .22 calibre bullet into the
abdomen of Mr. Milker,- about 8:55
a.m. Monday. The victim was
rushed to the hospital where an
official said late Monday afternoon
that he was in critical condition.
Mr. Miller is owner of the Fla-
mingo Room and co owner the
United Taxi Co., Inc. He is mar-
ried and the father of four child-
ren by that marriage. The family
resides at 1379 S. Parkway E.
Cap. Wilkinson said that Miss
Young was in police custody.
"He said that Miss Young had
a black eye when detectives ar-
rived."
PTA School Set
For August 22 .
The School of Instruction of the
Bluff City Council of Parents and
Teachers will be held Aug. 22 at
the YWCA, 541 Vance ave.
The announcement was made by
Mrs. G. M. Bumpus, president.
The school will be held from 9
a.m. until 3 p.m.
He suggesed: "Tell your paper
boy 'Don't leave the Commercial
Appeal for me anymore!"
He told the people not to be
afraid, and concluded that any Ne-
gro with "decency and pride could
at least leave off the. reading of
this newspaper." .
CAN INF,LLIENCE THREE
James T. Walker, president of
the Bluff City and Shelby County
Council of Civic Clubs, told the




"Let us unite on this one thing It is a fight for
human decency and respect:"
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, pastor of Mt. Moriab Baptist
church made this plea for support of the boycott against
the Commercial Appeal to more than 400 persons who at.
tended a mass meeting Tuesday
evening at Mt. Pisgah C. M. E.
church, in the Orange Mound area.
The purpose of the meeting was
to develop 100 percent effective-
ness in the area. the boycott ,',ruggle.
The city-wide movement w a I , He evoked 'beers when he said
launched August 3 by the Citizens i he would like to adopt the slogan:
Improvement Committee, under
the leadership of Frank Kilpat- See RALLY Page 2
rick and Dr. I. A. Watson, jr. Mr.
Kilpatrick announced at the meet-
ing that the boycott was "esti-
mated 60 percent effective already
in the city and it is only three
days old."
CALLED "ANTI-NEGRO"
The principal speaker, Rev.
Norsworthy, drew applause when
he said: "The Commercisl Ap-
peal is anti-Negro, and through
its columns and editorials h a s
done as much to damage human
relations as any Citizens Council
in America."
He referred to the Montgomery
bus boycott and drew assenting
response that the fight in prog-
ress in a,temphis is a similar one.
The speaker urged: ;;Let us unite
on this one thing. , .11 is a fight
for human decency and respect!"
Rev. Norsworthy denounced the
"treacherous idea" of calling only
professionals, ministers' wives and
teachers "Mrs." His reference
was to a reported offer from the JAMES T. WALKER
RTV. R. W. NORS WORTHY
editor of the Commercial Appeal
to extend the courtesy titles to
these.
American culture, the speaker
declared, says married women
should be addressed as 'Mrs.'
"Does not the Commercial Appeal
agree?" he questioned.
He told the audience that the Ladies Auxiliary of the Braker.
Improvement committee is not hood of Sleeping Car Porters and
asking any one to get in trouble. Orange Mound Civic club.
Survivors include her husband,
Banjamin H. Simms, a retired
Pullman porter; two sons, Charles
and Harrison: a daughter, M r a.
Zeffie Crawford, St. Louts, Mo.: A
sister, Mrs. Lillian Guest; eleven
grandchildren and other relatives.
Funeral services were held at
Mt. Moriah Baptist church web
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy 0/flatt-
ing. Quarles Funeral Home was is
charge of arrangements.
audience that there is a saying
each person has influence over
at least three people and asked




A 54-year-old Memphis woman
vacationing in Denver, Colo. was
killed Aug. 5 when the car in
which she was riding with her host
collided with another at an inter-
section there.
Mrs. Fannie Simms of 2345 Car-
nes had been in Denver since Aug.
3 and was planning a two week
vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Davis, former Memphians.
When the accident occurred, Mrs.
Simms and Dr. Davis were es-
route ti pick up Mrs. Davis.
MT. MORIAH MEMBER
For over 20 years Mrs. Sim=
had worked in public school cafe-
terias here. During the past five
years, she had been employed at
the Fairview school.
Mr. Davis was hospitalized fee
injuries received in the crath.
Active in church and civic af-
fairs, at Mt. Moriah Baptist
church, she was a member of the
char and Baptist Training Un-






Sat., Aug. 17, 1957
Appoint 40 New Teachers In City; 29  In County
It. G. Lee Opens Fill Posts
Philly Confab
•
• Lt. George W. Lee, the Repub-
lican leader of Memphis, w i 1 1
help open the 58th National Grand
Lodge Convention of IBPOE of W,
in Philadelphia, Pa.
• He is Grand Commissioner of
Education for the Elks and will
be in charge of the two opening
programs — t h e baccalaureate
services on Sunday night, Aug. 25
and the oratorical contest on Mon-
day night, Aug. M.
.• The Education Department is
one of the strongest sections of the
Elks Grand Lodge and to date has
awarded more than 50 scholarships
to deserving high school seniors.
WILL HONOR TWO
Many recipients of these awards
will be present for the baccalau-
reate services which Will be ad-
dressed by the Rev. W. H. T.
Brewster. jr., of Philadelphia.
Plaques will be awarded to Guy
L. Smith, editor of the Knoxville,
Tennessee Journal and to Dr.
Amer Carmichael, superintendent
of schools in Louisville, Ky.
An address by Frederic Morrow,
Wh& House aide, will feature the
oratorical contest. Seven Is i g. h
school graduates, winners of the
seven regional oratorical contests
conducted by Lt. Lee, will vie for
top national honors.
Another highlight of the orator-
ical contest will be the appearance
.of Bobby Cain, first Negro gradu-
at* of the desegregated high school
inrlinfon, Tenn., and Ernest Mc-
• who spearheaded a student
strike at Alcorn college in
ippi against an instructor
a with the NAACP's
!itliMi segregation in t h e
schools. Both Cain and McEwen
will receive citations and $1,000.00
scholarships.
SEEKS MIXED CHOIR
It is believed that at least one
of the young oratorical contestants
is white. Mr. Morrow, who is to
speak at the oratorical centest,
Was unofficial ambassador for the
Elks Department of Education to
the recent Ghana celebration.
Lt. Lee pointed out that he is
making an effort to engage the in-
terracial choir that appeared at
the Prayer Pilgrimage in Washing-
ton, D. C. If he is successful in
obtaining the choral group, the
singers will appear at both affairs
on Aug. 25-2C.
The Elks scholarship program
was organized over V years ago,
and since that time the Gr and
Lodge has invested over $1,000,000
in both Negro and white young-
sters who found it almost impos-
sible to attend college. Most of the
scholarships are obtained f r om
dues paid by the national member-
ship.
A new phase of the program has
been introduced by Lt. Lee. He has
launched a nation-wide campaign
to raise an additional $1,000,000
to aid youngsters who are willing
to break jim-crow barriers now
existing in many southern col-
leges and universities.
VISITS PARENTS
Johnnie Preston, a student at
Fort Valley State college in Geor-
gia, is visiting his father, Richard
Preston, 556 Ingleside, Chicago.





Trace 'Voices' On Phone
• 'Zeti brothers, Han lord -Hoss'
itir 31,, of 600 Jessamine, and
J. Riley, 28 of 612 North Front
wan fined a total of $250 daft
inXity Court last week after
lif4aphis housewife, and her maid,
Mile Jennie B. Barnes, identified
their "voices" as the one they
hard during repeated threatening
May Operate A
ITSTIEGE E —Negro merchants
begin preparing last week to op-
erate an all-Negro economy in
Tuskegee In the event a trade
wat stemming from a voting con-
troversy isolate them from t h e
white community. B. B. Blakeman,
a Negro tax consultant, told a No.
and abusive phone calls they have
been receiving since last J u n e.
Miss Barnes is the alleged former
commonlaw wife of J. C. Riley.
One brother allegedly made t h e
call to the home where H r s.
Barnes is employed while the oth-
er stood in the phone booth and
told him what to say.
II-Negro Stores
Yankee Host
DUTCHTOWN, La. — Archbieh.
op C. C. Additon of New York
spoke here last week before a Ne-
gro organization which favors the
continuation of segregation. T h e
occasion was the national conven-
tion of Negro pro - segregation
groups, including the African Uni-
versal church, the Commercial
League Corporation, African Stock I
Church Might
ROCK HILL, S. C. — Rev. C.
A. Ivory, a Presbyterian minister
and leader of the Negro bus boy-
cott movement in Rock Hill, re-
vealed- that he is considering an
offer of financial assistance from
a New York Presbyterran church
+ .
gro mass meeting of the forma-
tion of the Tuskegee Institute Com-
mercial Association, which w ill
sponsor Negro development of
community services now provided
only by whites. . .a Negro news-
paper, Negro little league base.
hail teams and Negro Boy Scouts.
ler In Dixie
Exchange Association Develop-
ment Corporation, and the United
Counsel of organizations headed
by Bishop Addison. Theme of the
bishop's address to the poorly at-
tended convention was that segre-
gation is the key to interracial
peace. He said, "This is the only
way the Negro can be a first clam
citizen of America."
Aid Boycott
organization. The minister said the
board of national missions of the ,
Presbyterian church, USA, offer-
ed the aid. Reverend Ivory is
head of the York County branch
of the NAACP.
Musician Lester Hills Dies
Lester Hill, musician, known was a self-taught musician, and
prorelsionally as "Joe Hill Louis," appeared in the Mid-South as a
died last week at John Gaston, "one man band." He played the
hospital of tetanus (lockjaw). drums, electric guitar, 
and bar-
Lockjaw developed from a smell monica at the same time. He liv-
ed at 662 Linden and made ap-
pearances over Station WDIA. Fu-
neral was held under the direc-
tion of R. S. Lewis and Son
Hill, as he was popularly known, Funeral Home.
cut on his thumb, while he was
on a personal appearance tour in
Mississippi and Arkansas. J o e
Says Kin Abused Her
West Memphis, Ark., police last because her fathel• in Chicago is
Week were holding an 11-year-old • sick. She said she had been beat-
girl from Chicago and wondering ' en and mistreated by her relatives
what to do with her. They picked in West Memphis and wall trying
her up at West Memphis bus sta- , to get on a bus back to Chicago.
tion after her aunt and uncle, She said she was beaten with a
whom she was visiting, reported rubber hose. Police refused to turn
her missing. She ran _screaming her over to her relatives and re-
from the police station when they (erred the case to Crittenden Coun-
came for her, yelling. "1 don't
ty Juvenile Court officer H. 51,want to go back!" She said she
was visiting her aunt and uncle ' Bizzell.
Left Vacant
In Systems
Forty additional Negro teachers
have been assigned to various fac-
ulties in Memphis public schools,
while 29 new teachers have been
added to the teaching staff of the
Shelby County school system.
The announcement of the coun-
ty school changes were made by
Supt. George Barnes last week.
According to Miss Margaret Wil-
liams, supervisor of personnel for
the Memphis Board of Education,
the supplementing personnel will
fill new teaching positions created
by resignations and retirements.
CITY TEACHERS NAMED
The new city teachers are:
Douglas — Miss Carrie Etta
Jackson, Mrs. Margarette D. Ed-
mond. Florida — Mrs. Bertha C.
Price, Miss Ardenia Watson, and
Mrs. Ezelle D. Parks. Grant—Mrs.
Clara Marie Simpson. Hamilton—
Mrs. Emma Laura Owens, Mrs.
Mildred B. Turner.
Hyde Park — Miss Geraldine
Black, Mrs. Addie 0. Jones and
Mrs. Bernice ' F. Leatherwood.
Klondike — Miss Jessie Lee Mer-
riweather, Miss Meryl Elaine Per-
kins, Mrs. Aletha Ann C. Simms.
Magnolia — Mrs. GWendolyn Mae'
Williams, Miss Dorothy Jean
Johnso n, Miss Gladys Loretta
Steinberg.
Melrose — Mrs. Jean R. Hamil-
ton, Mrs. Charlene S. /gantry,
Mrs. BWye C. Davis. Riverview—
Mrs. Hattie E. Jackson, Mrs. Lee
Ella Smith. Wisconsin — Mrs. Ar-
delia H. Spann, Mrs. Tyrce G.
Campbell, Mrs. Mary T. Wright.
Lincoln — Mrs. Marguerite Wor-
then. Christine — Mrs. Leola C.
Lawrence. Lester — Mrs. Margie
G. Williams, Mrs, Dorothy B. Ber-
.kley. Carver — Mrs. Fannie M.
Johnson, Mrs. Ja cq uelin e M.
Knight, Mrs. Dorothy B. Evans,
Walter Evans, Mrs. Felicia N.
hartin, Mrs. Joan M. Johnson,
Mrs. Evie Lee Horton, Mrs. Otha
Mae Greene. Caldwell — Mrs.
Dorothy H. Johnson, Mrs. Velma
B. Taylor, Mrs. Ellarine Cobbins.
COUNTY ADDITIONS
Supt. George Barnes of the coun-
ty announces he following new-
comers:
Mrs. Elizabeth Brown Saunders,
Collierville; Mrs. Angie R. Hill
Heyser, E. A. Harrold; Mrs. Sall-
ye W. Stevens, E. A. Herod, Miss
Robbie Estelle Rucker, Barret'3
Chapel; Mrs. Charlyne McIntosh
Carrouthers, Oakville; Mrs. Mary
Brazziel Terrell, E. A. Harrold;
Mrs. Thelma Mae Pickens Gates
at Fully iew.
Others named are:
Miss Mildred Kathryn D 0 s s,
Eads; Mrs. Frankie Moore Saw-
yer, Prosperity; Miss Ethel Mae
Starkes, Barret's' Chapel: Miss
Hazel Elizabeth Strong, Mt. Pis-
gah; Mrs. Mary Ellen Dye Wake-
field, Gecter; Mrs. Jean McLe-
more Harris, Mt. Pisgah; Miss
Isabelle Rogan, Barrel's Chapel;
Jesse Sberfield, Barret's Chapel;
Miss Elizabeth Maria Burton, Gee-
ter, and Mrs. Annie C. Henry, Gee-
ter.
Miss Nancy Ellen Webb, Shelby
County Training; James Christo-
pher, Mt. Pisgah, Miss Doris Be-
atrice Vaughter, Mt. Pisgah; Wo-
gan Woodward, E. A. Harold, Mrs.'
Selena Mae Davis Jackson, Gee
ter, Mrs. Lone B. Orr at Caple-
ville; Doris Jean Webster, Barrel's
Chapel; Miss Doris Jean Weddle,
Geeter; Miss Corilla L. Gray, Gee.
ter, Miss Mildred Katherine Whit-
timore, Capleville, and Mrs. Edna




Six 51 emphis cosmetologists
were among those attending t Is e
National Beauty Culturists league
held in New Orleans July MAI
10:
Among the women participating
10 the two week convention were
the following Memphians: N r s.
Parthenia Bell, supervisor of Ten-
nessee State Progressive Beautici-
an Assn., Inc., president of Miss.
Beauty Culturist association a n
member of Memphis Beauticians
Kasper Wants New Trial
chapter No. 3; Mrs. Rubye Row-
ells, clinic director of Tennessee
KNOXVILLE — John Kasper, Nashville, later Kasper said a State Progressive Beautician asso-
segregationist, asked through his "direct political organization will dation and member of Memphis
attorney for a new trial in the be started" for the "cause" of Beautician chapter No. 3; Mrs.
Clinton case, on grounds. among segregation, He also said a "sys- Annie TurreU, secretary of T e n- brake, president of Tennessee
others, that the jury 
"wag tun. tem of private schools" will be set nessee State Progressive Beautici- State Progressive Beauticians as- A-200 KILLS
How Women Earn
$150,000,000 at Home
Paid in Savings from Home Canning
Here is hose it works. Take peaches as art example and






















At 21e per quart good freestone peaches are a bargain. YOU
usually save at least 10c per quart compared to what you would pay
for commercially canned (No. 21/2 tin is about 10% less than 1 qt.).
Savings are still greater when you grow your own peaches, or buy
them at less than the above price.
In these calculations the jar cost is figured on a 10 year jar life,
as shown by independent surveys. Fuel cost was developed 
from
tests, while lid and sugar figures are based on current prices. The
U. S. Department of Agriculture shows the yield from a bushel of
peaches to be 18 - 24 qta.
Similar calculations for other items, such as tomatoes and relishes,
show comparable savings; so that it is conservative to say that home
canning saves 10o per jar. Studies made by • leading research
organization show that well over 1,500,000,000 jars are canned each
year. Here, then, is how women make big home earnings by home
canning: 1,500,000,000 jars canned X 10c = $150,000,000.
Protest
(Continued From Page 1)
letter from Dr. Watson to the edi-
tor of the Commercial Appeal:
"My Dear Mr. Ahlgren: T h e
rights of an individual do n o t
spring from the fact he is a citi-
zen of a given state or communi-
ty, neither that he is a member of
a particular race or religious
group, nor that he or members
of his family belong to any given
profession. The rights are inher-
ently his merely because he is a
member of the human race. Those
to whom many rights and free-
doms are not denied may find it
impossible to realise the hard-
ships and indignitieli milked by
some from a denial ohiggise basic
rights.
"Today every Negro is becom-
ing more and more concerned
about • the continuous „insults that
he must suffer. We feel that the
time for remaining silent is past,
and that certain rights must be
demanded.
When an injustice is done to
one there is injustice to all; when
the rights of one group are shifted
the rights of all groups are placed
in jeopardy.
'SELECTED BY FOLLOWERS'
"In your letter to Mr. Wilson
you made reference to responsible
leaders. We would like to call your
attention to who are responsible
leaders. Leaders are selected by
their followers and are generally
not those who would seem ideal
by another group who is not fully
cognizant of the problem that is
pressing.
"We too noted your mention of
the projects for the benefit of Ne-
groes in which you have and are
participating. The good that one
does for a fellow citizen should
not be overshadowed by t h e
wrongs. We definitely realize the
Negro's need for better housing
facilities, improved schools, ex-
panded hospital facilities, p1 a y-
grounds and many others. B u t
most important we realize the
need for extension to our people
of greater respect for human dig-
nity.
As for us and many of our as-
sociates, we feel that reepeet for
the individual is far more impor-
tant than any structure that could
be erected in our behalf.




Upon request of the Tri • State
Defender, Mr. Ahlgren gave his
views on the crusade in a letter
dated Aug. 2, directed by the edi-
tor of the Defender. The letter fol-
lows:
"Dear Mr. Wilson: You have
asked me for comment on the ef-
forts of a group to contrive a boy-
cott against the Commercial Ap-
peal.
"I am reluctant to dignify the
incident with comment, but out of
professional courtesy to you, I do
so.
"I firmly believe that the re-
Policy
(Continued From Page 1)
These efforts have extended over
a period of five years or more,
"The Negroes of Memphis do
not desire any special treatment
Ifrom the C. A., or any other per-
son or group of persons. Our only
desire is to be treated as Ameri-
can citizens.
'IMMORALITY'
"We are convinced that Immor-
ality knows no color line. We as
Negroes have no monopoly on im-
morality. And who is the editor of
the C. A. that he sets himself up
as judge, jury and keeper of other
people's morals?
How immoral shs the alleged
murderer of her husband who cut
his body and tossed it away? Yet,
she is Mrs. to the C. A. How im-
moral is the woman who discard-
ed her baby and chose a Negro
woman to irsve him with? Yet,
she is Mrs. to the C. A.
'INTERESTING'
"Does the C. A. gilt every per-
son, white or black, to produce a
marriage license before an article
is written about them? That must
be interesting indeed.
"We 'misguided' citizens a r e
quite content with the success of
this protest movement. We urge
every Negro who is not 'a iespon-
slble leader of the community' to
stop paying 50 cents a week for
Insults, paternalism, and unfair
editorials against our people.
"(Signed) Miss iVilla A. McWil-
liams.
sponsible leaders of the N egro
community, aware of the Commer-
cial Appeal's dedication to im-
provement of all regardless of col-
or or creed, will set the record
and thinking straight.
'LITTLE IRONICAL'
"It is a little ironical that this
thing should happen even as I am
engaged in preparations to en-
large facilities at Collins Chapel
hospital, of which I am chairman
of the executive committee. And
also at a time when The Commer-
cial Appeal, through stories and
editorials, is trying to make it
abundantly clear to all the need
for more and better housing fa-
cilities for Negroes.
"I think the many projects in
which we have interested o u r-
selves for the benefit of Negroes
currently and in the past will amp-
ly refute the misguided group,
some of whom in all probability
are interested in publicity.
"(Signed) Frank Ahlgren."
TALLAHASSEE — Faculty pre-
planning for the fall semester at
Florida A. and M. university be-
gins Friday, Sept. 13.
LICEr
up "to relieve hundreds of white
pored with." fie contends the jury , parents who flatly refuse to allow
failed to follow Instructions of thel their children to go to mixed
court not to read newspapers." In schools "
Segregationists Busy As Beavers
NASHVILLE — The P a r ent al
School Preference Committee, a
segregatioeist group, presented a
plan last week to the Nashville
Action) Board, which calls for us-
ing the state's new segregation
laws to halt the inteeration of first
grades here. The segregation
group said sehool preference laws
were passed after a Federal dis-
trict court's acceptance of t h e
school board's plan and therefore,
were "new evidence." All steps in
their proposed plan are designed
to delay integration of the first
grades in Nashville this fall.
an association and member end
secretary of Memphis chapter No.
2.
Others were Mrs. Clara Nunnal-
ly, faculty member of Tennessee
Progressive Beautician associa
Alen, inc., a member of chapter
No. I, and instructor at Gorine
colleke; Mme. Gold S. Youn g.
chairman of Executive board of
Tennessee State Progressive Beau-
tician association, and the organ-
izer and founder of Memphis chap-
ter No.1; and Mrs. Margaret Pem-1
sociation and president of Mem-
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Yes— A-t00 kills Lice, Crabs,
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skin, won't stain your
clothes. A-t00 smells good—
and it washes right out, like
a shampoo.





(Continued From Page 1)
marl J. lloward Wart who submit-
ted the plan, "there might be no
action. . .until the board holds its
next regular meeting in Novem-
ber."
The resolution which the board
adopted, explained it is the inten-
tion of the state board to "comply
with the law of the land as inter-
preted by the courts." This ref-
erence was specifically to deseg.
regation.
"At the same time," it contin-
ues, "the board desires to preserve
and protect the system of public
higher education which can and
may be destroyed by psychologi-
cal and sociological factors over
which it has no control."
The board directed presidents of
the universities and colleges un-
der its control, excluding Univer-
sity of Tennessee under a separate
board, to submit plans for en-
trance requirements at the regu-
lar November meeting. This move
came because of a proposal by
the presidents, who said many of
the state institutions are becoming
so crowded it may be necessary
at some time in the future to
deny "students not qualified to do
an acceptable quality of college
work." 3
The law enacted by the 1957 Leg-
islature to permit the state board
and University of Tennessee to
"prescribe rules and requirements
for the admission of students to
colleges and universities..." over
which they have control, is slant- volves Middle Tennessee State col-
nil only at overcrowding,' says lege at Murfreesboro, Austin Pray
Dr. Cope and other education of- State College at Clarksville. Tend
ficials. nessee Polytechnic Institute MI
Some informed observers feel C000keville and East Tennessee,
the law could be used to keep State college at Johnson City.
down the number of Negroes enter-
ing the state's colleges and uni-
versities.
The resolution proposed that the
three-man committee make t h e
study since "no policy governing I
admission of Negro students ex
ists which has been approved M
the State Board of education.
Decision by the state board in-
Rally
(Continued From Page 1)
"As Orange Mound goes, so goes
Memphis."
Mr. Kilpatrick. told the group
that the movement was organized
city-wide and no community had
been missed in being contacted
and given literature. He express-
ed satisfaction over the 65 percent
effectiveness to date.
Committee officials, Miss Willa
A. McWilliams and Dr. I. A. Wat-
son, jr., spoke briefly to the group.
LITERATURE SOUGHr
During a question - answer per-
iod, several requests were made
for additional literature, as per-
sons in the audience sought the
material to pass out among friends
and in their communities, they
stated.
A young lady in the audience ,
rose and asked if the Press-Scimi-
tar should be patronized. Council
of Clubs President Walker an-
swered: "As long as the Press-
Scimitar remains friendly a nil
fair, we will remain the same.'•
A financial appeal was made to
supplement funds for production
and distribution of literature.
Rev. D. Warner Browning, pas-
tor of Mt. Pisgah CME church
served as chairman of the meet-
ing, Other ministers of the Orange
Mound area in attendance includ-
ed Rev. J. L. Griffin and Rev. I
Amos Terrell.
Mr. Walker expressed "elation''






REV. W. BROWNING I
said it was indicative that the Ne-
gro is determined to have himself
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Yes, they've got 'ens.
A doeen eggs freeh-from-the-farm, a
beautiful cut of roast beef, a pound of
flavor-peeked, roaster fresh coffee,
NATIONAL'. got 'ern all ...and at
those low, low everyday prices that
give you a pleasant surprise when you
go past the clack-out counter. Because
value is the keystone of NATIONAL'.
fabulous growth as "food headquar-
ters" for hungry folks. Nowhere else
does your food dollar get you so
much ... nowhere else can you buy
staples, meats, dairy products,
fresh fruits and vegetables,




Senile yea lean ...
... sots yes moral
657 Chelsea
Memphis, Tenn.
prim so low that they -me dined
unbehevable. Follow the example of
that pert young housewife pictured
below ... follow her to her friendly
neighborhood NATIONAL Food
Store ... and then follaw her to tia
bank where she deposits the difference
in the family airings account!




























































































Sot., Aug. 17, 1957
FOR THE
"RECORD
by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
REVEALING FACTS
It is contrary to the ethics of
acceptable journalism for a news-
paper to take a stand against an-
other publiction in a boycott. un-
less conditions rise from ! h e
movement, bestirred by the ag-
grieved newspaper which are in-
imical to the community.
That's why the Tri-State Defen-
der has not taken a position edi-
tonally in the current crusade
launched by the Citizens Improve-
ment committee against the Com-
mercial Appeal.
The Tri-State Defender is obli-
ilk gated to this community to keep
its news columns open for discus-
sion of the issues, both pro and
eon. That it will do so long as
the protest continues. By so doing
it hopes to help keep the crusade
from functioning on the level of
wild rumor and emotional specu-
lation where unnecessary heat and
tension is generated.
From close observation of the
public reaction in the crusade, two
facts, among others appear clear-
ly: in at least three communi-
ties of the $200 million Negro mar.
4 ket here the boycott had grass
roots implications; and, the people
the campaign felt so strongly
about the issues they ignored the
advice to refrain from participa-
tion, from spokesmen in the cate-
gory of what is known as estab-
lished leadership.
The latter is quite significant and
bears watching. It appears to re-
flect that a new evaluation has
been placed on leadership here In
matters of controversial civic na-
ture. The rebellion of the people
&sea s
indicates that previous pre& c h-
I ments from sources on civil rights
and the prixileges of first-class cit.
izenship do not correlate.
The leadership in the crusade
has a serious responsibility to the
community, currently and in the
future.
MORE DELAY
The 14 students who looked for-
ward to entering Memphis State
university this fall, from all indi-
cations, will not be able to do so '
The resolution passed by t h e '
State Board of Education last Fri.
day appears to mean that until a
three-man committee submits rec.
ommendaions for admissions and
they are approved, the six state
supported institutions of highet
learning will function under regu-
lations which barred Negroes.
Ten of the applicants to MS11
are first year students, one is sec-
ond year, one a junior and two
are graduate students. It is re-
grettable that these filemphians
will not be able to study his fall
in a stele supported institution
near home tt will probably he
in November before officials take
any action on the case.
Meanwhile, the students w h o
have an opportunity or who are
able should continue their educa-
tion elsewhere. The graduate stu-
dents may be admitted the first
of next year or next summer. But
for freshmen it looks like entry
is a full school term away.
For the leadership in the drive
to get the institution's doors open





HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — The
prosecution's key witness in the
criminal libel trial of Confidential
Magazine testified yesterday that
actress Francesca De Scaffa told
him she "had an affair" with
Clark Gable to get information for
a magazine story about Gable's
first wife.
Howard Rushmore, lanky and
studious former Confidential edi-
tor, gave the testimony under
cross-examination by defense at-
torney Arthur J. Crowley.
Crowley brought up testimony
given by Rushmore last Friday
on direct examination when he
said Miss De Scalia, former wife
of actor Bruce Cabot, told him
she would "have an affair" with
any man in order to pick up in-
formation for Confidential articles.
Crowley demanded to know if
Rushmore could cite any instance
where Miss De Scaffa "slept with
a man to get a story."
Rushmore replied in the affir-
mative and the attorney said:
' "This wasn't the subject?"
' Rushmore said:
"No, it was a person involved
in the story."
Then Crowley asked him to Assn. Approves !name the person and Rushmore
410 said:
' "Clark Gable." Central State
' Gable's first wife, Josephine WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Presi-
lon, was the subject of a Confi- dent Charles H. Wesley of Cen-
dential article and she has been tral State college has announced
subpenaed by the defense to testi- that the American Association of
fy. University Women has placed C,,n-
Crowley, obviously trying to im- tral State college on its list of ap-
peach Rushmore's testimony, tried proved institutions and granted
to show by his questioning that membership to it.
the writer continued working for This means that the wo in en
other expose magazines leaving graduates of Central State college
Confidential in 1955, holding the degrees of bachelor of
' Rushmore insisted Confidential arts and bachelor of arts in edu-
published "pornography" while the cation are eligible for membership
other magazines did not, in the association.
Rushmore also testified that an
article about TV star Desi Arnaz
was based on "information from
a call girl."
Under questioning he said that
the call girl was not "planted"
by Confidential, but she was con-
tacted for her story through con-
fessed Madam Ronnie Quillen, a
Hollywood night life figure, al-
legedly a source of several mag-
azine stories. 1
Rushmore said he could not re-
call any story which was obtained
—as the prosecution has charged'
—by using a "woman of the night" 1
to entice a prospective subject for
an article.
He said that on occasions in
checking for information, he con-
sulted with "two or three" New
York policemen and with the New
York city corporation counsel. .
Before this morning's court ses-
sion began, Singer Herb Jeffries
appeared in answer to a defense
subpoena and he was put on two
hours' notice to be ready to testi-
fy,
In cross-examining Rushmere,
Crowley stated flatly he was trying
to prove that the witness' direct
testimony was rrit based on fact.
l'wro Dance Is Divine"
Shakespeare
LET'S ALL DANCE!
If We All Can't Let's
ALL LEARN at the
MID-SOUTH
SCHOOL OF DANCING
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Gaily a Lori Plaids
' Colorful plaids in pleasing
lashions dutch-boy style
ir tee or blue shirtwaist-
type in red, blue or mane.
Gorgeous details, wonder.
tutly .vaahable, colorfast.
Her situ 4 to 6X.
Little Girls' Nylon
Bouffant Slips
To give frocks the proper
liars Nylon tricot bod-
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nylon net skirt. Rose-
bud trims Euy•wash,
no-iron I to 6X
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Colon match skirts and slip-
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British style, neat lines. Blue,
camel, red to match cardi-
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You don't need cash to shop
right now. Our revolving "Charge-It"
Plan helps you buy everything you need
for your children's school wardrobes now,
while assortments a re com plete. Visit our friendly
Credit Office Fill out the simple credit form..
and our "Charge-It" Plan is at your service. Make
your selections in any department, in any W. T.
Grant store. Use the handy coupons like cash.
Budget your payments, weekly or monthly; get
additional credit to spend as you make
your payments. Enjoy modern shop-
ping. "Charge-It" today!
HOW MUCH 00 YOU WANT? CHICK THIS HANDY LIST
'so Pav.:1:,...,i i ....sue : .,•.Y•:'!
$100 ;70°.:',.....t. $200
... them ea'autte cried 11 c44, .1
W. T. GRANT CO
*4.
4
113 South Main - Downtown Store - Memphis
JA 5-7821 or JA 5-7822
.s
Husband's Name 
Wife's Name ...a 
Street Address  City  Phos•
Husband's Employment 
Wife's Employment 




W. T. GRANT CO
MAIN & GAYOSO 
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Sat., Aug. 17, 1957
t • 
l TWENTIETH ANNUAL Sec-
pious of the Memphis District
Association Leadership Train'
tug Congress convened at
First Baptist Church Chelsea
I Aug. 5-9. The group, pictured
t Some time ago I hearil a sermon
delivered on este of our local ra-
dio stations. It is in keeping with
our thought of lastweek and I
would like to share it with my
readers. It.is entitled, Our Debt
To Fools"' and is based on Luke
9:51 reading. "Ile set His face to
go to.Jerusalem." It was deliver-
ed by Dr. Roy L. Smith of Chicago.
He said there has always b e e ii
something so very whimsical about
All Fool's Day. Most of us recall
with something like nostalgia the
Innocent deceptions we practiced
upon Our friends and loved ones
—our elders and our conternpor-
aries when 'we were children, un-
der the charitable and benevolent
guise of "April Fool-.
I am glad that the delightful
day has fallen, this year on the
Sabbath, for some of the greatest
fools of history — at least those
who have been called fools —have
been associated with religion and
the world of the spirit.
Many years ago I heard a bril-
liant lecture by a very remarkable
man who gave many of the best
years of his life to the chautau-
quas, and to Congress as a repre-
sentative from Ohio, Thom as
I3rooks Fletcher. With great dra-
matic skill and effectiveness he
addressed thousands on the sub.
ject, "The Martyrdom of Fools".
In the course of his address he
said: 'Some men are martyred
for what they think, and others
are martyred by what t he y
All of which is to say, of course,
that there are a great many dif-
ferent kinds of fools. There are
the stupid:111e senseless, the stub-
born there are the callous, and
the contemptible; there are the ig tees, and J. Ir. Ruffin. men's Duty To The Local Church".
norant, and the depraved, and the The Bells' petition was set for
debauchees. Perhaps the most pa- Wednesday before Chancellor Cey-
thetic are those who are never Ion Frazer.
able to learn from their h a r d
knockS, or from other people's
burns. Then there are those who
allow themselves to be enslaved
by their passions, seduced by their
hatreds, or blinded by their prej-
udices. All of these, of course, are
fools and their follies have con-
stituted a tax upon all sensible
men since the beginning of time.
There are, however, those other
fools who have only been called
fools — those who have lived
ahead of their time, above the lev•
el of niediocrity and in a world of
dreams aod ideals. They are the
ones who, enriched of soul by a
divine folly, have blazed the trails
along which the race has eventu-
ally climbed to all things splen-
did. .
There are those who called Tel-
emachus, the priest, a fool when
he threw down his life in an ef-
fort to put an end to the horri-
ble brutality and savagery of the
Roman gladiatorial combats. Frac-
tical people said it was useless to
defy the might of the Roman Em-
pire. Popular opinion — the "folk
ways of the people" -- roared its
savage approval of the killing of
men for sport and entertainment.
But the staunch aroma of warm
fresh human Hood choked the no,
trils of the priest, and his Chris
tian conscience would not let his,
rest. Leaping over the stone par
apet of the arena one mornine.
he strode out on the bloody sand,
holding aloft a tiny cross a n d
shouting, Stop! Stop' Stop t h i 5
killing! In the name Of Christ,.
Stop!
Yes, they ran him through with
a spear and went on with the
game, as soon as his lifeless body
had been dragged through t h e
gate. Everywhere in Rome that
night they called him a fool, but
a few days later Cams issued
his decree that never again should
such a spectacle be started. and
that senseless and brutal killing
would cease. 4 fool stopped it' A
fool for Christ's sake.
There are those who referred to
the young man Francis son of the
nobleman of Assizi, as a fool. It
18591114d-400..J2ractical and hard -
WNW men of affairs so stupid
above includes Women's Aux-
iliary, Choirs, Ushers, Lay-
man's Movement, YWAs, Jun-
ior Matrons, Red Circles and
Sunshine bands. Rev. Van J.
that the son of an aristocrat should
turn his back on all thedalliance
and gaiety to which he was en-
titled by his birth and station, for
the sake of religion and a lite- i
time's union with "Lady Poverty". t
History has left us but a scant
record in this case, but it is very




Mr. and Mrs. George Bell of
1444 Caradine, filed suit last week
against real estate broker, C. C.
Sawyer, stating they were "fraud-
ulently" overcharged $2,480 in a
home loan transaction.
The couple stated in the suit that
Sawyer has loaned or paid them
$4,20, but that he enticed them
into signing papers to secure debts
of $6,700 by trust deeds.
The Chancery Court suit charges
further that the proper balance the
Bells owe is $2,172.26, as they have
paid $1,947 of the $4,120 debt.
Through their attorneys E. W.
Hale jr. and John J. Thomason,
the couple sought a temporary in-
junction to stop the sale of their
home by the defendants and ask-
ed that the notes be made void
for fraud and usury (illegal inter-
est rate).
Other defendants named besides
Sawyer Realty, Inc. and Sawyer
Investments, Inc., both of 334
Vance, are Union Protective As-
surance Co., E. R. Kirk, L. H.
Twigg and 0, W. Pickett as trus-
, Tuskegee Institute will open its
I 77th academic year on Sept. 12
and 14 with the 17th Annual All
Institute Conference. Faculty and
staff with student representatives
will consider the need for a thor-
ough grounding in fundamentals 1
as the foundation for technical and
professional specialization. T h e
theme of the conference is "The
Basic Core and Progressive Eval-
uation in Teaching for Mastery".
In announcing the selection of
Dr. William Allison Davis, profes-
sor of education at the University
of Chicago, as keynote speaker,
President L. II. Foster said that
Dr. Davis had performed import-
ant research dealing with the im-
pact of a restricted cultural en-
vironment upon the mental and





The young people of Morning
Star Baptist church meet every
Tuesday night from 7-8 p.m. All
youth are urged to come out. Miss
Earnestine Morgan is president;
Miss Georgia Lee Griffin, secre-
tary; Rev. J. R. Halliburton, pas-
tor.
The Choir Unions met Sunday
at Morning Star Baptist church.
Mrs. Ellie R ucke r, directress;
i Mrs. Gladys Wright, assistant di-
rectress, Mrs. Bertha Oliver, pres.





Malone. pastor of First Bap-
tist Chelsea, is president of the
Congress. Other officials are
Rev. J. B. Webb, dean; Rev.
0, C. Collins, director gener-
ther heard soothing words from
his cronies, to the effect that he
had done his best, and that he
would not be blamed for the silly
ways of his son. Like some terri-
ble tragedy it was interpreted as
the "will of God'' which must be
accepted. But time has corrected
the record and all of Assizi is re•
membered today because St. Fran•
cis came out of the town to put
the world in his debt.
In the last years of the 15th cen-
ury a poor mariner with a great
faith peddled himself from one roy•
al court to another in Europe, beg-
ging for no more than three small
ships and less than 200 men with
which to open up a new world.
His speech was impassioned, his
evidence was intruiging, but his
friends were few and his clothing
al; Mrs. D. S. Thompson. reg-
istrar; Miss Edna Earl Fish.
Cr. secretary; Rev. W. M.
Fields, moderator; Rev. W. T.
Grafton, first vice-moderator;
Miss C. Sanders, secretary;
was threadbare. The knowing and
the practical said, as they tapped
their heads significantly- "Only a
fool would believe that he could
sail around the world. Does not
all the world know that it is fat,
and that the sun risses in the eas
and goes down in the west."
But Christopher Columbus Was
a fool, He believed in his dream
and went on to other courts and
begged for ships and men. And
finally, with a mutinous crew lock-
ed below decks, and the inexor-
able tradewind at his back, he '
starred toward the setting sun and
wrote in his diary, "This day we
sailed west." Even the tiniest
school boy knows the story today,
how a fool and his folly were
justified, because he believed in
the truth. TO BE CONTINUED.
RIVERSIDT BAPTIST Dr. Venson is a member of St.
The recent observance of Worn- John Baptist church on Vance ave
ens Day at the Riverside Baptist The pastor, Rev. W. C. Holmes,
church was a memorable occasion will deliver the morning message.
for its proud and amiable mem- GREATER MT. ZION BAPTIST
bership. Mrs. Gladys Minion of Students from S. A. Owen Jun.
Mt. Pisgah Baptist church spoke ior college, LeMoyne college, Ar-
beautifully on the subject "Build- kansas, A. and M. college a ii d
ing On Personality". Tennessee A&I university combin-
Speaking at the house of wor- ed their abilities Sunday night to
ship Sunday was Mrs. Velma Mc- present one of the most outstand.
Lemore. The soft-spoken LeMoyne ing talent programs ever witness.
instructor and active member of ed at the Greater Mt. Zion Baptist
Metropolitan Baptist church ad- church. Miss Bobbie Whitley of Le'
dressed a capacity crowd. Contri. Moyne college was chairman.
butions amounted to $626.87. The honor of delivering the cul-
Rev. 0. D. White is the pastor. minating address of The Macedon.
Mrs. Thelma Hunt is the reporter. ia Baptist Association has been
BEAULAH BAPTIST given the dynamic pastor of Great-
Sunday is Laymen Day at th er Mt. Zion Baptist church, Rev.e
Beulah Baptist church. Deliver- E. V. McGhee. Rev. McGhee will
ing the principal speech will be deliver the sermon at Salem Bap-
Rev H C. Cherry of First Bap- list church of Overton Cross, Tenn.. .
tist Binghampton church. He will Sunday, at 3 p.m.
be heard at 3 p.m. and the Beau. GREATER WHITE STONE
lah Male Chorus will furnish the BAPTIST
Sunday's agenda for the Great.
niuicDsr. R. Q. Venson will develop er White Stone Baptist congrega-
the theme of the celebration "Lay- tion reads Annual Ushers' Day.
The pastor. Rev. A. R. Williams,
has prepared a special sermon for
the day. Charlie Walton, president
of the City Ushers' Union, will be
master of ceremony. Chairman of
the observation is Mrs. Christine
Brown and the co-chairman is
Mrs. Theresa Jones.
Miss Marion Woodward, Direc- Plans are currently being map.
tor of Girls Work at Campbell ped out for Men's Day at t h a
Friendship House. Gary. Ind, will house of reverence. It is sched.
speak Aug. 8 at Ward Chapel A. uled for Sept. 1.
M. E. church, Woodward and S. OLIVET BAPTIST
Parkway E.
A graduate of LeMoyne college, , its Choir Day, Sunday. A grand
and a member of Ward Chapel. day is anticipated.
for the past two years, Miss Wood- Rev. E. W. Williams is the mln.
ward has served as Resource Per. ister.
son for the Northeastern Ohio con- FIRST BAPTIST BEALE
ference. "The Preacher and His Task"
She is being presented by the marked the opening of Hyde Park
Senior choir of Ward Chapel and New Lif eBaptist church's new lo-
they have extended an invitation cation. Rev. T. J. Wilson of First
to the general public. Baptist Beale delivered the soul-
stirring message.
TALLAHASSEE — Bettye Udell, Youth Day will be celebrated at
executive editor for the 'a8 Rait- the church Sunday. The y o ii n g
ler y?arbook at Flcrida A. and people will he in charge of all ac-
H. univm-sity, is a senior, and a tivities for the Day. A special pro
native of White Springs, Fla. gram has been planned for 3 p.m'
Olivet Baptist church will hold
Gospel Record Stars
Appear At Rock Temple
Gospel recording artists, Misses
Allison Davis Wright,ristine Clark and Geraldine.  along with guitarist Sam
inham, appeared recently at
Rock Temple Church of God in
Christ. Jackson. Tenn. The pro-
gram was sponsored by Eld. I.
H. Gordon of Memphis who also
joined in the program, singing
several of his compositions.
Miss Clark and Mr. Winham,
both are from New York a n d
Miss Wright is from New Orleans.
Among the features of the musi
cal program were alternatly play-
ed pianos by the sisters and Mr
Winham's playing of the Span-
ish guitar.
The entire program was taped
.by N. C. Buntyn, radio technician
and disc jockey on Station WJAK,
who will broadcast it daily on the
Gospel Train.
Several guests were present for
the occasion includina; Mrs. Ella
Jones, wife of late Eld. Jer r y
Jones and Charlie Washington, or-
ganist and vibraharpist of Pente-
costal Temple.
Eld. Gordon will return to Rock
Temple on Aug. 25 to attend the
church's 50th anniversary serv-
ices. Bishop A. B. McEwen will t
be principal speaker. Eld. J. E.
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"Faithful Stewardship" was the
theme of the Memphis District As-
sociation Leadership Training
Congress which convened at First
Baptist church Chelsea from Au-
gust 5-9.
The five-day meeting presented
a varied program, according to
Rev. -. W. Taylor, publicity chair-
man.
The Sunshine department led by
Mrs. G. M. McPherson and a mu-
sical presented by choirs of the
the host church, First Baptist Chel-
sea.
The women of the district head
ed by Mrs. J. B. Webb presented
a program on Wednesday. The
day was climaxed by the annual
message of the president.
Rev. W. M. Fields, moderator
of the Congress, delivered his 12th
annual mess'age on Thursday. The
closing session of the Congress
was highlighted by a speech by
President A. McEwen Williams.
general director of christian edu-
cation for the Tennessee State
district highlighted the open- Leadership Congress.
ing day. Rev. G. D. Jones is pres- Ninety-three credit cards a n di
Went of the choir group, Mrs. five certificates of progress were!
W. E. Ragsdale is pianist, and Mrs. presented to persons enrolled in ,
Arris Warren is chorister, study courses.
The annual address by the pres- A pageant, "Shining Pathway".
ident of the Congress depart- by the young people officially .
ment, Rev. Van J. Malone, was closed the Congress for the year. I
delivered Tuesday, August 6. Mrs. Debora S. Thompson a n d
The ushers were also a feature Mrs. Sadie Rufus presided over
of the second day, led by Frank this session. Miss S. Saunders
Bufford. Rev. Malone is pastor of wrote the pageant
Baptists Donate
To Va. Schools
LYNCHBURG, Va The Mat-
taponi Baptist Association of Vir-
ginia and two related bodies Jo-
oated $1,387.30 to Virginia Union
Iniversity, it was announced.
The presentation was made by
the Rev. A. P. Young, secretary
of the Association, to Dr. Sam-
uel DeWitt Proctor, president of
Virginia Union University
The Association and its affiliates,
the Woman's Missionary and Edu-
cational Convention and the Sun-
day School and Baptist Training
Union Convention, also contribut-
ed $1,443.75 to Virginia Theolog-
ical Seminary and College, at
1,ynchburg.
pRESTOFACE CREAM
Bleaches, beautifies, "Makes Skin
Like Velvet." Excellent for skin
blemishes from external causes.
Try it. One jar will convince you.
Cl Skim With Presto Skin Seap




AUG. 15, 16, 17
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour does make such wonderful-
ly light tender cakes that melt
in your mouth as well as luci•
ous breads and pastries.
This glamorous fluffy organe
cake will be the bit of your din-
ner or party—swirl the frosting
high, and sprinkle the top with
gold-tinted shreds of cocoanut.
ti cups Jack Sprat Flour
21/2 teaspoons baking powder
3-4 teaspoons salt
1'a teaspoons grated lemon peel
2 tablespoons lemon juice





Sift together Jack Sprat Flour,
baking powder, and salt. Add
lemon and orange peels to shor-
tening; cream well. Add sugar
gradually and beat until light
and fully. Add eggs, one at a
time beating well after each ad-
dition. Add flour mixture alter-
nately with lemon juice, then
milk gradually. Beat smooth aft-
er each addition. Bake in two
paper lined 9il!.'2 in. pans in 375
degree F. oven for 30 minutes.
Cool. Frost with 7 minute Frost-
ing. Place 2 egg whites PA cups
sugar, 1½ cups cold water and
a dash of salt in top of double















300 cakes Fri., and




beating constantly with rotary oi.
electric beater till mixture forms
peaks about 7 minutes. Remove
from fire, add vanilla flavoring;
beat until spreading consistently.
Spread between layers on sides
and top. Sprinkle with golden
cocoanut. To color cocoanut:
Half fill a small jar with cocoa-
Delute yellow food coloring
THERE'S ALWAYS "easy listening" when Mid South talent Pa-
rades before the Big Star Talent Time microphones. When the
fine group pictured above gave their performance recently, top,
favorite song numbers climbed aboard the air-waves. Top tunes
like these were presented: "The Casual Look", "Gibson's Slow
Boggle". "Love Letters In The Sand", "Summertime". This Wel-
come vocadzing was performed by: Left to right — Harold
Middlebrook, Vera Edwards, Jeanette Wallace, Yvonne Townsel,
Cotton Candy
with a few drops of water. Add
colored water to jar; shake until
cocoanut is tinted. Spread on
paper toweling to dry. Serve by
itself or with ice cream. The




Lois Gibson. and Spencer Wiggins. If you would like in audition
tryout for the Big Star Food Talent Show you are invited to con-
tact WDIA at any time. Rig Star Food Stores are happy to give
talented boys and girls of Memphis and the Mid South the oPPor



























































































































































The Federal Courts' recent
clampdowns on obvious dodgers of I
segregation who propose the use ,
of pupil assignment and state-fi-
nanced private schools has been
met with a "secret foolproof wea-
pon" by Prince Edward County,
4111 near Appomatox, Va.Prince Edward County repre-
sents one of the strongest resist-
ance areas to desegregation, and
was one of the areas that figured
in the 1954 school decision.
Manufacturer B. Blanton Han•
bury said the citizens decided two
things just after the ruling. "We
weren't going to integrate and
we wanted to keep our schools
going."
Now that the federal courts are
overriding the pupil assignment
law and private schools in reality
to be supported by the states, the
Va. county remains unmoved. I
HAVE $200,000
The citizens organized t h el• • 
Johnson Making
Bid With Lions
Prince Edward Education corpor-
ation with Hanbury as president
and began taking cash and pledges
for the purpose of operating pia
vale schools should public schools
be integrated.
"If we ever came to operating
, our plan, money would be the least
of our worries," the president said.
The fund now has topped $200,000
with about $25,000 cash, and the
remainder in pledges and prom-
ises.
; Teachers have signed up for the
program, and churches, homes,
and private buildings would be
used to educate the county's
youngsters.
No contributions have been ac-
cepted from any branch of gov-
ernment in order to avoid trouble
from the courts.
Virginia's -secret weapon" i
private schools, not paper trans-
fer of public schools to private,
and Hanbury calls it "foolproof"
•
•
, (Editor's Note: This is anoth- I able player in his league.
er in the series of stories on tan ! Relieving that he would continue
players on teams in the Nation- • to play north of the border, the
I
• al Football league.) Steelers dealt him to the 49ers. As
! a halfback, Johnson u as the sec
By ANP ond leading NFL. ball carrier in
For several years the Detroit his rookie year.
ILions have been criticized f o r le continued a standout perform-
what some observers contended er in the two succeeding seasons, I 
mi 
„.
even though he suffered a should- dwestern Tourney 
I was known as the Douglas Center
wee an allergy to the use of tan
er separation in 1955. Golf club. . .but it was reorganiz•players. 1 The next stop on the circuit for
This year, Coach Buddy Parker the golfers will be the 10th anme ed in 1947 under its present nameIt would not be accurate to re- The Midwestern is the firstof the Lions intends to use John- al Midwestern amateur tourna- • • •port that Negro candidates didn't club to construct from the groundson as a fullback. The 905-pound- ment at Toledo, Ohio, Aug. 17-17receive a chance with the Lions., er is a powerful runner and Park • . . . The tournament, as in pre-
but none has lasted the full route er believes that he will bolster the vious years, will be played over
*Vally Triplett in 1950. 
since the days of Bob Mann and Lions running attack consider- I two course, the first 18 holes at
ably. I Bay View and the final 18 at 01-
For example, last year Walt Da- Johnson also is a fine defensive! tawa park, the various flights will
vis was retained the first t w o back. With the 49ers, he was used be made rom the scores made at
games of the regular season, then frequently in this role. !Bay View. Marion Williams and
cut loose. The same fate has be. On the team's preseason roster Hazel Bibbs, both of Detroit, are
fallen other tan aspirants, this season also is Douglas Peters, the defending champions. But both
OUT! - The Giants' Bobby
Thomson is tagged out at the
plate by Dodgers' catcher Roy
Campanella in an attempted
steal during the eighth inning
of game at Ebbett's field, on
the night of Aug. 6. The Giants




This year it is freely predicted
that the situation will change. Dur.
ing the off season the Lions con-
cocted a trade with the San Fran-
eisco Forty Niners that brought
them a rugged back in the per-
son of John Henry Johnson,
Johnson has been in the N. F. L.
since 1954. He played college foot-
ball at St. Mary's (Calif.) and Ar-
iaona State at Tampa. In 1953, he
was drafted by the Pittsburgh
Steelers but played Canadian,
football, becoming the most valu- 1
face stiff eompetation to retain
their laurels.
Challenging for Williams' crown
will be such ace shotmakers as
Joe Roach of Los Angeles, former
national champion; Andrew Wood-
ward. Detroit, t o p tournament
leader thus far, and Sherry Wel-
Ions. Detroit, winner of the Chi-
cago Women's Golf club tourney
. . ,In addition, there'll be Cliff
Brown of Cleveland, and Ernest
kickoff team and as a pass de- Carlisle of Toledo. . .Challenging
fender. Mrs. Hibbs will be Ann Gregory,
a former UCLA star. A fullback
in his college career. Peters was
drafted by the Lions in 1956 but
also cast his lot in Canadian foot-
ball. He played for Vancouver.
Peters is being given a shot at
a defensiae backfield position dur-
ing the Lions' training session at
Cranbrook, outside of De troi t.
The 22-year-old native of Oakland,
Calif., is fast and will be given
a thorough trial to stick on the
! ELLSWORTH "Spider" Webb,
number six ranaIng middleweight
contender and the fighter whom
Ray Robinson thinks is the likely
one to take over the world's mid-
dleweight championship when
"Sugar Ray" decides to retire,
took the full 10 rounds to win over
Charley Joseph, 24-year-old New
Orleans boxer, last Wednesday
Alight in the Chicago stadiuni.
‘11. Bill Doty, popular referee and
city detective, marked his card,
49.42 for Webb. Judge Frank'
Clark had it 48-43 for the Los
Angeles fighter, but Judge Howard
Walsh voted 45-45.
! Webb, incensed over osing (if,
the bout could be caller that) to!
Joeeph, a hometown boy, in New '
Orleans on June 18, had decided to
end things as ciaickly as possible
but Joseph had some ideas of his
own. He was out to prove the ver-
dict given him in New Orleans was,
not a "fluke" or a hometown de-
cision. A great majority of the
fy was the winner.fans were of the opinion that Webb
The National Boxing association,'
because of the disputed decision,
decided to allow Webb to retain his
number six rating but moved Jos-
eph up two notchea to number
• sight. Webb was trained by Carl
elson, former Chicago police
sergeant and body guard at one
time for Joe Louis when the lat-
ter was world's heavyweight
champion.
Joseph was well touted. In 40
ro fights he had lost only five
and drew once. Webb, 26 years
old (two more than Joseph). had
22 victories in 24 scraps - - 20
straight wins benfre losing that
"Louisiana •decision" to Joseph.
! Webb started out fine in t h e
opening rotind but Joseph took
command in the second with some
good lefts which caused a swelling
_under Webb's left eye and Webb
had his hands more than full in
,that second, also in the third, fifth
and sixth rounds. And for a few
minutes it looked as thaugh Joa-
• *ph was going to upset the dope
this time "for real.''
..• The one-time Idaho State col-
lege and ex-United State Olympic
100-pound champion, in our opin-
ion, teeds some more seasoning
• 
iiefore he can step into over Ray
obinson's shoes.
• • •
REECE "GOOSE" TATUM. the







first base for the Indianapolis
Clowns in the Negro American
league and later gave up baseball
to play a stellar role with the
Harlem Globetrotters, is in the
news again. Tatum, it is definitely
reported, has severed his connec-
tion with Marquis Haynes, a form-
er Trotter player. The two had
formed a team of their own last
season. This year they will go sep-
arate ways which is no surprise to
"those in the know."
What really surprised the bask-
etball gentry was that the two
ever got together since as mem-
bers of the Globetrotters' team,,
they weren't doing so hot. Most
of the time they were like two
childish boys from across t h e
tracks, either pouting or 'Mot
speaking" to each other. Both
thought they should be given num-
ber one spot in publicity. Result
was that it became a feud to the
extent that one wouldn't pass the
ball toteother o . Then, it is
reported, it went further than that.
Tatum, who played a &ten years
with Abe Saperstein's Trotters,
was suspended in 1955 for failing
to show up in towns where games
had been scheduled and finally
dropped before. the 199; seaaoned
opened. Haynes had failed to send
his signed contract back to Sap-
erstein. His action irated Abe to
the extent that the once great.
dribbler will never wear a Globe-
trotter uniform again.
The two ex-players formed the
Harlem Magicians, playing the
Olympians, a white team. With
them were a couple of acts. Now,
Tatum declares he will have a
team of his own. Promoters are
watching the outcome. Already the
Magicians have games scheduled
and owners of places have given
them specified dates. With Tatum
not on the team, Haynes faces
trouble legally. Either owners of
stadiums or fieldhouses will can-
cel dates or hold Haynes to con-
tracts signed believing Tatum was
a member of the team since Goose
was the 'supposed" drawinp card.
In the meantime Tatum Is hay!
ing trouble with his second wife,
Mrs, Delores Tatum. She claims
Goose uses intoxicating liquors to
the excess and "associates with
other women." She had Tatum ar-
rested following a disturbance at
the home, 3013 Bales greet, Kan-
sas City, Mb., last spring. Jodze
I D. P. Strother ordered Tatum to
former ational champion from
Gary, Ind.; Theresa Howell Tat:i-
ron, Detroit. .Juanita Goodwin,
Kalamazoo, Mich., and Alice Stew-
art, former national champion
from Detrcit. . .Myrtis McIver,
from Dayton. .and Ersie Ander-
son Toledo. . .Ellis Kinder is the
defending champion in the senior
division.
The Midavestern always brings to
the minds of golfers the name of
one of the fine golfers (-A the late
1920s and early 1930s - Edison
Marshall...Marshall won the Mid-
western four times. . .and since
that time no other golfer has been
able to win it twice running since
its inception in 1936 .. If Williams
heats back the challenge ef a crack
field and retains his crown, he will
be the first since Marshall won it
in 1939. . .Back in 1938 the club'
up a new club laiuse which is a
symbol of the growth of golf in-
terest in the community. . .There
are approximately 40 members...
and the success of the club has
been the cooperation on the part
of all.
Plinovich !Tennessee Takes Third TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5:
Sot., Aug. 17, 1957  .
Wins The Straight National AAU sprinter Quits L
By EARL S. CLANTON, IU Willie B. White sparked Tennes- 
,-
.-..
CLEVELAND, Ohio - Coach '1 
sees Junior win with a record on Racial Ban. f-..Midwest Edward S Temple's Tennessee each, a pair of firsts and a leg. State university Olympic sprinkled
Tigerbelles blasted three A. A U.
GARY, Ind.-Dick plinovich, 16, Championship records as the Nash.
each on the Gold Medal relay.
Coach Temple's five juniors set Enters U Of Kthe pace opening day by enmass-
the 75 yard race one tenth second
off the 8.4 record.
BEAT FAGGS' 25.1
Chicago-born Barbara J one s,
ranked Tennessee's senior point
maker, topped the ,50, 100 and ran
third leg on Temple's record shot- Walsh's 19-year.old 19 feet 4 1-8
terang, (47.1) 440 yard relay, Ail- inch broad jump record with a 19
mg with a badly sprained left foot, foot 51/2 inch leap. In the trials
Daniels turned in a blistering 24.7 Matthews also bettered the Faggs'
220 yard run to erase Faggs' 25.1 220 time with a 24.9 that stoodGholson, 15. Gary was third with , „Ra% ROTE FIVE RECORDS time posted in 1955. three hours ellen Daniels chipped80-96-176, Dennis Adkins 15, Gary, 
was four the with 86-94-180. 
In the two days running, Tennes- In a real thriller, Atlanta's Mar two-tenths off the mark in the fin-
Jean Robertson, 17-year-old Chi- see's Tigerbelles rewrote five rec- gat-et Matthew  blasted Stella als'
cagoan, captured the girls' chant- ords. Clarksville Tenn. 'born Wil-
pion for the age of 15 to 17. She ma Rudolph and Mississippi -born
had a GO for the nine holes as in-1
clement weather cut play to that! a "sudden death" play-off with
number. Sunday she had 54-57 for !Adkins. Robert Rosenburg, it. Chi-
111. giving her a total cot 17 for
the 27 holes.
Shirley Turner, 5-year-old de-
fending champion from Detroit,
was second with 181. Delcina Phil-
lips, 16. Cincinnati, was third with
190.
Miss Turner had previously beat-
en Miss Robertson, sponsored by
the Chicago Women's Golf club,
twice, in the Midwest and in the
aNational.r 
Lamar Wilkinson, 14, Chicago.
won first place in the class for
boys under 15. He had 144 for the
27 holes. Nimrod Adkins, 13, Gary.
was second with 145; Tom Smith




year-old junior from Lew Wallace
High, fired a 77-78-155 to capture
the championship in the Midwest
District Junior tournament, play
ed over the Big Gleason course
here Saturday and Sunday.
Plinovich is the first white to!
win the crown.
Plinovich, who was sponsored by
the Par-Makers of Gary, host club
to the tournament, shot a 39 on
his first round Saturday, and that
won hint medalist honors. He tack-'
ed a 38 to it on the back nine for
a days work of 77.
Ile has had eight years of ex-
perience as a caddy, and for the
past two years has won the Gary I
Jay-Cee tournament. He also play- I
ed in the Indiana State tourney,
placing seventh in a field of 115.
William Allen, 17, Toledo, was
second with 84-87-171, while Fred
vile girls piled up a whopping 143
points for their third straight clean
sweep of the National Women's A.
A. U. Junior and Senior track and
field championships here last Sat-
urday.
Electrifying the elite Shaker
Heights crowd at the Senior high
school's well inanicured, but soft
slow track, Coach Temple's jet-
assisted speedsters made a clean
sweep in the half-century race,
captured first, second, thir d,
fifth and sixth in the century race;
burned first, second, third a n d
fifth in the 220 run: commanded
first and second in the 440 relay;
and leaped off with first, second
and third in the broad jump to
boss the entire show.
The Queens Mercurettes 481 1-3
points was good enough f o r
second place and Tuskegee's 31
tallies drew third spot
eago, was fourth with 146. Rosen-
enberg beat Terry Ramsey. 13,
Detroit, in a play•off.
Ernestine Philpot, 14, Chicago,
won the title in the class for girls
15 and under by shooting 214 for
27 holes. LaVern Phillips, 13, Cin-
cinnati, was second with 231; Shir-
ley Crockett, 14, Chicago, was
third with 246
The winners will be given an
all-expenses paid trip to the Na-
tional tourney in Washington D. C.
this month
Pat Peyton, 9-year-old Cincinnati
girl, was the youngest in the tour-
ney while 11-year-old Rosenberg of
Chicago was the youngest boy.
JR.
....
mg 78 points to outdistance Tope- BATON ROUGE, La. - (ANY/Z.ka's 33 points. Miss White, who . 
took second at Melbourne with a
fJeuentio4r...,Binrocahdes Jaunndiptuirnnaerdk aa twiln! willlaenadv ee nLoroulil s iatn at hSetauteni
19 foot 11 inch leap, set a new 
-John West, champion freshmen=
«-
sprinter, last week declared he
tuilvervseityr'.1
fling 6.2 half century. of Kansas because of Louisiana's
....Clarksville's Speeding String-
bean nipped teammate Isabelle. 
jim crow law banning racially:
Daniels' 11.3 century mark in her mixed athletic events.
semi-final heat by turning in a Winner of te 100 and 200-yard
blistering 11.2 on the soft track, freshman dashes in Southeastern
Olympic running Rudolph, topped! Conference competition this spring
West complained that the Louisi
1 ana law would prevent him from
! entering such top events as the
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MARSHALL, Texas - M o r •
news of the fast-developing, new-
improved athletic program w a s
announced at Bishop college last
week.
President M. K. Curry, Junior
announced the addition of Louis
Crews to the staff of the Depart-
ment of Athletics. Mr. Crews, in
going to Bishop, will join a long-
time friend and associate, Dwight
H. Fisher, who is now director
of athletics at Bishop. Mr. Crews
will serve as assistant coach in
charge of the backfield. His ap-
pointment follows by a bouta
month the appointment of Mr.
Fisher as director of athletics at
Bishop. Both come from Alcorn
college wbere Mr. Fisher serv-
ed as director of athletics f o r
nine years, and Mr. Crews served
as his assistant for six years.
Tougaloo Grid
Team Promising
TOUGALOO, MisA. - The Tau-
galoo Southern Christian Bulldogs
look toward the '57 season with
great optimism.
This marks the fourth season
that Coach J. T. Braxton has guid-
ed the fortunes of the Red and
Blue and for the first time since
he took over in 1954 he has a
squad which he picked and groom-
ed.
The Bulldogs will return 20 let-
termen, the largest number of let-
ter winners the team has had in
15 years. In addition Brae h a s
grabbed some of the best high
school talent the state has to offer
pay his wife, $2,000 a month ali-
mony pending a final settlement of
the divorce suit filed Jan. 21, this ,
year.
Tatum is divorced f r om the
mother of his child.
••••••••••
Free parking next door while shopping
Specially Purchased and Priced for our August Sale
HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY
MAIN AND POPLAR MIMPHIS TINS
12 MODERN LAMPS INCLUDED
FREE PARKING
In our own lot adjoining
store. Enter from Main St.
EASY
TERMS
I Here is what you get:
• Handsome Bookcase Bed
• Double Dresser and Mirror
• 4-Drawer Chest
• 2 Boudoir Lamps
• 1 Innerspring Mattress
• 1 Matching Box Spring
Complete 7-Piece Modern
BEDROOM GROUP
MATTRESS AND BOX SPRING INCLUDED!
149.95
Sparkling new suite with a luxurious innerspring mattress and box spring, plus a
pair of modern boudoir lamps at no extra cost! Fashion-detailed in mahogany ve-
neers in a casual new pearl grey finish, its smartly styled book case bed, its hand-
some double dresser with mirror and roomy chest will lend modern charm to
your home.
FOR BEST BUYS-FOR BEST SELECTIONS-SHOP DOWNTOWN
AT SAM FORTAS-MAIN AT POPLAR
statement to make and that would
be all with no questions allowed.
Then he reputedly Said his un-
ion had no intention of putting
Negro truck drivers on long hauls
because the new equipment com-
ing in provided a space for sleep-
ing in the cab of relief drivers
and no whites would want Negroes
in such intimate quarters.
Secondly, he was quoted as say-
ing drivers used th. facilities of
hotels and motels over the route
for sleeping and they didn't intend
to he mixed up with Negroes. Aft-
er he finished his statement, Hof.
fa arose and stalked out of the
MOM.
The brief cases were never open-
ed.
• • •
The feud between the Tennessee
blue catfish and the Colorado
mountain trout intruded into the
civil rights war raging on Capitol
Hill last week and a temporary






Dear Mine. Chante: I want to
steel a dark complexioned lady
around 40 years old. One who can
take a drink or leave it alone
and smokes moderately. I ant 50
years old. My complexion is very
fair. I want a woman who has
no property or means of support
as I will supply that, but she will
have to work to help me and we
will get somewhere together. We
will live in California as that is
my home. I will be here in Chica-
go until Oct. 1. Oliver Ring, 503
S. Wells at., Room 600, Chicago,
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with American pals
between 39 and 40. I am a Jamai-
can, 26 years old, dark complex-
ion, 5 feet 4 inches tall, weigh 104
lbs.. black pair, good personality.
I am interested in all males and
will reply to each individually.
Gloria Rowe 77 Rose L a is e,
Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.I.
4. 4
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a pen pal. I
am a lady 41 years of ace, com-
plexion brown, hair black. height
5 feet t; inches tall. waist 32, hips
Washington
and senators judggd the merits of
the two.
The callers of the piscatorial
duel to fried death "on a plate"
were Sens. Estes Kefauver touting
his home product garnished with
hushpuppies and John Carroll of
Colorado who snootily declared
that there was no comparison be-
tween common catfish and the
aristocratic trout.
The scene of the titanlic strug-
gle was the Senate dining room
on two separate days when cat-
fish queens and trout prima don-
nas strutted their stuff for t h e
cause. The judges?
Well, the well-filled pouches of
the reporters who happily showed
no discrimination as they wolfed
down both varieties. Nobody's fin-
icky when it comes to freeload-
ing! The battle of the fishes end-
ed in a draw with nobody mad
at nobody.
• • •
Quotes from an editorial in the
Washington Daily News Aug. 6.
"Let us face it. The incidence of
humorless, hypersensitivity is fair-
ly constant, regardlees of race, col-
or or creed. Rep Thomas P.
O'Neill (D. Miss.) has helped ri-
dicule it healthily with his own
new aong suggestion: If they are
going to remove the 'darkies' from
'My Old Kentucky Home', he says
in effect, let them take the over-
alls out of Mrs. Murphy's chow-
der.
'The reference to 'nicks' is in-
sulting to the Irish. . .Most Ne-
groes we think are sufficiently
good humored to take a joke on
themselves as well as the English,
the Jews, Italians, Germans. or
Chinese.
"It is a tiny touchy minority
that objects. .This particular mi-
nority presuming to sneak for all
tried to push the every populat
'Amos and Andy' off the air. Now
it is trying to bowlelerize the songs
of Stephen Foster.
'There should be no more curl
of tea remarks which might of-
fend the English If no more pick•
anninies, then there shculd be no
more bambinos and we certainly
should quit calling children kids.
Howeeer, Rep. O'Neill may be
fighting a semantic battle in a
word war already over.. The Dis.
trict School board ruled out 'dark-
ies' in songs about eight years
ago: but Old Black Joe isn't ban-
ned.
"Eugene Davison, local NAACP
head, doesn't find anything wrong
about 'Old Black Joe' hut says the
NAACP is definitely for removing
words like 'darkies' from songs.
"Negroes, he says, feel t ha t
`darky' is a nasty word, like 'nig-
ger' and perpetuates the slave
concept.
"We don't think so, and °pool-
I NEVER WANT 10 SE.E.NOU AGAIN!
14. NERVE 01 VDU ISISULIING
lAM FRIEND FAARtf!
E CAN YOU REMEMBER






By ETHEL L. PAYNE
The scheduled public hearing
before the District Commissioners
to air charges by the local N. A.
A. C. P. of discrimination in the
department and police brutality,
was postponed after Eugene Dav-
idson, president of the chapter.
said his organization would a o t
participate because not enough
time had been given to prep-ire
the evidence, nor did he coneider
the Commissioners an impartial
body. Instead, Davidsor is de-
manding that the Seaate District
Committee hold the hearings.
Among the liberals on the com-
mittee etc Sens. W ayne Morse,
Joseph Clark, Clifford Case of
New Jersey, Jacob Javits and
Thurston Morton.
While the charges are still
hanging, an example of discrimi-
nation in promotion was revealed
by the case of Det. Sze. Adrian
Dixon, a top Negro on the force.
When Dixon applied to take
the examination for lieutenant, he
was given the lowest efficiency
rating of his career. These rat-'
logs make up 60 per cent of the
grade.
Among the reforin which the
NAACP advocates are efficiency
ratings made by an impartial
board of outsiders, instead of by
prejudiced supervisors.
Meanwhile, it was revealed that
while many of the Negroes on the
police force hold college degrees.
most of the whites do not even
have high school educations and
Police Chief Robert Murray has
an eighth grade education.
Yet, there are only a handful
of Negroes above the rank of pri•
vate and not one Negro lieuten-
ant. Further. it is general policy
that no Negroes are assigned to
homicide.
Overheard In the conference
room of the Pentagon as the TV
crews were putting up their equip.
ment for Secretary Wilson's press
conference.
'Did you hear about Tom? Well
he shim; his car by ferry to Staten
Island see 7 So it costs him 64.05
see? So he don't know how to spell
ferry see So he asks his buddy
who spells it F-A-I-R-Y. So
, lie writes it down that wey on his
expense account see? So the ac-
countant sends him a note hack
and he says. 'We don't mind pey-
hag for the transportation. but we
don't pay for the entertainment!
See?"
I Cited for discrimination in re-
verse: Coastline Cab HH 619 who
persists in group ridine, whites. but
refuges to pick up any Negroes on
the street.
• . •
The plumbers in the District are
threatening to stage a walkout in
September. tieing up the building
trades for at least three weeks.
• • •
The Hoffe ease aftermath is boil-
ing with Columnist Drew Pe arson
stoking the fires with a r ii n-
rune series on charges of inflii
encing the eight Negroes on the
jury.
Pearson has been digging behind
e paid ad appearing in the Wash-
ington Afro-American defending
Hoffs as a friend of Negroes and
labor.
! Tbe ad was sponsored by the
•'Metropolitan Civic Committee of
Detroit" which Pearson claims is
a mere paper organization used
by John Cowling, an employe ed
the Wayne County treasurer's of-
See.
a The ad was signed, Frank Cowl-
ed at the time, the deletions ac-
complished by Alfred Johnson, a
Negro music official in Washing-
ton schools, eight years ago.
"Folk music and humour by
and about Negroes in no way be-
littles the race. Rather, it be-
speaks their obvious acceptance
into the melting pot of races and
nationality which distinguishes
Americans as a new kind of peo-
ple. , ."
This editorial plus the battle in
the House over the deletion of hat-
ed words from Stephen Foster
songs and Irish melodies, will cer-
tainly not end here.
But, the editors of the Washing-
ton Daily News should know one
thing for their own benefit. There
is a natural instinct of all of its
club members to clobber the first
one to throw any of those nasty
words out.
Which reminds me that t wo
years ago while I was in Ban-
dung, Indonesia, a group of charm-
ing young career girls invited me
up to their dormitory for an aft-
ernoon's entertainment.
One of them ran to the upright
piano in the living room a n d
proudly brought over an American
piece of sheet music. The title
floored me. It was 'Old B la ck
Joe'!
With infinite patience and the aid
of an interpreter. I explained to
them that the song was offensive;
that it represented a dark period
in our history when our forefathers
were in cruel bondage and that
it was not true Americana.
The girls listened with rapt at-
tention. Then the one who h a d
brought it over, slowly arose and
ripped the sheet music into shreds.
I doubt if there are any more
copies of 'Old Black Joe' in In-
donesia since those girls repre-
sented every section of the repub-
lic and there was a kindred un-
derstanding of the racial slurs in-
volved, because they, too. are col-
ored people who have known and
suffered white oppression.
Choose your sides. Brothers and
Sisters. The battle is on! I invite
your comments on the subject.
Cleric Receives
Degree At Yale
COLUMBIA, S. C. — Rev. Fred-
rick Tolbert, 1954 graduate of Al-
len university, received the S. T.
M. degree from Yale university re-
cently. He was one of seven to
have had the degiee conferred per-
sonally by the president. Rev. Tol-
bert is a native of British Guiana,
South America.
• 4 •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am seek-
ing a husband, a man who waots
a true wife, a homemaker a n d
companion. One who doesn't be-
lieve in abusing women. I am a
divorcee, past 30, nice looking, 5
feet I inch, weigh 160 lbs. I am
intelligent and a gentle woman. I
wish a husband who is able to take
care of a wife. I don't want luxur-
ies, only the things to make us
both comfortable and to please
him will he my ambition. Please
help me. Mrs. True, 1143 E. 4tjth
at., Apt. 1-A, Chicago, Ill.
• e •
Dear Mme. Chante: Please list
me among your pen pal seekers.
I am somewhat on the lonesome
side. I am a middle age widow
who would like to hear from nice
people — both male and female.
Please enclose photo in first let-
ter. Mr., John, 1040 Grand at.,
Memphis 14, Tenn.
• It •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with single young
Intelligent women between t h e
ages of 19 and 32, weighing be-
tween 118 and 130, height 5 feet
2 to 5 feet 6 inches, with at least
a high school education. Overall
physical appearance mu s t be
neat. I am 35 with a good edu-
cation, salaried position, 6 feet 4
Inches tall, weigh 190 lbs., med-
him brown complexion black hair
brown eyes and good physical ap-
pearance. I own a four room
home and a late model car. Please
do not write sinless of good char-
acter. Send full particulars a n d
photo if possible, in first letter.





Now D' VA eic.c.ou41'
FOR 114AT
. . this is
ing, director of the Detroit Citi-
zens Civic Committee. Congress-
man Charles Diggs has said he
knows nothing about such an or-
ganization.
Meanwhile Sen. McCiellen's rac-
ASHINGTON — Hoodlum
Johnny Dio glares angrily at
the camera after slugging
United Press photographer
Stanley Tretick, last week. Dio
scheduled to testify before the
Senate Rackets Committee,
ster's union against Negro truck
drivers on cross country trips.
When Hoff a entered the room he
curtly informed the group that
there was no need to open their
brief cases as he had only one
threw the punch after being
ordered out of the committee
room by chairman John Mc-
Clellan (DI Ark., because of
the hubbub which arose when
he strode In. LNP Photo by
Jim Mahan.
ket investigating committee is in-
vestigating this and evidence that
Joe Louis' hotel bill while he was
in Washington was paid for out
of teamster funds.
Louis appeared In court with
lion and told reporters he had
"just dropped by to see how he
was making out."
A poll of the Hotta jurors got
an emphatic denial from each that
they were influenced by the injec-
tion of thesrace issue although it
was brought out that Judge Bur-
nita Matthews who presided is
"from Mississippi the same state
of Sen. Eastland."
Meanwhile, while HOffa was Pro-
claiming his love for Negroes. a
lawyer with a long memory reaeh-
ed back to 1944 and brought out
this story.
A battery of lawyers for Presi-
dent Roosevelt's FEPC with brief
cases bulging with cases secured
an appointment with Hata to cite
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Study Bias
In Illinois
CARBONDALE, Ill. — The sec-
ond in a series of workshop con-
ferences called by the Illinois Con-
ference of NAACP Branches on
problems' of segregation, discrim-
ination and integration in educa-
tion in the state will be held Sat-
urday. Aug. 17 at Bethel AME
'church here at 10 a.m.
The conference will survey the
extent and effect of racial segre-
gation and discrimination in edu-
cation in Illinois and map Out plans
for community action, education,
legislative and legal action to
bring about full integration and
equality of educational opportunity
in educational institutions through-
out the state.
The conference will direct its
main attention to the all-N e gro
schools located in southern hlli-
46. My hobby is sewing. Ethlyn
Johnston, 25 Smith Lane, Kingston
Jamaica, BWI.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 3 Ja
msican woman who would like to
correspond with an American gen-
tleman. I am 34, 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, weigh 150 lbs. My profession
is dressmaking. I am of the Bap-
tist faith. I promise to answer all
letters and exchange photos. Eth-
tyn Robinson, 4 Covelley R o a d,
Kingston, Jamaica, Kingston, B.
W. I.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with American men
between 30 and 40. I ern 30, 5
feet, weigh 126 lbs. Hyacinth
Knight, Lionel Town, P. 0., Ja-
maica, B. W. I.
• * •
Dear alme. Chante: I an, a sin-
gle woinan, also a homemaker.
My height is 5 feet 7 Inches tall,
weigh 160 lbs , complexion broom.
am years of age. My favorite
hobbies are pictures and cooking
pastries. Adassa Brown. 26 Lower
Rose Lane. Kingston, P. 0. Ja-
maica, BWI.
• •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a Ja-
maican and would like to make
new friends in your blessed coun-
try. I am a Single woman of light
brown complexion, weigh 150 lbs.,
black hair, black eyes, height 5
feet 2 inches tall. I will gladly ex-
change photos and answer all let-
ters, Vera Cole, 4 Hare L a n e,
Cross Rd. P6, Jamaica, BWI.
• • *
Dear Mme. Chante: I find it en-
joyable receiving letters. I would
like to hear from people all over
the world. I am 25 years old, 5
feet, 9 inches tall, 163 lbs. and I
love to write. Set. Sherman J.
Ford, GPO Box 923, New York 1,
K. V.
• . •
Dear Mine. Chante: I have been
a reader of your column for some
time. Now I would like to express
my desire for a decent and up-
right young woman. I'm a man
in my thirties, a very steady work-
er, a lover of plant life, children
and animals. Also sports and good
books. My main interest in the
way to live a healthy and well
balanced life, mentally and phy. miss NAACP officials noted that
sir:ally. I'm interested in mar- 
the 
awerefalrlesitailg thl all-Negro
riage and future. I'm5 feet 
h 
11 inches tall, weigh 190 pounds
counties: Alexander, Jackson, Jef-
and considered to have a very nice 
ferson, aladison, Marion, Massae,
personality. Will answer all letters 
Pulaski. Randolph, St. Clair, Sal-
and send photo. Robert Ford, 540 
Me and Williamson.
E. 44th at., Chicago, nt. In these counties the
re are seven
high schools and 53 elementary
schools with all-Negro enrollments.
Elsewhere in the state outside Chi-
cago there are 17 elementary
schools in five counties with all
Negro student bodies.
Special attention will be given
to the situation in the Colp grade
school district where the majority
of the school board trustees with
the support of the NAACP are con-
testing in the courts the action of
the tVilliamson County board.
The board granted a petition to
detach a part of the district and
annex it to the neighboring all-
white Carterville district.
Colp school trustees and t h e
NAACP charge the action is one
aimed at continuing segregation
and to prevent integration as plan-
ned by the Colp district school
trustees.
Participants in the conference
will include Illinois NAACP offi-
cers, representatives of branches
and youth councils in Cairo, Pulas-
ki County. Jackson County, Ran.
dolph County, Centralia, East St.
Louis, Madison, Edwardsville. Al-
ton and Springfield.
Also interested individuals and
representatives of civic, labor,
church, civil liberties, organiza-
tions and women's clubs.
Illinois NAACP officers who will
serve as resource persons and con-
sultants include: Mrs. Faith Rich,
Chicago, chairman Education
Committee; Robert L. Birchman,
Chicago, director of publicity and
research; Atty. Billy Jones, East
St. Louis, chairman Legal Redress
committee; Atty. Clayton R. Wit-
hams, Alton: David Owens, East
St. Louis; and Rev. Lawrence
Thomas, Springfield; regional vice
presidents.
Also serving as resource per-
sons will be Rev. Louis Dawley,
Carbondale president, Jackson
Cownty Branch NAACP; Atty, W.
Troy Barrett, Carbondale; William
Hatchett, jr., Colp, president Colp
District Grade School Trustees.
The conference will also consid-
er discrimination in the eniploy-
ment of minority group teachers;
discriminatory material in text-
books and teaching materials and
the inadequate treatment of t h e
contributions of racial minorities
and nationality groups to the de-
velopment of American and world






There are three main ties that
usually affect every human being,
the first of which is that we are
living on the planet, earth, and
must develop under the restric-
tions and with the possibilities
which our place of habitation sets
US.
The other two are the fact that
we are members of the human
race and human beings are living
in two sexes. The problem of
love and marriage belongs to the
third tie.
There are many ways in which
the human being attempts to
solve these problems, but the way
can he made so much brighter
and easier if you let Prof. Her-
man help you through the medium
of astrology.
L. T. Dear Prof. Herman:
This Is to •let you know that I
have received my letter, and I
am very pleased with the re-
sults. I find it very comforting
and encouraging to read the Bi-
ble verses you suggest, it means
a lot to know that God is on
your side and If you truet Him,
and believe in Him, you can
have peace of mind. I read all
of the Bible yen** grin send to
me. Thanks again, dear friend,
all you have done will never be
forgotten.
• • •
C. M. Dear Sir- T sin in love
with a man, but I want him to
love and want me as much as
I do him. I have Mt' own eight-
room apartment, well furnished.
Plus a good job. Everybody thinks
I am attractive and I am nice
and very clean. I want to get
married, and be everything he de-
sires in a woman. Will you help
me?
ANS. After reading your let-
ter over several times. I feel
that you do have much to offer
...and for the right person. you
would find complete happiness
and the return of your devotion.
But to this man, with his par-
ticular attitude, you will probab-
ly never know just how much
you mean to him. 'He isn't the
type to display his love, nor to
talk about it. He admires you.
and perhaps in time will talk
about marriage. As your friend-
ship progresses, you will learn
to understand him, and real-
ize that he means well, but it
unable to show it In Um way
you would like.
• • .
E P, Will we stay apart?
ANS. Concentrating upon your
question I find that you and your
husband will no doubt reach an
understanding and resume y our
married life together. You will
both have to learn to control your
tempers and to be more consid-
erate of each other in order to
find happiness together.
Mrs. C. S. C. Will I marry
again/
ANS. Your lucky stars and Guid-
ing Planet, indicate many chan-
ges taking place In your life, . .
one may be your marrying again.
Just take your time about choos-
ing a mate. Try to be reasonably
sure that he is for you. . .and
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If the accusation hulled at Richard M.
Aixon be justified, ther, the Vice Pr •Aident
gills added one rat-re bright feather to his
political cap.
Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D-Texas), senate
majority leader, attacked the Vice Presi-
dent on the ground that he was engaged
in "a concerted propaganda campaign"
against the jury trial amendment to the
civil rights bill.
Commenting on the jury rider whose
passage was engineered by Senator John-
son, Mr. Nixon remarked mournfully that
"this was one of the saddest days in the
history of the senate, because this r as a
Vote against the right to vote."
It is to Mr. Nixon's eternal credit that
lie had the foresight and sagacity to seek
the removal of a dead rat whose stench was
fouling the air under the dome of the
Capitol. For, the jury trial amendment is
a device conceived by the advocates of seg-
regation to snuff out whatever little life
Sere was left in the measure. Mr. Johnsonown that, because he played a stellar role
in the conspiracy. He is kidding nobody but
himself with his pretention of being vexed
by rr. Nixon's interpretation of the amend-
ment.
The House defeated all attempts to in-
sert a similar amendment into the Admin-
istration's legislative proposal. It also voted
to retain a section authorizing injunctive
power in many other civil rights. The sen-
ate, with the aid of Mr. Johnson, struck out
that provision.
This reflects not only the mood of
Dixie's racists, it is equally a reflection of
the Democratic party's estimate of the
value of its Negro constituency. It is an es-
timate that is in strict conformity with the
South's medieval concept of race. It is arLes-
timate that sustains the belief now current
that the Democratic party can do without
the Negro vote. A belief which Lyndon
Johnson himself has been whispering lately
Atlanta University graduates were giv-
en an unusual perception of the power of
leadership in the context of democrkcy
when the celebrated author-Lillian Smith-
addressed them at their June Convocation.
She was bold and incisive in her criticism
of Southern intolerance, mob violence ana
defiance ^f constitutional warrants.
After reviewing some of the political
foibles and social fallacies of the 18th cen-
tury—the century that came ,under various
labels of Age of Reason, of Enlightenment,
of the Rights of Man—Miss Smith defended
its heritage as essential to the continuing
process of civilization.
It is a power, according to her thesis,
glik at can be, and must 1?e used to uphold
Vile law of civilization and perpetuate Chris-
tian ideals. Miss Smith fostered the view
that Democracy cannot have uncontrolled
free people around. "Controls are neces-
sary. But they must be democratic, they
must function without taking away the es-
sential civil liberties of all men." This can
be done through an informed public opinion
that compels compliance with the law, and
that stops the mob dead in its tract. The
only way, however, this public opinion can
prevail is for people to stand up and speak
out.
With great emphasis, she declared that
those who believe violence is wrong must
After several years of agitation
and a long, expensive court bat.
tie, a ruling came down to the M-
I ficials of a southern city stating
shit Negroes could no longer be
barred from using the public
beach.
While the Negroes were bailing
the victory, the city fathers were
busy trying to figure out how
to circumvent the order. They
were agreed en one thing: they
still didn't want Negroes using
the beach, so the question far.
ing them was bow they could
comply with the order and at the
same time keep the Negroes off
the beach.
I In matters like these the white
ern Is not only 
persistent. but
usually inventive, skillful and
Hever. One city father who had
read the order carefully mad* a
into the ears of his colleagues and which
has been dramatically translated by the re-
cent action on civil rights.
Time and time again, Southern Dem-
ocrats have halted the Negro's march to
progress and full citizenship. Until Roose-
velt and Truman came into power, few Ne-
groes with self-respect and intelligence vot-
ed the Democratic ticket. And those few
dared not make public display of their al-
legiance. Roosevelt and Truman did much
to justify the enthusiastic support given
them by the Negro masses. But Roosevelt
is dead and Truman is retired from a po-
sition of power and influence as was cruelly
demonstrated by the action of the last na-
tional Democratic convention in Chicago.
The Democratic party today is tied hand
and foot to the Dixicrats who get their or-
ders from the Ku Klux Klan and the White
Citizens Councils. Were it not so, the Dem-
ocratic leadership •would have repudiated
the action of its members in Congress. or
at least apologized for their conduct. Here
is an instance where silence means approv-
al.
Since a Texan, Sen. Lyndon Johnson,
will lead the Democratic party's ticket in
1960, Negro voters need no reappraisal of
the situation, for it will not change. They
must make up their mind now to pledge
their support to those candidates who owe
no allegiance to Southern segregationists
and their Ku Klux Klan constituents.
By virtue of his untrammeled position
on integration and civil rights, Mr. Nixon's
prestige has risen considerably. Upon his
return from Ghana, he made the most
severe indictment that has ever been made
by a high ranking government official
against segregation. He pleaded for equal-
ity of treatment for Africa and for effec-
tive employment of Negroes in the diplo-
matic service. From this fork of the politi-
cal road, Richard Nixon looks very appeal-
ing. He has passed the litmus test.
University
say so. Those who believe a man has a
right to be different must say so.
For the mob's power can destroy our
freedom as completely as can any Com-
munist dictator.
That the demagogue is the greatest
enemy a democracy has, is unquestionably
true:For fifty years, Miss Smith reasoned,
the South has had no great leader from
the white race. Demagogues by the bushels
but not one great leader. This is part of
the price we have paid for "our silence and
for our walling ourselves away from the
great ideas of our age.
"We could have great leaders." she con-
tended, there were men in our South with,
the intelligence, the integrity, the vision
to become great leaders but we, the people,
did not give them our support. We have
that support, every time, to the cheap, foul-
mouthed demagogue who appealed not to
our reason and conscience but to our anxi-
ety."
In a spirit of unusual frankness and
earnestness, Miss Smith declared that the
mob spirit could be transmuted into the
civilized Christian spirit if the white group
"could only find a young leader to match
the, brains and heart, the integrity and
vision, the courage, the energy and imag-
ination of young Martin Luther King." This
message is too good not to share it with
our readers.
suggestion.
He had noted that the order
related only to the beach. It said
nothing about the miter. Why
not, he proposed, construct a
huge pen or stockade at one end
of the beach where the Negroes
could have picnic, sun them-
selves and do anything they
wished but get in the water.
All agreed that the scheme was
in keeping with the order, but one
member of the council said that
they would be ridiculed even by
the white press and that the Ne-
groes would start another lawsuit
involving the expenditure of some
more city funds.
Finally after several sessions
of wrangling, the city fathers
decided the simplest thing to do
was to just reserve one end of
the beach for Negroes aid to
throw up a seven foot wooden
fence to keep the Negroes from
spilling over Into the rest of the
beach.
The fence was erected in rec•
ord time end a sign artfully in.
scribed thereupon. It read: RE-
SERVED FOR COLORED
0 N L Y.
Negroes anxious to tryout
their newly won right found the
fence and the sign offensive
and they went to the mayor with
their complaint.
"Unfortunately, there are a lot
of white people in this town who
do not feel that Negroes should
use the beach. But I lei/ that
since the courts have ruled, there
Is no alternative except to cos•
ply. The courts say the Negro
has 2 rittrt I. the hose's. I'm ee
bigger than the court. But some
of our ignorant white people
think they are.
"Now that fence that you oh.
bet to is not a barrier. intended
to keep you confined to one
section of the beach. It Is simply
an effort on the part of your
government to protect your right
to enjoy yourselves without me-
legation from unfriendly whites.
I have given instructions to the
police to arrest on sight any
white man that goes beyond that
fence and invades your privacy."
By DR. R. Q. PENSON
Communism is an evil. Making
laws to curb this evil will never
do the trick. There are three in-
herent weaknesses in man to
which he will become a pawn if
he doesn't fight them hard enough.
(1) His appetite, 121 His hates and
his prejudices, and (3) His super-
stitions. Against these there is but
one effective law — The law of
love. This law is not man made.
While man has the capacity for
love, he has no power above to
produce the type of love of which
I speak. Lore is the only law that
can prevent the spread of commu•
nism in America. Communism
seeks to whit and also satisfy
men's appetites, to satisfy and jus-
tify their hates, and prejudices,
also to feed and justify their sup-
erstitions.
This is appealing to man's nat-
ural leanings. The Communists
plans in carrying out their indoc-
trination are always seasonable
ones. They are also appealing
ones. If care and precaution aren't
used, those who extol the virtues
of Americanism and curse o Ut
communism will find themselves
the Communists most cenvenieot
tools, Herein lies the greatest dan-
ger to America.
A law is a fence. Building a high
fence around a field without con-
sidering the bottom rail will not,
necessarily give security to t h e
TAKE A LOOK
A good, cheap, enjoyable and
educational vacation is to use the
leisure time to take a good look
at one's own community.
Most folks don't know enough
about their own communities any-
way. Take the case of Negro
schools in Shelby county. You'd
be surprised what an eye-opening
pay-off one would receive by a few
days of visiting in the Negro high
schools in the county. Teachers in
the Memphis city schools would
find sonic profitable vacation
hours sitting in on the county
teachers at work.
Although most folk have heavy
and reasonable arguments against
the county's split school session
for some of its Negro schools, even
cut of that situation some good
can be drawn. . .over and beyond
the fact that the schools are open
for business and busy educating.
The good referred to here is the
opportunity for teachers who are
not busy during the vacation sea-
son to get around and see what's
going on in the other fellow's class-
rooms.
A visit to the Negro county high
schools would also be beneficial to
Negro parents and their children
Such a visit would result in many
benefits all around. In the first
place, it would be most reveal.
ing to discover that the Shelby
County Negro high schools are not
"country schools". They a r e
schools with boys and girls drawn
from all over the rural and subur-
ban areas of the country. But they
are not "country schools'' in the
traditional sense of backwardness
and dullness usually associated
with schools and pupils outside
the city limits.
The boys and girls at Geeter
High school, at Woodstock (Shel-
by County Training school), at Mt.
Pisgah and at Barrett's Chapel are
no different from the boys and
girls in the city high schools. . .
except possibly they are a bit
more serious minded and less
field. Human security comes
through suffering sacrifice, kind-
ness, unselfishness, patience, faith,
hope, endurance meekness truth-
fulness trustworthyness and sin-
cerity in all of man' dealings with
man. Those constitute the law of
love. They will not only stop the
spread of Communism but they
will cure of all the ills which come
in human reations and human ex-
periences.
Americans could do with a lot
cf deflation. We are inflated in
more ways other than in our cur-
rency. We are very much inflated
in our conception of our individual
importance, the importance of our
community, our state, and our na-
tion over against the importance
of the welfare of the entire hu-
man society.
There is no way for anyone to
get what he thinks belongs to him
without invading another's tern!,
tory. It is reasonable for a fish
to eat with a fish it is okey to
eat another fish, therefoir, t h e
only fish which escapes being eat-
en are those who are big enough.
To attempt to satisfy one's appe-
tite is intemperate, to attempt to
justify one's prejudices and hates
is wicked, and to appeal to one's
supersitions is unjust. MI of
%inch arc consuming evils. They
cannot win nor can they escape
punishment.
TO BE SAFE—TRY EVIL.
prone to be carried au ay by
"jive''. In dress, speech, natural-
ness, alertness and general intel-
ligence, "the stuff is there". The
county school youngsters are as
hep as the next on the latest rec-
ords, on TV programs, on late
model cars and everything else as-
sociated with, present-day teen •
agers in America.
The county school teachers are
former classmates of the city
teachers, and know and use the
same tested techniques of teach-
ing, dress as well as better. . .
and virtually all know how to op-
erate an automobile an an open
highway (which is more than a lot
of city teachers can do.). In short,
the Shelby County Negro high
schools are staffed with principals
and leachers who don't have to
take any back bells from teachers
anywhere and that goes for Ne.
pro teachers in county schools In
general.
The physical plants of the Ne-
gro high schools rate a special gob
of attention from the vacationing,
interested visitor. Most 'of t h e
county high schools look in o r •
nearly like college campuses of
a short while back in the quality
and number of buildings, in seat-
ing, in lighting and drinking fa-
cilities, and in other physical at-
tributes. The deftnite trend is in
the provision of modern school
buildings. Go out to Mt. Pisgah
and see a real school plant. Visit
any of the others, and observe the
lay-outs.
Now, maybe someone is wonder-
ing what this is all about. Well,
the answer is: Simply a reminder
that as Negro residents of Mem-
phis and Shelby County grow more
vocal in their expressions of
maturity and of being grown up
and ready to accept full citizen-
ship responsibility, it might be
well to gain possession of all the
facts of situations before passing
on them. Take a look at t Is e
scbools.
Simple Speaks His Mind On Juvenile Delinquency
"Now you take juvenile delin-
quency," said Simple. "The news-
papers these days are always say-
ing kids are the worst. I don't be-
lieve kids are that bad. "They
just can't be When I was a boy,
they said I was the worst. I wasn't.
My old man was worse than me.
It were bootleg days, and, he was
always getting raided. And even
after he got religion, I think he
were a devil.
'Grandma said my father
knew he were going to die, so he
wanted to get on the right side,
which is why he let himself get
baptized. You can't blame him
for that. But what I do blame my
daddy for is knocking me down
when I were six years old and
telling me, 'You ain't gonna
amount to nothing.' Personally, I
think I do amount to something,
in spite of my old man being a
delinquent."
"I think so, too," I said, "so
just forget about your past."
"It aren't that easy," said
Simple. "Anyhow, what I think is
wrong with big city children to-
day is that there are too many
parents in too little space.
"Why, I know a young couple
with three children in one room—
crowded up as they is, it is a
wonder them kids don't look at
their parent and say, 'You-all old
folksjust "in the. W
ought to evict you.' Instead of
that, it is the parents who keep
looking at the children and think-
ing that the kids are in the way,
and it is not them children's fault
The ardent romance between the
Negro voter and the Democratic
Party, which began under that
great lover of the common people,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, may
not be dead, but it seems to be
dying. The death rattle could be
hearti on the floor of the Senate
last week in Washington. If the
romance survives, it will be a mix.
acle
The butchery of the civil rights
bill was masterminded by t h e
Southern Democrats, but they
alone could not have done the job.
They got help from some Republi-
cans and even President Eise n-
bower at one point seemed to be
wavering.
Nevertheless, the decisive blow
in the vote on the jury amend-
ment came from the ranks of so-
called "liberal Northern D e m o-
crats".
The southern Democrats split up
these liberals, confused the issues
and won the day. Only nine lib-
eral Democrats stood fast against
the crippling jury-trial amen d-
ment, Sena. Joseph Clark, Pat Mc-
Namara, Paul Douglas, Hubert
Humphrey, Thomas Hennings, Stu.
art Symington, Frank Carroll,
Gordon Allott, Wayne Morse and
Richard Neuberger. Thirty - three
Republicans voted with them
against the Dixiecrats.
Our Washington Correspondent
wrote the following: "T hree
weeks ago, Sen. John Kennedy in
an exclusive Interview for this
paper declared that he was for a
strong civil rights bill without a
trial by jury amendment,
they are all hemmed up in this
crowded up Harlem world."
"And no money to rent or buy
big houses with neither," said
Simple. "Now, take a kid in Har-
lem who wants to have a party.
He's got to have it in his mama's
bedroom. Suppose papa wants to
go to bed early. The kids have
just started to dancing good to
the record player when the old
man 22).5, 'Go home.' But do they
go home? No, they congregates
in the streets because, if they
went home, it is too hot in these
dog days to sleep in a room all
crowded up with a lot of other
relatives.
"And the kids can't turn on the
TV because the old folks is
already asleep. They can't even
turn on a light to read the comics.
So, what to do? Stay out in the
street and be delinquent. It is
the parents' fault, having so many
kids before they have a house to
house them in, or a yard where
kids can play, or hardly the money
to take care of one child, let
alone two, or three, or four. Har-
lem is no place to have big fam-
ilies."
"I gather you would be in fa-
vor of birth control," I said.
"Some kind of control," said
Simple, "for delinquent parents.
Didn't you read about the welfare
rolls being full of folks who just
keep on haVing baby after baby,
because each time they have an-
other child, their relief check gets
bigger?
Yet, on Thursday when pressure
was applied, he buckled under, ob-
viously because as a Roman Cath-
olic he thinks he will have to have
the support of the Protestant
South to get the Democratic pres-
idential nomination in 1950."
As this is written an effort is
being made to recover something
of value from the ashes of the ci-
vil rights bill and through a con-
ference between the House and
Senate work up an acceptable
measure. Whatever happens in this
regard, thousands of loyal Negro
Democrats will not soon forget the
cold-blooded betrayal of their fer-
vent hopes at a climatic moment
in the long, hard struggle for the
simple right to vote.
Many good, loyal Negro Demo-
cratic leaders who have a real
stake in the fortunes of the Demo-
cratic Party are unhappy, b u t
they are hopeful that if "one swal-
low does not make a summer,"
one such mistake will not damage
the party.
Of course, there are some. and
I am among them, who believe
that the party has been making
too many mistakes since the Roos-
evelt-Truman era.
Be that as it may, perhaps the
cause of first - class citizenship
gained some new strength 25 a
result of the great public debates
on this Civil rights issue during
the Senate fight, The fact that
Negroes in some sections of our
republic are not permitted to vote
came as a very startling discov-
ery to some Americans, believe it
or not.
"The welfare is not doing noth-;
ing but helping parents to be de-
linquents — the money for which"..'"
grown-up delinquency comes out
of everybody's taxes. The city
ain't doing nothing but enderwrit- —
ing a lot of free love making.
Then when the kids grow up to
be a bunch of ragged little teen-
alert, they want to lock the poor -.a
kids up for just living. -
"But what can you expect kids
to do, set still and read 'T a n •
Confessions' like the old folks do?
In the first place, most of them
have not even got a home in which
they can set down hardly, the kite
chenette is so full of little broth-
ers and sisters and diapers and
noise.. The big kids get crowded.
right out in the street. • ..•
"They do not have no room of
their own. They are lucky if they
even have a cot of their own, not
sleeping with two or three other
children. As hot as it has been
this summer, not even a dog
should have to go into a kitchen-
ette early, if he don't want tcr."
"All the things you say a r e
true," I said. "But, nevertheless,
something has to be done in a big
city about youngsters with Idle
hands roaming the streets until all
hours and getting into mischief.
My argument is that something
has to be done. So what would you
do?"
"I would leave the problem up
to folks like you who can always
bring up arguments," said S i m-
pie.
Perhaps you remember the steel
of one bewildered white matron
who asked Thurgood Afarshatt
"Why do Negroes object to living
together, when Jews, Italians and
Irish do not mind?"
The reply was enough to make
the lady blush: "It's the difference
between romance and rape. What
you choose willingly is romance—
forced on you it's rape."
It is important to rally to our
side the people who are basical-
ly honest and who are still cap-
able of judging an issue on its .0,4
merits. Further I believe that the
overwhelming majority of Ameri-
cans, once fully informed on all
aspects of the civil rights issue,
would take their stand on the right
side.
In the great national debate r.
many Southern spokesmen includ-
ing Sens. Eastland and Russell,
told their story over television in -
a manner that has never been du-
plicated. The calm, cool, deliber-
ate lies they told, which were '
transparent even to children, must
have chilled the blood of millions.
When Sen. Eastland, for instance,'
told interviewer Mike Wallace'
that 90 per cent of the Negroes',' .
of Mississippi wanted things to re- -
main as they are, even Wallace.. _
was dumbfounded.
Who knows, finally, but what the
fatal blew the Democrats aimed
at civil rights may also prove fa- --
tat to their own party? The err ".
mance between our voters aid the
Democrats probably never had a
real chance anyway. You know
now Southerners feel about inter-
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so they say
By AL MONROE
"MAD AS BLAZES" is best way
to express the attitude Olivette
Miller had when she called this
desk 'tother day to report her re-
actions to reactions eastern critics
expressed after her show had clos-
ed on Broadway rather abruptly.
—OLIVETTE WAS most bitter at
columns that said she closed
without paing off members of
shoves cast. SAID SHE: " 'TIS
STILLY TO THINK a show can
fail to pay off, especially since it
is bonded AND AGVA HOLDS the
guarantee - salaries will be met."
—THEN SHE continued "B e r t
(Gibson) and I did not have the
reserve to carry on but the money
for final paychecks were available




called or mentioned as possible
witnesses in the libel trials against
Confidential and Whisper maga•
sines ARE ALL APPEARING re-
luctant to testify — NOT MIND
YOU, because, they fear mag's
"charges" will be verified but be-
cause they do not relish having ex-
posed in open court those things
they hope will be proved false.—
ONE THING TI1E stars believe is
THE CURRENT TRIALS will put
a stop to whisper magazines thriv-
ing, reader wise, on discussing the
public favorites in the manner Con-
fidential and Whisper have done in
the past. — THAT OF COURSE
would be the happy ending if the
case is stopped. as many believe
will happen before it reaches the
"knockdown - drag-out" stage" it
may well develop into.
• • •
SAMMY DAVIS' dad forced to
leave the act during engagement
at local Chez Paree, will finish out
current season when he's able to
work again and very likely hang-
up his dancing shoes at close
of 1957. — DON'T FEEL SORRY
for guy's finances. He's well heal-
ed and son Sammy is still able to
give him full share of act that
grosses several hundred grand an-
rually. — LENA HORNE'S coming
Broadway production "Jamaica"
will be a dance-song-crazed musi-
cal with torchy songs Lena has
been storing away and which she
was unable to introduce over air.
—INCIDENTALLY, HERB JEFF-
RIES almost had role in "Jamai-
ca" missing out by just a whisker
when planned conference failed to
come about.
• • •
WHEN THE PICTURE "St Lou-
is Blues" based on life of W. C.
Handy is filmed with Nat King
Cole in title role ELLA FITZGER-
ALD will have most of the top W.
C. hits as her assignment. —
THERE WILL BE the usual night
club scene of course (what Sepia
show doesn't have) with Earths
Kitt as "It" dancing girl and Pearl
Bailey in a sock spot. — LARRY
STEEI.E IN CONFAB with televis-
ion brass for possible performance
of his "Smart Affairs" on video
says "terms, format and ever)'-
thing else appeared ekay." —
THERE WILL BE AN act on road
this winter featuring a trio of ma-
jor league baseball players b u t
AGENCY REFUSES to name par.
ticipants nntil after season is over.
—AT LEAST TWO of the players
wanted stand chances of getting
into the world series whicb may
nix 'em from such a tour. — AT
LEAST TIIEY'D have to get extra





NEW YORK — (INS) — One
of the biggest TV shows on the
new season—and when a tell you
that Peggy Lee, Ethel Merman
and Louis Armstrong are already
signed—is impresario Paul Greg-
ory's 90 minute color spectacular
"Crescendo." Beamed out of New
York on September 29, this super
-musical will be a salute to Ameri-
can composers and singers team-
ing up in the songs they have
made immortal. The Gregory show
is said to be one of the most cost-




STRATFORD, Ontario — Strat-! tel and the Teddy Wilson Trio
ford's Music Festival will present (August la and 17) and Duke El.
on the same programme, one of
the all-time great jazz singers.
Billie Holiday, and 3 leading Ca-
nadian modern jazz group, the
Ron Collier Quintet.
Other jazz artists to be presented
Include the Gerry Mulligan Quar-
lington and his orchestra in a
special concert (September 5).
Tickets are on sale for all Festi-
val events at Festival agencies or
from the Box Office, Stratford




and Al Hutchiason. Her name?
Lisa Marie. Luscious Eva Pride
out L. A. way and sends her love,
with an added line. "Will see you
in Idlewild in August "
Rita Harris made a mad dash
to the Patterson-Jackson fight.
Live girl. Off stage talk between
two of the greatest 'cappers' in the
business. Duke Ellineton and
Count Basie: "Mr. Basic are you
putting on weight? "No. 'but you
need to," rsplied the kid from
Red Bank." And quickly the Duke
retaliated. "I don't see why. I
feel good and my "complexion' is
Still pretty."
In order to keep his promise
with Arthur Braggs Bill Doggett'
gave up one of his vacation weeks
and spying 'It's people like Art
who can get the best out of any
performer, he's real and sincere."
Talked with my 'boy' Clifford
Fears who is studying up at Knowl-
ton College in Connecticut. His
riuirip so roa 
cleotntveerrs eiliohn •ielais ihn!:Li‘i-lit ahnedretoAtuh:
1 18. Send me some money and
MILANO, Italy --- The American
singer Jean Antinea, well known
in Europe, has arrived recently
in Italy, where for one year she
is contracted to sing at the Ices
chic night-clubs. Last week she
debuted at the new and modern
night-club of the Casino de la
Vallee in Saint-Vincent (Aosta), ac-
companied by the famous Italian
orchestra of Gino Zanetti.
Before leaving for Italy. she had
completed a successful artistic
tour of South and Central Ameri-
cas and of the West Indies.
The Italian Journal La Gazzetta
del Popolo commented: "her ap-
plause were endless oecause of the
extraordinary clearness and puren-
ess-of her voice and of the warm
interpretation "given to each song
in leer repertoire."
She has been immediately as-
signed to sing at the finest sum-
mer resorts: Rimini, Catolica and
Venice. In Milano, the Italian ag-
ent G. Sacchi has predicted her a
great future.
Originally from Mount Kisco,
New York. Jean Antinea has stu-
died for the past 12 years. sings
in five languages and had per-
formed in all of Europe front 1950
to 1954.
he planeIdlewild"
t Milton "Beans" Winfield in a
letter to 'our' town's Larry Tay-
lor. Will be waiting for you in
White Cloud. Bring your clubs and
the difference of the money from
Flint tourney." Love your prb
. . . "Mr. Winfield."
From the Shutterbug letter, I
see where Count Basic has been
given an honorary membership.
Gee, I certair,ly would like to see
some of the pictures he'll shoot,
Wow I
Proinoter Harry Hannan seeking
Iwo rock and roll dencers to tour
with the fabulous Abe Saperstein
Dandridge,Davis, Jr., Danids On






HOLLYWOOD — "Whatever Will
Be, Will Be" may be a fitting title
for a song but Que Sera, Sera, is
not soothing to the nerves of stars
defense has indicated may be call-
BILLY DANIELS' name came up
early due to fact that Ronnie
Quillen, the redhead "girl about
town" who was accused of slash-
ing him with a knife put in a dis-
appearance act and was both
sought and discussed at an early
session of the trial. Daniels could
%tell be called as a witness since
he was one of the magazine's story
subjects.
ed to testify in the libel eases
involving Confidential Ad Whisper
magazines.
The many Hollywood and televis-
ion stars about whom the stories
were written yell their innocense
to the skies. They deny there be-
ing any truth in the things and
scenes the magazines charged they
participated in. However, they do
not cherish the thought of being
present in court when their inno-
cence is being proved, before court
jams that will naturally include
their many fans. In addition they
are not certain just what will have
to be disproved. This latter un-
certaintity stems from statement
by attorney for the defense Arthur
Crowley that many times ;'the
real story is far worse than one
that is printed."
That "fear" of such spotlighting
had struck top names came out
early. Actor Roy Calhoun who
along with Tab Hunter was su-
penaed early in the trial was
turned down by Judge Herbert V.
Walker when he asked to be let
out of a participating role. Hunter
followed with a similar request.
Tab was reported balking like a
nervous novice at the thought of
testifying. "I 'do not want to ap-
pear unless it is absolutely neces-
sary," Tab is reported as saying.
The prosecution made an early
effort to support its stand that the
defendants conspired to commit
criminal libel when titles of sever-
al articles published in Confident-
ial were read.
They included "Maureen O'Hara
Cuddled in Row 35," "What Doro-
thy Dandridge did in the Woods,"
"How Long can Dick Powell take
it," "Robert Mitchum—The Nude
who came to Dinner," and "Frank
Sinatra—Tarzan of the Boudoir."
Incidently Dorothy Dandridge is
the only Sepian whose name has
been mentioned in the list of like-
ly testifiers. But there were a
long list of Harlem, South Park-
way West Adams street figures
included in articles Confidentials
sent out to its vast readership.
Included were Earths Kitt whose
romance with young Loew, thea-
tre heir made both breakfast and
dinner table reading throughout
the nation. And there was Billy
Daniels who was supposed to have
sung his way into a foursome, a
husband, wife and his own accom-
panist Jimmy Payne. In fact
Billy was the subject of more than
one story in Confidential. Sammy
Davis, jr., was also spotlighted or
"featured" it stories in the maga-
zine. The magazine carried close-
up photos of Sammy Ind a popular
star they were discussing in the
story with him. Even Jackie Rob-
inson, the baseball star made the
magazine in a story that discussed
"strip poker" or bridge instead
ot baseball. The story brought
out however, that this time Jackie
was a loser and not a success as
he usually was in baseball.
Herb Jeffries, the well known
singer was another able to make
the magazine more than once. An-
other was a well known prize fight-
er of the past decade who was
listed as a chaeuffeur who won
more than just a auto-driving job
with a fanned artists who once
"owned Broadway" and also cap-
tured Hollywood.
There was no early indication
that any of the above stars other
than Miss Dandridge who is in
Europe would be called. However,
not one of them felt absolutely
sure they would not be called to
testify. Thus they sat waiting and
reading and wondering what would
happen. However, during this
period "Que Sera,Sera," was not
exactly the thing to sooth their
nerves and anxiety.
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DETROIT — It's a girl for Jean Globetrotters: It seems like an All
American outing up North when
Goose Tatum and Marion Motley
and a few other pros appeared on
the scene.
Singer Betty Carter hits a tennis
ball with the same fire of the
Wimbledon champ Althea Gibson.
At least that is my opinion since
I was the one trying to return her
service.
VIP is the saris of the new pro-
cess to hit the market and the
manner in which the owners C.
W. manefacturers, incorporated .
introduced it to 'our' town's finest
hairstylist caused quite a coma
mendable chat chat.
Still gaining city-wide populari-
ty are the "Monday Hangover"
parties given weekly at the Sugar'
Hill Bar by its likeable proprietor 1
Carroll B. Evans. As is customary'
at the colorful Oakland-Bethune'
fun spot, the atmosphere is cozy,
service is courteous and eospitali-
ty is the order of the day.
Bobby Johnson of the dance act
the Three Rhythm Kings wired
his agent Red Saunders who bock
SAMMY DAVIS, Jr., isn't dis-
cussing the Confidential mag-
azine trial ahere rather he's
greeting a pair of Chicago cu-
ties who dropped in on a pea
formance at the Chez Puree-
where "Mr. Wondertur is
EARTHA KITT, has said lit-
tle about the Confidential case
but certainly must be inter-
ested in the proceedings. She
A
appearing. Ilowever, Sammy,
one of the artists spotlighted
in the magazine's expose se-
ries, would have been found
staking like gestures had the
girls brought up the question
of Confidentiel and the trial
which they didn't.
is one of those the magazine
found interesting material for
one of its "exciting stories."
DOROTHY DANDRIDCE, cur-
rently abroad. was Mentioned
quite frequently during early
days of the Confidential trial,
both as a possible witness and
in connection with story pub-
lished about her There was am
early indication that Dot would







LOS ANGELES--- Joe Adams,
recognized as one of the West
Coast's top radio announcers and
disc jockeys, was honored at a
testimonial banquet, at Stetter
Hotel here.
Sponsored oy a committee of 100
from the 28th Street YMCA, the
affair was headed by co-chairmen
Norman 0. Houston and Joe Pas-
ternak, Houston, president of Gol-
den State Mutual Life Insurance
Co., is chairman of the Y's exe-
cutive board. Pasternak is vice -
Ruth Brown Knows Ups, Downs 01
Entertainment Luck Stars Face
The road to the top of any field
is a long obstacle course with the
hardest tests coming just a few
feet from the finish line. When
the goal finally Seems within
grasp, it is sometitnes discourag-
ingly far off in reality.
This was dramatically tau& in
Ruth Brown's case.
In 1948 she went to Washington
and succeeded in landing a job as
band, Far from becoming an over-
night success, Ruth had to buck
a lot of unfavorable criticism and
lost her spot with Millinder in
short order. A hungry spell follow-
ed and Ruth wondeeed ohether she
was right in pursuing a singing
career. Fortune smiled a little
ed them into the Club Fiesta in Louis JordanIdlewild and said: "Dear Red:
This job you booked us on is no
far .ip in the wooas that when
they run short of help, they hire
a couple of bears to serve the
people"
Freddie Gordon picked up stakes
and headed hack home (Chicago)
and to what he hopes to be a per-
manent stay at the Cleb DeLisa.
His golf buddies miss him no
end.
A certain 'ady Was surprised
to know dancer Sonny Montgom-
ery used to be a 'stand-in' for Joe
Louis. Learning of this she quietly
shided away from the 'extra.'
Plays Unique
Engagement
Louis Jordan, lama the high'
est note on the highest bridge
last week when he went far out
and well up to toot his favorite
sax in the middle of Capilano
Suspension Bridge in Vancouver,
B. C. The bridge is the highest in
Canada. Jordan and his Tympany
Five broke all attendance records
at the Cave Supper Club in Van-
couver during their stay.
later in the year, however, and
Ruth got a job singing at Wash-
ington's Crystal Caverns.
Blanche Calloway (Cab's sister)
heard Ruth at that time and took
her under her wing. She had con-
fidence in Ruth and ,became her
manager. What seemed like the
first big "break" was a booking
at the Apollo Theater in New
York, then and now the most im-
portant showcase for a new blues
singer. Ruth was also scheduled
to be interviewed by Atlantic Rec-
ords' a and r men while in the
city. Nobody could have been hap-
pier than Ruth as she drove to
New York for her opening on Oc-
tober 29, 1948.
Then the record hits started to
come. In the past, seven years, no
other female blugs singer has had
so many best-selling records as
Ruth Brown: "I'll Get Alone
Somehow," "Teardrops From My
Eyes," "5-10-15 Hours," "Mama"
up to her most recent "Lucky
Lips," which hit both Pop and
Rhythm and Blues popularity
charts.
president of Columbia Motion Pic-
tures Studio.
Adams, popularly known as
"Mayor of Melody," has been an
outstanding radio announcer here
for 15 years. and his KDAY disc.
jockey program has been rated
"tops" by radio executives. Fe.
more than a year, he has served
as announcer on the regular NBC
Monitor radio programs emanating
from Las Vegas. Recently, he was
chosen to play the lead male role
in "Jamaica," Broadway play
which will star Lena Home. He
reports August 15, in New York,
for his new role.
Eddie Heywood
On Gibbs Show
Georgia Gibbs, one of the na-
tion's top singers who moved into
the old TV spot (the 15-minuter)
Nat King Cole vacated had Eddie
Heywood as guest star last week.
Eddie was heard in populer re-
cording version of "Blues In a
Happy Mood." Georgia sang
"Laming the Blues," "One fey&
My Baby" and "St. Louis Blues.'MW
Speaking of Peggy, she's really
having a big TV year. She's sign-
ed for three of the Frank Sinatra
shows including his first "live"
one Out of Hollywood.
Why Did Jamaica Ban
'Something Of Value?'
,By WILBERT E. IlE3,1M1NG
KINGSTON, Jamaica — (ANP)
—So as to etamp oil, the produc-
tion of films which place Negroes
in degenerate and inferior roles,
the government-sponsored Jamai-
ca Board of Film Censors, this
week. hannea the ehowlne of
"SOMETHING OF VALUE" from
the lahnrra theaters.
The film which Was else) Pre-
viously banned In British Guiana,
deals with the friendship of a
white man and a native of Kenya.
It flows how the Kenyan grew
up as a boy, and how he changed
when he became a member of the
Mau-Mau. It further ahows how
the "white authorities dealt with
the rebels."
Stars in the film arc Rock
Hudson, Dana Wynter, Sydney
Poitier and Juano Hernandez.
A fortnight ago, the city coun-
cil of Kingston rammed its foot
down on the policy of filin pro-
ducers to place Negroes in inferior
roles, and invited Government's
assistance to stop the showing of
such pictures in Jamaican the-
aters.
This week, "Something of Val.
ue" was being screened for re-
lease at the TROPICAL theater
in Kingston, when the Boar a.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































r it) TRI-STATI Utrtnutx
Sat., Aug 17 1957
Lovely Wedding Reception Honors Mr. & Mrs. Utillus Phillips, Jr. r
' By MRS. BERTHA P. RAY
Guest Columnist
Surprise!!! Yes, your charming,
exotic columnist invited me to be
your guest writer while she hied
away for a short vacation trip. Sin-
cerely, I wonder if she intended
to give her readers such a provo-
satire shock! Her column always
gives in words pictures of happy
voices, sweet music and the ex-
eitement and thrill of being a part




In the "ever loving husband" de-
partment, Edward Lewis showed
his appreciation for his charming
wife, Juanita, and the sixth anni-
versary of their marriage, by toss-
Ing a surprise party in her honor
last Sunday night, Aug. 4 at Tony's
Inn. And, what a surprise it was
— for Juanita had no inkling that
their planned intention to com-
memorate the occasion by dining
at the Inn would be other than just
that.
On arriving at the establishment
with her husband, the honoree no-
ticed the presence of many famil-
iar cars on the parking lot. On
entering, they were greeted at the
door by genial Mr. Toney, b u t
there were few people present in
the main dining room. However,
when they were seated It was sug-
gested that they use the private,
dining room. The opened door re-
vealed a darkened room. . .and
the sudden outburst of "Happy An-
elversary" from the assembled
guests.
The careful planning of Mr. Lew-
is included a beautiful large cake
befittingly inscribed "Happy Anni-
versary . .bountiful cocktails
and a delicious Kosher buffet sup-
per. Enjoying the conviviality of
the occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Moore, Harvey and Chris-
tine Taylor, Charlesetta Branham
and Elmer Henderson. Edv.ard
and 'Velma Johnson, Minnie An-
dersdA and Goy &hew; Andrew
Lewis and Lorese Payne, Juani.
ta's mother, Mrs. Cassandra Har-
ris . . her mother-in-law, Mrs.
Inched Lewis and Thomas Mur-
ray, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Driver
—and their guests—Mrs. Driver's
brother, Theodore Brown of NYC,
Miss Dorothy Butler and B. T.
James and Miss Erie Chester.
• • • _ _
Picking up Master degree sheep- I
akin and assorted honors this sum-
met on the campuses of renown
institutions, will be the pleasure ,
of many Niemphians. Advance.
news releases have proclaimed
that Erness Bright Westley will
receive hers from U. of Michigan's
School of Music and the fact that
she has been admitted into an out-
standing music honorary society.
lip Columbia university . . .
among the gra,tuates will be Zer-
ma M. Peacock and Verna Lois
Jones. Samelen Calvin from Ten-
nessee State urns ersity.
As days dray. nearer for the
opening of anotly'r school y e a r.
more news will lie forthcoming
about the scores e. teachers who
have spent the sur..:31r. studying.
Mrs. Befesta Burney of 653
Wells entertained Miss Dorothy
Butler with a lovely dinner party
last Wednesday. Present were
Georgia Rose Sylvers, Gloria Lee
Butler and Lee Etta Butler — a
student at Tennessee State U., and
Mrs. Lula Davis, Mrs. Buntey s
guest from Cleveland, Ohio, who
stopped in St. Louis to visit rela-
tives before coming to Memphis...
My sister, Lovie Puryear has
returned from Chicago after at-
tending the funeral of our cousin,
Mr. Anthony Griffin, jr., 7654 S.
Prairie ave.
Also, a special committee of the ,
LeMoyne college Students' Chris- I
tian Fellowship met last Sunday
week to make plans for a retreat!
the organization will sponsor for
the incoming freshmen at the col-
lege. The meeting was held at the
home of the chairman, Miss Wal-
ter Mary Young, who lives with
her aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Moore at 669 Edith. After
the meeting the group enjoyed re-
freshments; and members present
included Mrs. Thelma Townsend,
Frances Thomas. Dorothy slit,.
Helen Hudson, Leroy Somersey.
and the president of the group.
Neshy Blancord.
We are happy to offer congrat
ulations to Mrs, Raychelle I.ynon
Carhee on the opening of her book
store at 1004 S. Parkway East, last
Saturday and we further hope it
will become a source of much com-
fort and enjoyment in securing
the very best of reading material
for our community.
• • •
It Is wonderful to be back home
after spending a month attending
the Vassar Summer Institute, at
• Vassar college, Poughkeepsie, N.
Y. Because of the variety and
richness of this experience and re-
membering that my summer ad-
venture was a joint one, Marjorie,
your regular columnist has re-
quested me to share the special
opportunities which were offered
me.
It would be rather difficult to re-
late in detail all of the opportuni-
ties scheduled for us, as a great
deal of learning was immediately
digested in arts and crafts, con-
temporary international affairs,
community affairs, education, mu-
sic and literature; with distinguish-
ed visitors, lecturers and consult-
ants. But let us adjust ourselves
to a few individual and collective
happenings on and off the campus.
Vassar college is located in N e w
York State's Hudson River Val-
ley, at the foothills of the pic-
turesque Catskill mountains of Rip
Van Winkle's legend. Today, Vas-
sar's campus and grounds cover
some 950 acres and include 75 ivy-
covered buildings, scattered
enough to necessitate the hundreds
of bicycles and parking areas
which abound the grounds. Be-
lieve me, not having a bicycle
helped me to lose six pounds tra-
versing from building to budding.
Two beautiful lakes, a floral cir-
cle, the Shakespeare Garden and
the many fine old trees through-
out the grounds add to the beauty
of the setting.
The Summer Institute is a school
where professionals and parents
gather from all over the U. S. and
abroad to study and exchange
notes about family and communi-
ty living and problems of contem-
porary education.
There were 125 registrants
Among those from Memphis were
Mrs. H. II. Jones and Mrs. Geor-
gia Dancy, teachers of kindergar-
ten at the Bethlehem Center.
Foreign families were fr om
Bombay, India, Dunbartsonshire,
Scotland and Haute-Loire, France.
Many of those studying at the
Institute enrolled their children at
the Children's school, where
youngsters from 4-12 years lived
apart from their parents and pur-
sued their own programs. T h e
Children's school which serves as
an observation opportunity f o r
prospective and experienced teach-
ers and adults who were especial-
ly interested in child care a n d
teaching; helped deepen my
knowledge in particular areas of
the modern school. Miss Eveline
Omwake, director of the Nursery
school, assistant professor in the
Child Study Center, Yale univer-
sity and director of the Children's
school, made it possible for me
to have a part-time appointment
in the Children's school to observe
directly with one aspect of t h e
Children's program.
The Institute's long experience
in conducting a 24 hour program
for children has resulted in a chil-
dren's community which offers sat-
isfaction and security to children.
They are enabled to enjoy the ex-
perience of living away from home
with children their own age with-
out losing the basic security of
family life. The children are di-
vided into age groups, each living
as a unit or on a separate floor
of Cushing House. Each age group
has its own head teacher who is
a trained nursery or elementary ;
school teacher assisted by an ex-
perienced staff and to each child
she is a very special important
person.
The regular music periods for
all groups include singing, rhy-
thms, square and folk dancing and
instrument playing are times of
special delight. They also enjoy
swimming periods, woodworking
and building, dramatics. Is a a e-
ball, science, outdoor cooking and
sleeping, collecting nature speci-
mens and exploration trips along
the historic Hudson River Valley.
Also, practical knowledge w a s
gained as they help with house-
hold tasks which provide ample,
hut basic, experience in group re-
sponsibility; such as making their
own beds, table setting and serv-
ing. The sense of individual and
group competence is further de-
veloped as the children learn to
plan their own activities for the
. day.
Reunion with parents doing all
' kinds of things — playing h a I I,
walking, hiking a n d exploring
takes place each morning after
breakfast. I can truthfully say the
Children's school is a friendly
place where a child can be him-
self and find life full and satisfy•
ing whatever his age .How I wish-
ed for Bertha Orleans and Polk.
No doubt, the opportunity to vis-
it Hyde Park, West Point, Wilt-
wyck school, New York City and
the U. N. and the Picasso exhi-
bition at the Museum of Modern
Art was an education I nitself.
At Wiltwyck school, I was hap-
py to meet Dr. Walter Johnson,




The lovely home of Mr. a n d
Mrs. Utillus Phillips, Sr., at 826
E. McLemore ave. was the scent
of the brilliant reception held in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Utillus
Phillips, jr., Friday, Aug. 9 who
were married in Birmingham, Ala.
on July 27.
The charming Mrs. Phillips, jr.,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Lee Bradley of Birming-
ham. Many prominent Memphians
and members of the groom's fam-
ily were present for the nuptials
which were held at the bride's
home at 1213 Sipsey at,
THE BRIDE
Amid the picturesque decora-
tions of the beautiful home, the
young bride greeted guests, attir-
ed in a lovely afternoon gown of
pale blue lace over white satin,
styled empire sheath. The bodice
was outlined with a band of white
satin that ended in a bow with
streamers extending to the hem-
line. She carried a hand nosegay
bouquet of pink roses against a
pink net background, centered with
a gardenia and cascading white
and pink satin ribbon.
Mrs. Philips, sr., wore a beige
lace frock with a corsage of pink
tinted gardenias.
The bride's mother chose deep
turquoise chantilly lace and taffe-
ta with a corsage of white carna-
tions.
The groom's aunt, Mrs. Martin,
wore pink lace and corsages of
white gardenias.
FLORAL DECORATIONS
The receiving line was formed
before the mantle area of the liv-
ing room with an exquisite floral I
background on the mantle that
was centered with an arrangement
of white chrysanthemums and ma-
jestic daises interspersed with
white orchids poised on Mexicanl
palm leaves. Flanking the center
arrangement were arrangements ,
of pink roses and pink carnations
in white Dresden vases.
Guests were registered by Miss
Mattis Crossley, Miss Carolyn
Rhodes and Mrs. I. A. Watson,
jr.
The receiving Ilne was formed
son, formerly of Memphis who is
psychologist at the school. I also
learned that Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt, a member of the board of
directors, donates all her earnings
from advertisements to this char-
itable school for boys of a 1 1
creeds and races.
The highlight of the trip to New
York City was a tour to the U.
N. headquarters. We were c o n-
ducted to the Conference Ho o ro
for a meeting with Ambassador
Lall, chief of the Permanent Mis-
sion of India to the U. N.; we at-
tended a meeting on Committee
on Southwest Africa and a Report
on Non-Self Governing Territor-
ies. On this day we had lunch at
Freeman Chum's exotic rest a u-
rant on E. 53rd at . the atmos-
phere of which is steeped with the
beauty of Chinese art and culture,
Famous Fifth ave. certainly liv-
ed up to its reputation of t h e
world's finest stores. . .and I had
the opportunity to shop at Bonwit
Tellers and B. Altman . . and a
look at the fashionable windows of
Lord and Taylor, Bergdorf, Tiffa-
ny and Saks Fifth Avenue.
Then it was back to Vassar and
the remaining of the wonderful life
enjoyed there and the enriching
opportunities for small discussion
groups and for individual confer-
ences. I had the opportunity to
serve on a steering committee for
my class in Community Organi-
zation, which was comprised of
a pediatrician, a Florida million-
aire, a lady politician from Ari-
zona, two majors and an engineer.
Learning that the art of commu-
nity organization is the consider-
ation given to potential resources,
we used our resources and plan-
ned a "Sari Review" by a charm-
ing, delightful registrant from
Bombay, India, who showed us
slides of Israel and her personal
wardrobe of "saris".
Other evenings were full of lec-
tures by Mrs. Franklin D. Roose-
velt, who spoke of children round
the world; Dr. Margret Mead, an-
thropologist who spoke on "Edu-
cation for Change"; Dr. Henry
Nobel MacCracken, president em-
eritus, Vassar college; a lawn par-
ty at the home of President Bias-
ding, president of Vassar; organ
recitals, record concerts, poetry
readings, films, square dancing
and the usual gatherings that are
reminiscent of college bull sessions
which is just one more method of
learning and sharing and gaining
in understanding. I could ramble
on forever. I can only say . . .
There wasn't enough time in the
day to talk, to absorb.
It was wonderful to appreciate
others point of views, whether or
not we agreed with them. I sin
tired because I was constantly
Involved and stimulated rather
than a detached observer. Thls
called for effort. . .but this was as
I chose it to be. Marjorie will be
back next week from her well -
earned vacation. . .and then you
will be stimulated to read your
column as usual . . . Au revoir.
Bertha.
DOUBLE RING NUPTIALS.
The Clark Memorial church in
Nashville, Tenn., was the im-
pressive settini recently for
the marriage of Miss Johnie
Mamie Russell of Meridian.
Miss., and Ralph Williams of
Newark, N. J. The bride is a
1956 graduate of Tennessee
State university. The groom's
alma meter from which he
was graduated in June, 1957,
also is Tennessee State. He is
employed with an aircraft
company in California, where
the newlyweds will reside. The
bridal party included If r o rn
left) Mary R. Lloyd, Nash-
ville; Jacquelyn Russell, the
bride's sister; Barbara J. Cox,
Nashville; Henrene Davidson.
Nashville, the bride a n d





Gilbert, the groom's niece;
Saundra Abrenda, Faye Rus-
sell, the bride's sister and
Don Ameche Russel, t h e
bride's brother. The bride is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Russell of Meridian,
before living room and consist'
beautiful living room and consist-
ed of Mrs. Utillus Phillips, or., Mr.
and Mrs. Utillus Philips, jr., Mrs.
David Bradley, mother of t h e
bride, of Birmingham, Ala., and
Mrs. A. T. Martin, the groom's
aunt. Introductions were given by
Mrs. Hollis Price. Mrs. Maude
Bright and Mrs. L. Alex Dumas
assisted as senior hostesses; and
Miss Alma Johnson and Miss Ju-
anne Walker, both of Birmingham.
assisted as junior hostesses.
REFRESHMENTS
The dining room was a seen*
of beauty with the table overlaid
with a cloth of white lace over
pink lillies. Miss Cynthia Rawls
a five-branched sterling candelab-
ra entwined with white stock and
pink lilies. Miss Margaret n n
Hubbard and Miss Cynthia Rawls
of Brownsville, Tenn., presided
over the punchbowls.
Scores of guests viewed the ar-
ray of gifts received by the young
couple and were assisted by Mrs
Bernice Mays and Mrs. Bertha
Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips, jr., are
graduates of Fisk university. She
is a member of Alpha Kappa Al-
pha sorority. Mr. Phillips is a
teacher at Douglas High school.
The couple is at home at 826 Mc-
Lemore.
The total world production of
coal and oil combined amounts to




Newly-elected Bishop F. L. Hick-
man of the 13th Episcopal district
of the African Methodist Episco-
pal is in the city to preside over
the church's Youth Congress and
, Leadership Training Institute now
in progress at Clayborn Temple
AME church of 280 Hernando.
The four-day misting began on
Tuesday, Aug. 13, and will be in
session until Friday night.
Try Blue Cheese
The keynote service Tuesday aft-
ernoon was the opening session for
the Congress. The Congress is be-
ing highlighted by workshops each
day for the youngsters from Ten-
nessee and some Kentuckians at-
tending.
Other AME leaders in the city
for the ifleeting are: Rev. Andrew
White, director of the Congress
and Training Institute; Rev. El-
mer Martin, assistant; Mrs. Cleo-
patra Hickman, Missionary super-
visor; Mrs. Ethel M. Granberry,




An unidentified Negro man
stood with a small group of whites
in front of the Nashville court
house last week and heard seg-
regationist John Kasper denounce
communists, Unitarians, cannibals,
politicians and Negroes.
Kasper is in Nashville to halt
the school board's approved plan
for first grade integration in Nash-
ville beginning in Septernlier, de-
claring it could lead to the "mur-
der
folks."
of some Negro and white'
Beefburgers partment; and Mrs. Carrie Chap- He urged the group to help fight
Few foods take to the Omer man, director of Richard Aller the first grade integration plan,
treatment as well as an old-fash• Youth Council. and heavily criticized Gov. Frank
ioned hamburger sandwich. The theme for the session is "For Clement and Mayor Ben West.
This version produces Blue Christ and the Church". Before the meeting, New Jer-
Cheese Beefburgers. Mix well sey born Kasper passed out cop-
pound groJnd beef, 1 tablespoon
anchovy paste, 1 egg, 2 tables-
poons chopped onion, 2 tablespoons
enriched flour and 1-4 teaspocn
salt Blend in 1-4 cup milk. Split
4 enriched hamburger b u n s.
Spread with butter or margarine.
Spread meat mixture on bottom
halves of buns. Scatter 1-4 cup
crumbled blue cheese over meat
mixture Cover with bun tops.
Wrap in aluminum foil. Bake itI
moderate oven (350 degrees F.)
25 minutes. Unwrap. Serve hot.
Makes 4 sandwiches.
AUGUST BRIDE, The Aug. 11
marriage of Miss Mary Lou-
ise Johnson to A•2c Abran Me'
Coy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
kins of Durham. N. C.. was
announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Annie Johnson,
less Pleasant st., Racine, Wis.
The bride it a 1951 graduate
of Memorial High school.
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found • new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid use after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months I
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
make such astonishing statements
sol "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!" And among these suf-
ferers were • very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some if
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use if
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance ( Rio-
Dyne' ) —the discovery of a wor Id-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Rio-Dyne is In wide use
for healing injured Hague on ail
parts of the body.
This new healing substanes M
offered in suppository or ointment
/eras called Preparation H. Ask
for Individually sealed eonvenient
Preparation H suppositories es
Preparation H ointment yrithe-
eial applicatoe. Preparation H
sold stall drug storm.8atisfiseties
guaranteed or money refunded.










Be sure your kitchen rang* stands
level. If It does, cakes bolted in the
oven and pancakes baked on a
griddle have the best chance of be-
ing even in size.
PINE BLUFF, Ark. — The win.
ner of the dress revue at the 32nd
annual Negro 4-H Club camp and
Leaders Conference is Miss Fred-
die Williams, Dermott, Chicott
county.
The conference was held recent-
ly on the campus of Arkansas A14
& N college, here.
Miss Williams wears the black
faille two-piece dressmakers suit
which won her first award. She
had to eliminate about 30 entrants
in the best dress division before
she had a chance at the sweep-
stakes prize. f•
The 20-year-old daughter of Mrs.
Ethel Williams of Dermott, Fr
die is a member of the Br
Star 4-H club of Dehsa county.
She has completed four years of
4-H club work and has participat-
ed in health and home manage-
ments projects.
A recent high school graduate,
Freddie will enter business college
at Nashville, Tenn., this fall.
About 670 4-H Club members,
adult leaders and agricultural ex- ,
tension agents attended the cans13-
Twenty-three of the State's coun-
ties were represented at the an- • I
nual event,
ies of a publication called Common











In a hurry? Phone any time before
3 p.m., then drop in before 11110 law
chising tone, your money will bi
waiting.
SEE RALPH SCOTT
ormerly Scott Auto Sales
ATLAS
Finance Company
461 UNION IA 6-51115
ommokamemmamissmummaisiu.
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0 FIRST AFTER SCHOOL









Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every











































































































































































By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
The 78th annual communication
of the Most 1Vorshipful Prince Hall
'Grand Lodge, F. & A. M. of the
State of Tennessee and Jurisdic•
di Lon convened in Jackson Aug. 5-7
W in the Administration building of
lane college. The meetings began
Monday, Aug. 5 at 9:30 am. with
Rev. Charles F. Williams presid-
ing.
Excelsior Grand Chapter, Order
of Eastern Star: Mrs. Rosa B. Wit-
son, Most Worthy Grand Matron;
W. T. Roberts, Grand Worthy Pa-
tron; Grand Convocation Royal
Arch Masons; Companion A. R
'Richardson, Most Excellent Grand
' High Priest; Eureka Grand Court,
Heroines of Jerico; Miss Mackie
Harrison, Most Ancient Grand Ma-
tron; Grand Commandry Knights
Tempters; Sir Luther Watkins, R.
'E. Grand Commander; Rosa B.
•Vitson, Grand Guild, Grand Prin-
'cess Captain also held session at
'Lane college.
Approximately 800 delegates at-
tended the meeting with a large '
number of delegates attending
from Memphis, Chattanooga, Cov-
ington, Knoxville, Nashville, and
other parts of Tennessee. The pub-
lic meeting vi as held on Sunday
'at 3 p.m. Music was furnished by
Bt. Paul CME church and Home
.Baptist church choirs. Greetings
mere extended from the City of
Jackson by the Hon. George'
Smith. He said to the visitors, I
"Have a good time, park on thel
• wrong side of the street; just don't
. block the traffic." Grestings from
Lane college were extended by Dr.
C. A. Kirkendoll, president of the
college and from the churches. of
—Jackson by Rev. P. L. Bigby, pres•
ident of the Interdenominational
. Ministers Alliance of Jackson and
wastor of the Lane Tabernacle 
C.
9. E. church. The dynamic mes-
sage was delivered by the Sir Rev.
G. C. Jenkins who was presented
by Sir Rev. W. T. Couch. Remarks
were made by the M. W. G. M. Sir
Rev. Charles F. Williams and Sir
Luther Watkins,
RIG BANQUET HELD
On Saturday evening 52 persons
anjoyed a banquet at the Palm
Garden on Lane ave. W. E. War-
Lek of Jackson served as toast-
master of the affair. The delicious
menu consisted of fried chicken
and all the trimmings. The entire
meeting is said to have been a
grand success.
The ME churches of the Paris-
Jackson District held their Sunday
School and League Convention last
week at the Brown Chapel .A. M.
E. church in Union City, Tenn.
from July 31 to Aug. 2. Delegates
were present from Paris, Milling-
ton, Sitello and Jackson. Mrs. Nell
untspon, the Good Neighbor
ews reporter for Radio Station
JAK attended the convention
Friday evening at which time the
talent program of young people
was held. Others attending from
Jackson were Mrs.' J. W. Sloan,
.1. H. Moten, Rev, Howell, Rev. J.
L. Polk and his daughter, Miss
Mary Polk and Rev. F. D. Cole-
man, pastor of Greater Bethel
church in Jackson.
Some of the officers are the Dis-
trict Supt., J. H. Moten of Jack-
son and District League president
Mrs. Lois Hughes of Siltello. Rev.
W. L. Powell is the District Pre-
siding Elder and Rev. E. G. Gar-
rett was the Host Pastor.
LANE TEACHTR GETS LEAVE
Herman Stone, jr., professor of
biology at Lane college, has been
granted leave of absence next fall
steward the doctorate degree inoology. 
Prof. Stone, a graduate of Lane
college with a major in biology,
Will work towards the Ph. D. de-
gree in zoology at the University
of Colorado, Boulder, Cob. He re-
ceived the Master of Science de-
gree in zoology from Howard uni-
Versity in Washington, D. C.
Prof. Stone is one of the 16 per-
sons in the U. S. granted the spe-
cial Graduate Fellowship awarded
by the Foundation. He will enter
the University of Colorado at the
beginning of the fall semester, terday the dramatic survival of
Other instructors on the Lane her husband forced her "to play
college faculty are studying 'tn. a role" in the national limelight.
ward advanced degrees or doing She said when her husband
research this summer. Several will miraculously reappeared after be-
complete their work. ing lost in the Cierra mountains of
Dr. J. 0. McShine, head of the California for 54 days, "There
Modern Language department at was only ene thing I could do. and
Lane, has returned to the Univer• I that's what I did. When something
sity of Paris in Paris, F'rance, happens on a national scale, peo-
eo research. ple have to play their roles."
Speaking in a soft, slightly dazed
voice Mrs. Sleeves said she was
"feeling very embarrassed at this
point" over the revelation of her
plans to divorce her husoand.
IRONICAL
She described it as "ironical the
way everything happened, how he
Aisappeared and then came back."
She said she had been contemplat-
ing a divorce before he suddenly
disappeared. vorce were. but only that they
However, she said even though were longstanding.
N. V. McCullough, professor of
I English and chairman of the Di-
vision of Humanities, receised his
Ph. D. degree from Western Re-
serve university earlier this
summer.
Mesdames C. D. Hewitt and F.
R. Porter have both completed
work for the Master degree this
summer. Mrs. Hewitt, assistant li-
brarian at Lane, a graduate of
Lane college, and a resident of
Jackson, is to receive her Mas-
ter's degree in library service at
Atlanta university at the summer
convocation. Mrs. Porter will re-
ceive her MA degree in education-
al psychology from the University
of Minnesota, at Minneapolis, Min-
nesotta. She received her BS de-
gree at Lincoln university at Jef-
ferson City, Mo.
At the University of Arkansas
doing advanced study toward a
doctorage degree in sociology is
W. E. Jackson, instructor in the
Division of Social Sciences Mrs.
I. L. Shy, assistant librarian at
Lane, is pursuing her MLS degree
at Syracuse university. Mrs. P. II.
Howard, assistant professor o f
English, is doing advanced work
in philosophy and religion at Gar-
rett Biblical Institute. Mrs. E. M.
Perry, associate professor of ele
mentaly education, has returned
from Chicago where she was do-
ing special study in reading at the
University of Chicago. Miss E. R..
Maddox, assistant registrar, is at-
tending Columbia university work-
ing on an advanced degree in bus-
iness education.
Miss Henrietta Lane, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Shellis Lane, has
returned home from the Univer-
sity of Illinois. She has just corn•
pleted her work for the Master's
degree in library science which
will be conferred at the next corn•
mencement exercises. Miss Lane
went direcUy to geiduate school
after graduating from Lane c o l-
iege.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Out of the city this week are
Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell and Dr.
and Mrs. W. E. MeKissack attend-
ing the National Dental meeting
which is being held in Hot Springs.
Ark. Dr. McKissack is state presi-
dent of the State Dental Associa-
tion and Mrs. Bell is secretary to
the auxiliary.
Visiting with your scribe this
week are Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Jones and their two children, Har-
ry Thurston and Barbara A n 0
(coin St. Louis, Mo, Mrs. Jones
is the sister of your scribe.
The YWA of New Hope Baptist
church is planning a Rainbow Tea
Aug. 18 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. on
the lawn of Mrs. Beatrice Cham-
bers at 153 Davis St. At this time
you will see all YWAs on Parade.
This is a new organization in the
church and Mrs. Anna Carter is
president. They are asking you to
come and enjoy this day with
them.
Blind Publisher Will
Tour To Plug Books
Arthur L. Jackson, publisher and
writer of Sonart Jr. books, will
tour several cities in the interest
of his publication during April.
Jackson, who is totally blind,
writes primarily for children. He
is prehaps the only blind publisher
in the United States.
TALLAHASSEE — Dormitories
open for returning upperclassmen
at Florida A. and M. university
Sept. 18.
IT'S FIFTY YEARS FOR Rev.
and Mrs. Charles H. Moore
who celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary Friday,
Aug. 2 at their home, 1706 La-
than. Special guests included
the Moores' daughter, M r s.
Nadie Langston: grandchil-
dren; other relatives from
Bridgeport. ('onn.; and their
nephew, Warren N. Moore of
Detroit. Many friends of the
family dropped by to offer




NEW ORLEANS — INS) — The
Association of Catholic Laymen
said it will "abide unqualifiedly"
with any decree issued by Pope
Pius XII on its request that Ar-
chbishop Francis J. Rummel be
ordered to cease attempts to in-
tegrate New Orleans parochial
schools.
Emile A. Wagner, president of
the pro-segregation organization,
said that if the pontiff ordered his
group to disband, it would do so.
Archbishop Rummel, who has
declared segregation a "s i n."
threatened the association's 30
board of directors with excom-
munication if they did not cease
their activities on the grounds that
they cipposed church polfry.
PETITIONS POPE
The group, which said its alm
was to determine if communists
were behind the integration move-
ment, petitioned the Pope last
Wednesday to declare that segre-
gation is not a sin.
The group maintained that seg-
regation is being practiced by the
church and that the archbishop
had no authority to "define a mat-
ter of morals."
The petition also asked the
pontiff to nullify the archbishop's
excommunication threat.
Wagner said that the group was
asking for an ''ex Cathedra" rul-
ing from the Pope. Such a ruling
is based on the doctrine that the
pontiff is infallable when speaking
on "matters of faith and morals."
WILL OBEY
Wagner said:
"Whatever the Pope ciecrces on
this matter, we will abide by un-
qualifiedly."
Meanwhile, in Rome, an inform-
ed Vatican source said that the
petition "is being considered on
its merits as any such communi-
cation to the Vatican would be."
However, the source said he did
not know whether the Pope would







Then Is • o why people
liko Se de business with os tt
is our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment and desire
5• help yew.
Open Thurtrley and Friday Night.
Until 8 P. M.





Memo Owned Hern• 0 d
Forced To Play
Role GIWife Says
FAIRFIELD, Conn. — (INS) —
Mrs. Rita Steeves, blonde, 21-year-
old, divorce seeking wife of Air
Force Lt. David Steeves, said yes-
their differences were of long
standing, she and her husband had
tried a reconciliation when he
returned.
Contacted at his billet at Boll-
ing Air Force base near Wash-
ington, D. C., Lt. Sleeves said,
"It's definitely not my decision,
it's hers. It shook me pretty hard.
Actually, we haven't been living
together since I got back, but my
wife told me only last week her
mind was made up."
A LONG TIME
"Did Dave say that" Mrs.
Sleeves asked when read the
statement, and then said: "Well
it's all true. It all started a long,
long time ago, and then all this
publicity . but that's the way
life goes."
The couple have one daughter,
Leisa, 16 -months-old.
Mrs. Sleeves would not say what




554 SCOTT PH, GL. 2-9463
The association, of sonic 300
members, was formed last year
after the archbishop ruled that
segregation was "morally wrong
and sinful" and that he intended
to integrate the church's schools.
Some of the schools have admit-
ted a few Negroes, church offic-
ials said, but no mass integration
is expected in the near future.
The petition went on to say that
the archbishop's stand has "de-
moralized educated Catholics and
scandalized unedlicateu ones."
CALLED SINFUL
The association stated that -con-
siderable propaganda" has spot-
lighted segregation in the South
and ignored racial discrimination
in other sections of the country
and in areas throughout Use world.
To implement the declaration
that segregation is "sinful," the
archbishop ordered the parochial
integrated on A gradual basis.
Church leaders have indicated
that some of the white Catholic
schools have admitted Negro stu-
dents, but refused to say how
much integration has been ac-
complished because it would cause
•embarrassment."
The church leaders have stated
that there would be no widespread
integration this September when
the school re-open.
There have been reports that
Catholic schools fear a drop in
attendance if they integrate on a
large scale bsfore the public
schools do because parents who
oppose integration would take
their children out of the church





NASHVILLE — Meharry hied-
cal college announced this week
that Charles Allen Rawls has been
elected to its board of trustees.
The new member of the board
is one of the South's outstanding
Negro business men and civic wel-
fare workers. He recently was giv-
en the "Distinguished Citizen
Award" for 1957 in Tennessee by
the National Association of Mar-
ket Developers.
Rawls is the head of several pri-
vate business firms, and he holds
executive positions in insurance
companies. He is known through.
out the South as a friend and pa-
tron of deserving youth.
He lives in Brownsville, Tenn.
An underwater canyon below the
lower Mississippi river is about




Three outstanding cis il rights
and civic leaders will be featured
speakers when Kappa Alpha Psi j
fraternity holds its 47th Crane
Conclave Aug. 18-22 in Los An-
geles, Calif.
These speakers will be the /Its'.
Ralph D. Abernathy of Montgom-
ery, Ala., prominent leader in the
overcoming of bus segregation in
that city: Atty. Loren Miller, civil
rights attorney of Los Angeles, and
the Rev. Hyman B. Mills of Chi-
cago, religious and civic worker of
Chicago. All these are Kappas.
Host chapter will be the Los An-
geles Alumni with Robert Green,
polemarch. Lamar 0. Shipp is gen-
eral chairman of conclave activi-
ties for the host chapter.
C. Rodger Wilson, grand p o 1 e-
march, of Chicago will preside
over the various sessions.
A youthful leader, Rev. Aberna-





PHILADELPHIA — tANP) —
Lieut.. George W. Lee, of Mem-
phis, will be here to help open the
58th National Crand Lodge Con-
y ention of 1BPOE of W.
Lieutenant Lee, who is grand
commissioner of education for the
Elks, will be in charge of the two
opening programs—the baccalau-
reate services on Sunday night,
Aug. 25, and the oratorical con-
test on Monday night, Aug. 26.
50 SCHOLARSHIPS
The Education Department is
one of the strongest sections of
the Elks Grand Lodge and to date
has awarded more than 50 schol-
arships to deservin; high school
seniors.
Many recipients of these awards
will be present for the baccalau-
reate service which will be addres-
sed by the Rev. W. H. T. Brew-
ster, jr , of this city. Plaques will
he awarded to Guy L. Smith, edi-
tor of the Knoxville, Tenn., Jour-
nal and to Dr. Oniah Carmichael
superintendent of schools in Louis-
ville,
FREDERIC MORROW TO SPEAK
An addresa by Frederic Morrow,
White House aide, will feature
the oratorical contest. Seven high
school graduates, winners of the
seven regional oratorical contests
conducted by Lieutenant Lee, will
vie for top national honors.
Another highlight of the orator-
ical contest will be the appear-
ance of Bobby Cain, first Negro
graduate of the desegregated high
school in Clinton, Tenn., and Er-
nest hfcEwen who spearheaded a
student protest strike at Alcorn
college in Mississippi against an
instructor who disagreed with the
NAACP's drive to end segregation
in schools. Both Cain and McEwen
will receive citations and $1,000
scholarships.
It is believed that at least one
of the young oratorical contestants
is white. Mr. Morrow, who is to
speak at the oratorical contest,
unofficial ambassador for the Elks
Department of Education to t h e
MIS recent Ghana celebration.
Lieutenant Lee pointed out that
he is making an effort to engage
tle interracial choir that appear-
ed at the Prayer Pilgrimage in
ashington, D. C. If he is suc-
cessful in obtaining the choral
group, the singers will appear at
both affairs on Aug. 2526,
STARTED 27 YEARS AGO
The Elks scholarship program
was organized over 27 years ago,
aid since that time the Grand
Lodge has invested over $1,000,000
in both Negro and white young-
sters w\5 found it almost im-
possible to attend college. Most of
the scholarships are obtained from
dues paid by the national mem-
bership,
A new phase of the program has
been introduced by Lieutenant Lee.
He has launched a nation - wide
campaign to raise an additional
81,000000 to aid youngsters who
are willing to break jim crow
barriers now existing in many
southern colleges and universities.
This Is It!
"YOUR KEY TO SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS"
Henderson Business College, Inc.
"Where Dreams Ce* True"
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission
for Business Schools
Approved for GI Training * Free Employment Service
Fall Term Begins September 9, 1957
Registration: September 6
Courses: Typewriting (Manual and Electric)
Executive Secretarial and Higher Accounting
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
Phone: JAckson 6-4756 530 Linden A 
the stoup that sponsored the ta
mous bus boycott and forced the
end of racial segregation on city
buses.
He will addresa the public meet-
ing at 4 pans, Aug. 18 in Bovard
Hall on the campus of the Uni-
versity of Southern California. His
topic will be "Destination: Free-
dom!"
In Montgomery, he is pastor of
First Baptist church, the church
ie which the National Baptist Con-
s ention, Inc., the world's largest
Negro religious organization, was
founded. He is a graduate of Ala-
bama State college with honors
and of Atlanta university.
Rev. Mills IA ill be the featured
speaker in a radio broadcast on
Aug. 18. Ile is pastor of St. Mary
AME church in Chicago. Born in
Vicksburg, Miss., he was reared
in Chicago. He is a graduate of
Wilberforce university, the Worsh-
am School of Mortuary Science,
Garrett Theological Seminary and
Northwestern university. He also
has studied music.
Atty. Miller will address the an-
nual Grand Chapter Banquet on
Aug. 21. His topic will be "Lead-
ership in Tomorrow's World."
He has fought numerous civil
rights cases in California courts,
especially in the field of housing.
He is a member of the National
Legal Committee of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People and chairman
of the West Coast Regional Legal
Committee of the NAACP.
Born in Nebraska, he has stud-
ied at the University of Kansas
and Howard university. He receiv-
ed his law degree from Washburn
college of Law in Topeka, Kan.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
REV. AND MRS. VAN J. MA.
LONE engage In the tradition-
A full program of civic,abusiness
and social activities have been '
planned for this session mhich is
expected to attract nearly 1,000
people to Los Angeles.
Sale of cotton goods was for- ,
bidden in England in 1700 because
it competed in the market with
native wool.
Sat., Aug. 17, 19$7
al cake cutting at their wed-
ding reception held recently.
The bride, the former Mrs.
Sadie S. Mays, and Rev. Ma-
lone, pastor of First Baptist
Church Chelsea, received a
lie‘y of gifts. The receptacle
was held at the auditorium of
the Educational department of
First Baptist Church Chelsea,
Miss Cornelia Sanders w a s
chairman of the affalr and Ju.







"J./smithy Etaby" Sayan/tab 4reas Harbison of Clinviand
YOU CAN TRUST CA19841310$. re8 throughotrt the—world than all
safest., most nourishing and diges; other brands combined! Readyl
tible form of milk for your baby's made formulas that claim to be
formula. More mothers feed Car- complete cost almost twice as:
nation to their babies than any much as Carnation the proverg!
other brand. And more Carnation milk for infant feeding - the milk' ,




Carnation in your cream r
pitcher ... enjoy the
rich difference it makes
hi your favorite





Set., Aug. 17, 1957
ICALLAHASSEE — The 1957-58
freshman orientation week period
at Florida A. and M. university
will be held Sept. 14-22.




I July Fashion Carousel sponsor-
ial by Senior Choir of Bethel Bap-
tist was a tremendous success;
nitget persons who helped make it
as such: Frances Beal, chairman;
Mamie Walker, dec.arating; Glo-
dine Gordon, model instructor;
Evelyn Brown, refreshments; El-
OiSe Gary and Evelyn Brown, fi-
nance and patrons list; Gwendo-
lyn Gordon, directress of music;
Johnnie Gahagan, commentator;
011ie Jackson and James Gordon,
props.
Models included: Mrs. Charles
H. Hampton, Octavia Morris, Jean
Clark, Mary Thompson, Alese
Liggins, Rozelia Flanagan, Emma
Walker, Jo Ann Gibson - John-
son, Dorothy Calhoun, Samuel and
Dolly Lazarus, Mrs. David Flem-
ing and daughter, Lynn; I d a
Horton and others.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles H. Hamp-
ton's house guest of last week was
Dr. Sandy F. Ray, from Corner-
stone Baptist church in Brooklyn,
N. Y. Dr. Ray was speaker dur-
ing full-week revival at Bethel
Baptist church.
Rev. and Mrs. S. M. Lockridge
were honorees for 5th pastorate
anniversary at Calvary Baptist
church July 28-Aug. 4.
' Levine Harrison conducted
Women's Day program this sea-
son at Linda Vista's 2nd Baptist
church. Last Sunday mornin g,
Mrs. 0. T. McWilliams was guest
speaker; Mt. Erie Baptist's pastor,
Rev. M. H. Haywood was after-
noon speaker.
Beautician, Mae Anders, is home
again after vacationing to the full-
est extent in Detroit and Cleve-
land. While in Cleveland, M r s.
Anders studied hair-weaving which
is a process of connecting false
hair to short or brittle hair, thus
enabling individuals to wash, comb
or brush while attached. Mrs.
Anders is now only hairweaving
technician in San Diego.
' Oetavia Morris is rumored to
have said "I do" with some hand-
some chap 'bout town; tell you
what's what next week.
' We're happy to say Rosetta Holt
is recuperating quite rapidly from
pneumonia after brief hospitaliza-
tion.
' Mrs. Fredrika Williams invited
a lovely group of young people to
a patio party at Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Rollins' residence to greet
visiting Chicagoan, Arnett& Her-
bert. Most tasty hors d'ouevres
and mighty danceable music en-
joyed by the following: Lenora
Howard Braxton, Tony and Gay
Pinking, Adele Thornton a n d
George Stevens, Al Neal, J u n •
Bradley, Vette Ditimus, Lucy
Crawford, Willie Jordan, Gloria
Collins, Pauline Hicks, Joseph
Barrington, Gwen Hill and a few
others.
Odessa Boykin just returned
from three week vacation in the
Southland; Missssiopi.
Marion and Fran Beal motored
to Los Angeles the other week to
hear the famous Bessie Griffen
from New Orleans sing at Zion
Hill church, before returning home
attended a get-together at Mr. and
Mrs. Percy (Cora) Wa 1 k e r 's
home; They're still talking' about
that fried chicken prepared at Do-
ris Williams' apartment.
The 12 Charms followed-up their
luxurious formal with an equally-
as-fabulous Fiesta Dance at t h e
Pin-N-Whistle. Dorothy Frilot's
huge Spanish hat accentuated with
red rose draped underneath, be-
side ear, caught the eyes of many.
Blond senorita wearing white
sheath was Sweets Byers. L e i
Groves' hubby, Ervin, provided
music. South-of-the-border tunes
certainly were hits! Joyce Mitch-
ell, Dorothy Estes, Erma Webb,
Florence Dirsdon (m ember s);
Beaty Jo Burnett, Ernestine Wig-
gins, Lucille Lenon, Jaunita John-
son, Mary Alyce Offiutt and Fran-
ces Quarles enhanced the g a y
Spanish atmosphere. Among out -
of-towners: Mr. and Mrs. Virgie
Johnson who are planning to make
San Diego home instead of return-
ing to Kansas City, Kans. Guests
of Senor and Senora Richard (Dai-
sy) Quarterman were Mr. a n d
Mrs. F. S. Seabrooks from Los
Angeles. . .Les Johe Femmes'
Viva La Fiesta (Cocktails a n d
Dancing) was held last Saturday
night at Rancho De Amor. Among
guests was Spanish speaking cou-
ple, Jerry and Rose Gardener;
you should see his mustache, side-
burns, etc., grown especially for
this season when everybody's dres-
sing in Mexican attire. Through
crowd, glimpsed members, Dan-
alla Brown, June Lewis, Bernice
Fortier, and others preparing ta-
cos and welcoming amigos. . On
this same night, before going home
many dropped by "Fiesta Cock-
tail Party Under the Stars" on pa-
tio of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin (Alma)
Stokers domicile; she is Coquette
club member. Before we a a y
"buena s noches" (good night),
heard also that the Kappas Fies-




By 0. C. W. TAYLOR
Five hundred forty-two beauti-
cians, in attendance at their na-
tional institute of cosmetology,
sponsored by the National Beauty
Culturists' League, Inc., a n d
hed here in the Booker T. Wash-
ington High school, 1201 S. Roman
at., selected as their most popu-
lar institute student Miss Dorothy
Riley of New Orleans and Mrs.
Katie E. Whickham, lar'esident of
the organization crowned h e
"Miss Institute 1857". Second in
line was Miss Louise Bates, St.
Louis and third, Mrs. Flossie
Reaves, Shreveport, La. T h e
beauticians came from 39 states1
and the Bahamas Islands.
Miami, Fla. was selected as the
place for next year's institute and
convention. An invitation was ac-
cepted from Madame Willie Mae
Saunders of Nassau, Bahamas, to
hold one of the clinics of the in-
stitute on the island of Bermuda.
The group will fly there for the
clinic.
The majority of the beauticians
remained in New Orleans to at-
tend the annual convention of the.
National Beauty Culturists' League'
which convened Aug. 5 to 8.
On the agenda for the conven-
tion was the establishment of an
annual scholarship which would
enable some beauticians to spend
a year in Paris and to bring back
to the organization the latest in,
foreign techniquss arsi of bea.ity
culture. Also on the agenda is a
movement to standarize beauty
culture shop and school nualifica•
tions over the nation and to en-
courage the use of the Negro beau-
tician on state boards as mem-
bers. supervisors and inspectors.
More than 40 instructors were
present te teach the various class.
es. The course of study intluded
Mississippi
GOODMAN
Miss Ruth Mae &tills of Water-
loo, Iowa is here visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. Lillie Spraws
and other relatives and friends.
Matthew Ambrose is a patient
at the Community hospital in Lex-
ington, Miss.
Mack Taman of Racine. Wis Is
here visiting his wife, Mrs. Willie
Tilman and other relatives.
A series of revival meetings will
begin at the Shadygrove M. B.
church Monday night. Rev. R. C.
Sallis. pastor.
Mrs. Pearleane Billingslea at-
tended the General Baptist State
Convention last week in Jackson,
Miss.
hair styling, tinting, use of me-
chanical equipment, English, mu-
sic, bookkeeping, public relations
beauty shop and school manage-




By MRS. GEORGIA McVEIGH
Prof. Herman Stone, jr., profes-
sor of biology, Lane college, has
been granted leave of absence for
next fall to study toward the doe.
SCIENCE AND MATHEMAT-
ICS high school teachers of
North Carplina met with North
Carolina University professors
recently at a Mathematics and
Science Institute designed to
deepen knowledge in subject
matter fields of science a n d
mathematics, with view to sti-
mulating more students to
specialize in these fields. The
Institute was financed by a
$55,700 grant from the Nation-
al Science Foundation. Pictur-
ed from left to right, front
row are: Miss Annie E. Dol.
ho, Willie H. Barr, Mrs. Glo-
ria Cooper, Mrs. Elsie Wing-
field, George J. Foster, Mrs.
Narcissus Soins, Miss Allene
Johnson, Benjamin T. Bullock.
Miss Vivian Mackeny, Floyd
Conrad, jr., Mrs. Martha V.
Dooms, Warren G. Keyes,
Miss Virginia A. Dix, Joseph
C. Bolton, Miss Mattie Solice,
Moses A. E. Blair; Second
row; Left to right, Mrs. Eli-
zabeth T. Wilson, Mrs, Mar-
garet W. Artis, Leroy Connor,
Thurman D. Clark, George F.
Newell, Thomas M. Davis,
John H. Malloy. Third Row,
left to right: James A. Blake,
Barnard Brinkley, Richard
Gadsden, Mrs. Fannie C. Div-
ens, Joseph S. Parker,
am C. Richardson, Miss Gla-
dys E. Morgan, Harold Jack-
son. Fourth Row: Left to right,
George F. Dalton, Charles E.
Morris, jr., William T. Brown,
Herman W. Smith, jr., m r s.
Sarah R. DeBerry, Clyde E.
Fowlkes, Thomas Greemby, jr.
I May Approve
More Prelates' •
JACKSON, Tenn. — The ques-
tion of increasing the number of 
!
bishops and the presentation of fi-
nal reports of the 1954.58 quadren. 
I
nium have attracted. nation-wi
de'
attention in the annual conferences;
of the CME church now being
held.
Before the conferences are con-
eluded in the fall, the conferences
will have decided whether or not
to increase the number of bishops
and whether the present prelates
will remain for the 1958-62 quad
renniuns, .
Frederic Douglas., Fifth Row:
left to right, Alexander II-
hams, Johnnie E. Burke, Rob-
ert C. Williams, Mrs. E iii m a
S. Jones, Jerry H. Blac k,
Smith N. Knight, Theodore C.
Stewart, Roy Lee Bass, George
R. King. Sixth Row, left to
right, Mrs. Mary E. Payton,
Miss Lizzie P. Boyd, Samuel
F. Smith, Mrs. Virginia K. Ne-
well, Mrs. Addle W. Stewart,
Richard L. Barfield, Darvie




By MRS. MATTIE B. BURNETT
Looking at the weather we
would say much rain has fallen.
Rain or not, it does not keep
people like Mr. and Mrs. Tillman
Gulledge, Mr and Mrs. Dan Jones
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Collins
from producing flower gardens of
real beauty.
Illinois
FREEPORT Mrs. Callic Morris has returned
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD from Peoria after visiting h e r
Mrs. Annie Williams and daugh- niece Mrs. Mary ohnson.
ters, Stephney and Creg of Oak- Airs. Ottis Bell of Flint are visit-
land, Calif. were week end guests ing friends in Cairo. Mrs. Bell has
of Mrs. Mamie Farr and Mrs. lived 'in Cairo many years.
Mrs. Emma Lee Games' two
boys, Kinard and Johnny have ar-
rived from Beaim Center.
• . .
A Warren student has been hon- John Brumfield, jr., was week FREEPORT
ored for outstanding achievement end visitor of his parents, Mr. and By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JR.
at Philander Smith college in Lit- Mrs. John Brumfield, sr. of East Mr. and Mrs. Merle Norman has
tie Rock. She is Miss Helen Lois Madison. returned from Hickory and Vicks-
Colen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Fair are burg, Miss, where they visited rel.
U. S. Colen. Helen received the the parents of a baby girl. atives.
UBEA Smead award for outstand- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gates are Mr. and Mrs. Mac A. Butler and
ing achievement in business edu- visiting relatives and friends at daughter of Waterloo. Iowa spent
cation at the summer commence- West and Winona, Miss, several days here visiting Mr. But-
• * leesment exercises. She also received • aunts and uncles, Mr. and
her bachelor's degree and will MACOMB Mrs. Joe Perry, Mr. a n d Mrs.
be commercial studies teacher in
W. Daniel high school in Crossett,
Ark., this fall. An honor student
at Philander Smith, Helen was edi-
tor of the college paper junior
counselor and secretary of h e r
class. We all salute Helen Lois Co-
Robert Hunter. Also Miss Arnett
Alexander of Chicago. Miss Alex-
ander and Mrs. William are grand-
daughters of Mrs. Rosie Wilbon.
By MINNIE CLARK Mark Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Mat-
Mr. Walter Thorpe, Dick Leath- thew Jones and Mrs. Butler's sis-
erwood and Bill Boyd motored to ters and brothers.
St. Paul, Mo. Friday. Mr. John Moore's arm was crush-
Mrs. Ruby Huston, Mrs. Clara ed while working on a punch press
May Daniels. Louis and Jery machine at Structo Mfg. Co. here.
Thorpe and Miss Evelyn McGru- Mr
. and Mrs. John B. Shipp of.
len. der were callers in Davenport re-
Chicago spent the weekend here
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Young cel-
visiting Mrs. Shipp's parents, Mr.
ebrated their 37th wedding anni-
and Mrs. J. L. Brumfield and Mr.
c eNnitilsys.
Ardith Thorpe attended Shipp's brother, Mr. S. Shipp and
church parsonage. Mrs. Young, Girl Scouts.
versary at the Mt. Zion Baptist
Airs. Carolyn Carter is visiting
camp at Springlake held by the other relatives and friends
Master Phillip Hannah will cele- relative • formerly of Emmit. Ark., is now
brate his 8th birthday August 3. 
Canton, Miss.
Mrs. Pearl Thorpe visited IIARRISBURG 
s. •
friends in Rock Island, Rewanee By MABLE RAWLINGS
and Quincy recently. Air. and Mrs. 11. Bawling have
Miss Sherry Daniels will cele-
brate her tenth birthday Wednes-
a citizen of Warren, Ark. T Is e
wedding ceremony was perform-
ed by Rev. I. E. Milton, pasto
r.
The best man was Mr. Sidney
Lane and maid of honor was Mrs.
Myrtle Beauers. The reception fol-
torate degree in zoology Prof.
Stone has been awarded a Dan- 
lowed the ceremony on the beau i- , 
day.
i ful lawn of the church and was Mother Victoria Thorpe, Mission-
forth Special Graduate Fellowship ,' 
i
attended by many friends ary Martha Daniels, Sister Grace
by the Danforth Foundationrelatives. Among those attend
edof St. 
a n di
Huston and mother Minnie Clark
Louis, Mo. The Fellowship p 
r 0.. l 
were Mrs. Esther Johes, M r attended services in East Moline Mrs. May Ellen Havard has re-vides a cash stipend of $2,400, 
s.
plus tuition fees for an 11 month 
Frenchie Bowie, Mrs. Vivian Ham- , 
Sunday.
' 
turned to her home in Mt. Plea-a
period of study. Prof. Stone, a
graduate of Lane college with a
major in biology, will work toward
the Ph.D. degree in zoology at the
an others too numerous to men- •• • Le
tion. A delicious repast of baked
ham, baked beans, olives, cake
University of Colorado, Boulder, 
and rolls was serwed. Mrs. Young
Colo. He received the Master of They are Mr. Alex
I is the mother of five children.
Williams, Rev.
Science degree in zoology from L. C. Williams. Mrs. Bennie Lee
C. His master's thesis was based 
Hall and Mrs. Tillery Thomas allHoward university. Washington, D.
upon research in which radioactive 
of Tucson, Ariz., and Mr. Isaiah
phosphorus was used as a "tracer" 
Young of Seattle.
in embryological studies.
Prof. Stone has been with the
biology department at Lane col-
lege for 10 years. He is one of
the 16 persons in the United States
granted the special fellowship
award by the Foundation. He will
do research work. He will revise
his desertation and will prepare
it for publication. He is a native
, of Trinidad, BWI. He received his
B. A. at Howard university, Wish-
' ington. D. C., his M. A., at Lon-
don 'university, London, England
and his Ph.D. from the University
of Paris. Paris, France.
Prof. N. V. McCullough, Profes-
sor of English and chairman of the
Division of Humanities, received
his Ph.D. degree from Western Re.
serve university earlier this sum-
mer. He received his 13. A. R. C..
and M. A. degrees from Ohio
Stale university and has taught at
Lane college since 1952. He is also
mons, Mrs. Myrtle Beauers nd Harold Caldwell, Willie Huston, sant, Tenn., after spending several
rri Y i lam orp, rov Daniels and days in Harrisburg visiting Mrs.
Ivan Brooks attended the Milwau. Mary Harris who is confined to
kee Braves and the New York her bed.
Giants ball game in Milwaukee.
Mr. W. O. Brown entered the
Veterans hospital in Iowa City for
treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cooper
visited relatives in Galesburg re-
cently.
Mt. Olive Cominunitv was host • • •
of a great home coming celehra- I MURPHYSBORO
lion July 27 and 28. Hundreds of By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
op‘slietnefrsosmthfisar garnadndneaoreccaasmi.one
and family of Chicago are guests
Mr. and Mrs. William Turnerpe
which has become a tradition of Mr. Turner's mother, AI r s.
with the people of this communi- Catherine Jenkins.
ty. The opening event was a lav- Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Branigan
enter the University of Colorado ish lawn party held on the beau- and Mrs. Daisy Chavis of Elgin,
at the beginning of the fall se- tiful and spacious lawn of Mr. and III, were recent visitors here.
mester. Other instructors on the Mrs. T. R. Stepps by Mrs- Vaahtl Miss Christine McKinnie of Min-
Lane college faculty are studying King of Detroit. This gala affair neapolis, Minn . is a visitor of her
toward advanced degrees or doing
research work this summer. Sev-
eral will complete their work.
Dr. J. 0. McShine, head of the
Modern Language Department at
Lane, has returned to the Univer-
returned home after spending a
week vacation in Peru, Ind., visit-
ing Mr. Rawling's cousins, Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Williams and Mr.
and Hrs. John Hutchinson and fa-
milies.
with games and refreshments was parents, Mr. and Mrs Cato Mc.
shared by a large group. A ball- Kinnie,
game and a free dinner were . Mr. and Mrs. Sam Parker and
Saturday's events followed later John Q. Robinson motored to
by a wonderful program under points in Illinois recently.
the auspices of Mrs. Irma Brian -
• • •
say of Paris, in Paris, France, to son and Mrs. Geneva Stepps. ILLINOIS
This program was a pageant por- CAIRO
traying Mt. Olive yesterday, to. The Rev. Cleophus McKenzie of
day and tomorrow. Sunday school 
Memphis preached a wonderful
was highly represented by 
sermon at the 12th street M.B.
friends from at least six different 
church last Sunday.
states.
Mrs. Emily McMillan and daugh-
Morning service was conducted 
ter are in Muskeegon visiting Mrs.
by the pastor. Rev. E. L. Shun-
McMillan's mother.
son, closing sermon by Rev I T.
Sirs, Artie Wade has just return-
. 
Blackman, pastor of St John AME 
ed from Joliet, 111. where she vies
. ited her nephew, Richard Johnson
church in Warren. This celebra- h '11
Lewis Woodson has returned




The Youth Club of St. Paul AME
church rendered a spiritual pro.
Conferences still to be held in-
clude:
First District—Bishop J. Ar-
thur Hamlett, presiding; Kansas-
Missouri Conference, St. Peter's
church, Kansas City, Kans., Sept.
10-15; Southeast Missouri and Il-
linois Conference, St. John church,
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 24.29; West
Tennessee conference. Collins
Chapel church, Memphis, Tenn.,
Oct. 3-13; and the Jackson-Mem-
phis conference, Mt. Olive Cathe-
dral, Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 15-20.
Second District — Texas confer-
ence, Beebe Tabernacle, Houston,
Texas Aug. 20-25; East Texas con-
ference, St. Beaulah church, Pitts-
burg, Texas, Sept. 3-8, and the
Central Texas conference, Miles
Chapel church Tyler, Texas, Sept.
10-15,
The North Carolina conference,
Raleigh, N. C. Aug. 21-25.
Fourth district — Bishop Luther
Stewart, presiding: Kentucky Con-
ference. Freemtn chapel, Hopkin-
ville, Ky., Sept. 24-29; South Mis-
sissippi conference. Lynch Street
church, Jackson, Miss.. Oct. 9-13;
Mississippi conference Glenn
chapel Columbus. Miss., Oct. 16
20; East Mississippi Conference,
Lane chapel, Tupelo, Miss.. Oct.
23-27: and the North Mississippi
conference, Oct. 30-Nov. 3, at An-
derson Chapel church, Holly
Springs, Miss.
Fifth District — Bishop Felix L
Allen presiding: South Carolina
Conference, Israel Metropolitan
church, Greenville, S. C., Sept. 17-
22 Tennessee conference, Capers
Memorial church, Nashville, Ten-
nessee Oct. 15-20, and the East
Florida conference, Gray's Tem-
ple, West Palm Beach, Fla., Nov.
5-10.
Georgia
gram Sunday. Lewis, presiding: California Con-
A family reunion was held Sun-
day in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Clark, sr. Present were their
son, P. J. Clark, wife and chil-
dren, Mr. P. J. Clark and family
live in Panama.
The Vacation Bible School open-
ed Monday at St. Paul AME
church July 22. Rev. and Mrs.
Bill Holman are teachers; Rev.
S. Sutton, pastor.
The First Baptist church observ-
ed Women's day Sunday July 28,
Miss L. Hipshire was sponsor;
Rev. E. D. Gain, pastor.
Mrs. Fannie hicKissic is re-
modeling her home.
St. Paul choir renders a spiritual





The Springfield Baptist church
here, recently dedicated its pro-
gram in honor of elementary and
high school graduates at a regu-
lar church service.
The honorees were: Joe N.
Owens, graduate of Cousins Ele-
mentary school; Leek E. Harring-
ton and William M. Brown,
Waynesboro High and Industrial
school, Waynesboro, Ga.; Misses
Sarah F. Striggles and Lula B.
Chance, honor grackuates of Boggs
Academy, Keysville, Ga.
TALLAHASSEE — Eldred Wa-
ters, editor-in-chief of the Famu-
an, Florida A. and M. university
student newspaper, attended. t Is e
advanced summer ROTC camp at
Fort Henning, Georgia.
MeRAE
The New Shiloh AB church choji
ushers and deacons were to
participants of a program at New
Hope A. B. church, Hawkinsville.
Ga., but were rained out. Rev. S.
Fullwood is pastor
ference, Beebe Memorial, 0 a k-
land, Calif.. Aug. 27 Sept. 1: Ari-
zona-New Mexico conference, Trin-
ity church, Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 10-
15- New Orleans Conference. Trin-
ity church, Lafayette, La, Oct. 2
6; and the Louisiana Conference
Williams Memorial Templ e,
Shreveport, La. Oct 8-13.
Sixth District — Bishop Bertram
W. Doyle, presiding: East A I a-
bama Conference, at Ferguson
chapel, Opelika. Ala., Sept. 24-29; Highway 301.
North Alabama Conference, Gar-
ner Memorial, Decatur, Ala. Oct.
1-6; Birmingham Conference Thin.
good Memorial church, Birming-
ham, Ala., Oct. 15-20: Central Al-
abama Conference, Bailey Taber-
nacle, Tuscaloosa, Ala., Oct. 29 •
Nov. 3 and the Alabama Confer-
ence First church, Montgomery,
Ala., Nov. 5-10.
Seventh District — Bishop Ar-
thur W. Womack presiding: South
Georgia conference, at Moultrie.
Ga., Oct. 23-27; Southwest Geor-
gia conference, Holsey Monumen-
Service at Turner Chapel AME
church was very good Rev. Clark
preached a wonderful sermon at
the noonday hour. It was rally
day. They raised a pretty large
sum. Mrs. Viola Thomas, visitors,
was given a very nice welcome by




Clifford Lovette, a young farm-
er of Screven County credits his
4-H club work with helping him to
finish high school and make a suc-
cess with farming.
He is still sticking to the 4-H
motto, "To Make the Best Better,"
according to Alexander nurse,
Negro club agent.
Profits from Lovette's NO
Hampshire Red hens, a 4-H pout.
try project, helped him through
school. After graduation he farmed
in partnership with his step-father,
putting into practice some of the
principles he had learned in 4-H,
such as crop rotation, soil con-
servation and land management,
and better livestock practice.
After Layette married and start-
ed a family of his own, he took
temporary employment at the
Atomic Energy plant in South
! Carolina.
I While working there he saved
enough money to purchase 10 acres
of land and to build a house on it.
Continuing his public work his
corn, poultry, swine, and garden
I projects provided the major part
; of his family's food.
I Clifford, his county agent, andneighboring farmers explored the
possibility of selling vegetables,
watermelons, and other truck
crops to truckers along U.
An agreement was made wffK
several truckers and they set out
to give the plan a try. Lovette and
Cleo Roberts, another young farm•
er with 4-H 'experience, paved the
way by loading trucks with 1,300





Ten 4-H members from the Cen-
tral Savannah River Area were
named winners from District 3 in
Negro club work in a recent corn-
petition, it has been announced brtat church, Columbus, Ga., Oct.
Alexander Hurse, state Negro club30-Nov. 3; Georgia conference,
gent.Williams Memorial church, Au- 
ademonstrations and talks at thegusto, Ga., Nov. 6-10; and 1 Ii e
annual Negro 4-1-1  Congress set forCentral Georgia conference, at Nov . 14-15 in Dublin, Ga , withHolsey Temple, Macon, Ga., Nov. 
their home counties and projects
13-17. are. Carolyn Rinelander, Bull
Eighth District — Bishop B. Ju- public speaker; Pulie Jones,
lion Smith presiding: Muskogee kiss, health; Justine Whitehead,
conference and the Oklahoma con- Jenkins, food preparation; Nita V.
ference (joint sessions) at Cleaves
Memorial ehucch, Oklahoma city,
Okla., Sept. 17-22; the Southwest
Arkansas conference (place not
yet set.), Oct. 15-20; Little Rock Junior winners included Bobby
conference, Cottrell chapel church Sapps, Jenkins. poultry; Barbara
Hot Springs, Ark., Oct. 22-27 and Hayes and Barbara Chester, both
the Arkansas Conference, at Saint of Jenkins County, members of
Mary church, Wynne, Ark. Oct. the corn meal muffin team, and
29-Nov. 3. Irene Flair, Jenkins, ABC's of
Ninth District—Bishop J. Claude wiring.
Robinson, Emanuel, yeast rolls:
Diane Boston, Emanuel, biscuit
making. and Eva M Pierce, Eman-
uel, ABC's of wiring
Hon will long be remembered. Mrs. Carrie Jones has returned
The last rites conducted from home from a short vacation.
the Mt. Carmel Baptist church for Mr Elmer Ricks. jr., age 29.
Deacon Jimmie Gaines was held thed in the St Mary's hospital
Sunday. August 4. We departed after a fall from a second story
this life Thursday evening, Aug- window,
ust 1, after an illness of several ! Mr. Lewis Jones and family of ,
the author of a tragedy in verse I months. Rev. George Hunter, pas- Detroit were welcome guests of his
entitled "The Other Side of Hell." i tor, officiated, i father, Mr. U. S. Jones. I
OFFICIALS OF THE Sunday
day School Publishing Board
of the National Baptist Conven-
lion confer with convention au-
ditor during meeting of Gener-
al Sunday School Publishing
Board, Naahville, Tenn., July
17-18. Seated left to right: The
Rev, M. H. Ribbing, chairman;
the Rev. C. L. Dinkins, direct
or of Education and Assistant
ta the Secretary; Mr. J. D.
Illayton, Convention Audit.*
Dr, A. M. Townsend, secretarg




















































































































































































































• OAKLAND, Calif, — The Con-
nectional Laymen's Organization
of the African Methodist Episcopal
church will convene at the First
AME church here, Aug. 22-25, ac-
cording to Mrs. Alma 1. Mackey,
director of public relations.
Chairman of the Board is Bish-
op Sherman L. Green, and Atty.
Herbert L Dudley is Connectional
President.
Host to the meeting and presi-
dent of the Laymen's Organization
of the Fifth Episcopal District is
Atty. R. J. Reynolds, with Bishop
Frederick D. Jordan as presiding
prelate.
Mrs Georgia Marshall, general
chairman, president of the Califor-
BROOKHAVEN
Mid summer is definitely upon
us and with it the annual revival
meetings in neighboring and home
communities. Church yards are
lined with cars of folk who have
come back for revival time. After
all our rfvivals with their soul-stir-
ring sermons, good singing, and
huge lots of food, are definitely a
part of our culture. Sunday Aug.
1, the gospel choir of the Nazarene
Baptist church of Mobile, Ala_
furnished music that will be long'
remembered at Friendship Bapt-
ist church.
Operation California is the cur-
rent vacation of Professor and Mrs.
Terell Rance. Mr. Rance is a
delegate to the annual Alpha Phi
Alpha convention. While away the
/lances will visit in Mexico, Ari-
zona, Nevada and other points of
interest.
Summer activities at the Brook-
haven Public Library (Gulledge
Branch) closed with a party and
story hour for the children. Mrs.
Willie Mae Pickett is librarian.
Many girls in the Brookhaven
area have gone to the cherry
farm in Wisconsin. In addition to
sightseeing, the g ir 1 s (all high
schoolers) are earning money.
Mr. and Mrs. Prosie Poter of
the Friendship Community were
hosts to a large gathering of
friends at a dinner Sunday evening
Aug. 1.
Miss Mattie Vines, instructor in
health education at Southern uni-
versity, Baton Rouge, La., is cur-
rently visiting her father and
brother in Brookhaven.
Fishing seems to occupy the
leisure time of Magnolia Staters
these days and some big ones'are
caught. The Swinney Smiths hosted
the season's best Saturday night
fish fry with all the trimmings.
The delicious cat, buffalo and
perch were all in a day's haul.
Mississippi Baptists closed a suc-
cessful] convention last week. The
crowning highlight was the pres-
ence of Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Jack-
son of Chicago, Ill. He is National
Baptist prexy and both he and the
Missus are native children. From
the moment they alighted from
the Panama Limited the red car-
pet was theirs.
It was Tuskegee Intitute over
the weekend for Mrs. Buelah Wil-
liams who attended special ac-
tivities in connection with the Su-
pervisors workshop.
It's revival time in these parts
and the folk are coming from far
and near for good preaching and
good eating. Community church
grounds are filled with cars bear-
ing out of state license tags. It's
the usual custom to come home
about this time.
After visiting friends and rela-
tives in Miss., Mr. and Mrs. Tom-
mie Robinson (Marie Evans) have
returned to their home in New
Orleans.
Sympathy notes go this week to
the families of the late Emma Wil-
son Harper and the Rev. Milton.
Both leave a host of sorrowing
relatives and friends. Emma so
young, and the Rev. Milton along
in years.
Visiting friends in Brokhaven and
Union church is Mrs. Lillie Belle
Brown from Indiana.
Orchids are overdue for Mes-
dames, Lucretia Smith, Virginia
Freeman Hill, Alberta Williams
and Alma Barnes who recently
completed requirements for the
B. S. degree at Alcorn A and M
college this summer.
The home of Rev. and Mrs. P.
A. Taylor has been filled with
guests all the summer. Their chil-
dren from New York, Mittens, Ten-
nessee and Mississippi have been
visiting them at intervals.
Home from Chicago M. and
Oakland, Calif., is Claudet Allen.
The pretty Miss vacationed ex-
tensively.
For your copy of the Defender
call 2229 — that will get it.
Down Fayette way Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Speights are cooing lulls.
byes to their firstborn a lovely
daughter.
Mrs. James Colinburg of Fay.
*He has returned after an extend-
ed visit which included Chicago
and other points in the midwest.
Mrs. P. W. Redmond and Mrs.
Lucile Woulliard were weekend
visitors in Marshall. Texas. They
were accompanied hack to Brook-
haven by Mrs. Redmond's brother.
The WSCS of the Brookhaven
nia Conference, and entertaining
Conference President, has the fol-
lowing listed steering committee
chairmen supporting her in carry-
ing out plans for this 65th Annual
Connectional Laymen's Conven-
tion:
Mrs. Viola Brooks, secretary;
Ruben Brazier, treasurer; Atty. R.
J. Reynolds, program; Jahn
Wheatley, finance; Mrs, Ellen
Johnson, souvenir; Mrs. Bernice
Middleton. registration; 111 r s
Candace Wright, housing; M r s.
Fern Mikel, publicity; Arthur La.
then, souvenir program agent;
Josephine DeJan, Gertrude
Thompson, Willie Hideout, Helen
Hilton and Edison Stalling.
district held a workshop Thursday
Aug. 15 at Kynet Methodist
church. The workshop was under
the direction of Mrs. Polly Clark,
secretary of Missionary education.
She was assisted by Mrs. Ella
Whaley, Magnolia; Mrs. I. C. Pitt-
roan, Columbia; Mrs. Montle Nev-




Mrs. R.. V. Prichard and Mrs.
M. E. Bowman were Gulfside vis-
itors last week.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Carmichael
spent several days in Waveland.
Gulfport and Handsboro recently.
Mr. Fred Tate, a life long resi-
dent of Canton and Madison Coun-
ty, was struck by a car Saturday
morning and died in the after-
noon. Last rites were said at the
St. Paul AME Zion church of
which he has been a member for
half century. Rev. R. M. Rich-
mond, pastg,
Mrs. Ruby C. Boyd left Tues-
day for Detroit to visit with rela-
tives and friends.
Mrs. Ezell Brooks of Detroit is
now visiting relatives in Canton.
Miss Leora Harris, president of
the J. M. A. of Mt. Zion Baptist
church was a delegate of the
Young Peoples Dept. of General
Baptist State Convention at Jack-
son. Miss Nanie Weems, Mrs. C.
A. Blount, Mr. C. M. Varnada, Wil-
liam Lloyd and all the ministers
of Canton and Madison County at-
tended the convention. Dr. J. H.
Jackson, president of the National
Covention and pastor of Olivet
Baptist church, Chicago was guest




Sunday, July 21, Mr. and Mrs.
J. G. Higgins, Mr. and Mrs. Clar-
ence Floyd, Mesdames Macon,
Washington, Ashford, Marsh and
Miss Cristell Green motored to Ok-
olona to attend a district meeting
of the WSCS. home of her 
daughter, Mrs. Hugh
George Macon, Weber Quinn and Williams on Neely at.
Curtis Matthews are attending Mr. James Thomas is ill at 
his
Army Reserve camp at Fort Jack- home on Lyon 
at.
son, S. C., for two weeks. 
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Davis and HOLLY SPRINGS
Carolyn are visiting their &ugh. The Floral Eastern S t a r Grand
ter and family in Loraine, Ohio. chapter of the 
Prince Hall Mason-
The trip was to make the acquain- ic Grand Lodge of Mississippi 
was
lance of their newly arrived held at Anderson Chapel July 
23
grandson. Misses Betty Mandetle and 24. The local chapel present-
and Pamela Fain will return with ed a fine program Tuesday 
night.
them. Mr. and Mrs. Georve V. 
Hill,
• Miss Joyce Jones, Carolyn Day- daughter and son-in-law of 
Mrs.
is and Janice King will attend the Alberta Stewart, spent a week in
Youth Institute in Amoy, Miss., the city visiting relatives a n d
this week. friends.
Miss A. Jean Williams has re. Children's day was observed at
turned home from Greenville Anderson Chapel 
Sunday. Mrs.
where she entered a beauty con- W. II. Thomas had 
charge of the
test and won fourth place. program.
Mrs. Jerry Chandler has just re- Rev. W. C. Armstrong delivered
turned from Chicago, Gary and a wonderful sermon Sunday. 
Mr.
and Mrs. Norris had their baby
baptized.
The Youth Fellowship of Asbury
took a bus load to Grenada Sun-
day. Rev. I. L. Rucker delivered
a fine sermon Sunday to a large
audience.
Mrs. W. M. Frazier entertained
the new president of MI college.
She also entertained the in-service
teachers.
Providence MB church sang in
Memphis Sunday.
J. II. HAVES, special assistant
to the General Manager, Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, Knox-
ville; addresses guests at the
dinner meeting of the Occupa•
- —
West Point, N. Y., where she at-
tended the wedding of her niece
who was married at the Academy.
Miss Myra Chandler is visiting
her aunts in Gary, Ind.
Miss Robbie Ann Neely and Mose
Hill have returned from a youth
conference in Brooksville, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Flunel/ Smith are
proud parents of a son. Little Char.
leen is happy over the arrival of
her little brother.
Miss Myrtle McLin has been a
patient in the hospital. She is
now at home doing fine.
• • •
CANTON
A retirement luncheon was
served in the Madison County No.
gro Farm Agents' office, honoring
Mrs. R. V. Prichard, assistant
home-demonstration agent. The of-
fice personnel gave Mrs. Prich-
ard a signet (0.E.S.) ring.
Mrs. Carmen E. Parrish Wal-
ker and her three lovely children
of Portland. Oregon are house-
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Parrish.
Mrs. t.eontine Fields of Detroit
is visiting relatives and friends
here in the city.
Mrs. Joe Pruitt, her two sons,
Joe, jr. and George Albert of Chi-
cago are houseguests of M r s.
Pruitt's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Carmicheal.
Bathsheba Grand Chapter 0.E.S.
P If A. jurisdiction of Mississip-
pi, has just closed its 67th annual
session at Jackson in our very
fine Masonic Temple. Those at-
BATES1111. LE
By RM. MATTIE WATKINS
Mr. Clyde Lesion died in a Lit-
tle Rock veterans' rest home. Fu-
neral held at West Batessille, Rev,
Albert St. Claim officiated.
Rev. R. C. Scribner and wife,
Mrs. Florence Scribner and Mr.
Wills and wife of New Ark attend-
ed services at Salem Baptist in
Tuckerman. Rev. Scribner is pas-
tor of the Baptist church in New
Ark.
Mr. George Tribbit of Oakland,
Calif., died at a Batesville hospit•
al Monday night. He is survived
by his wife and two children, Mrs.
Georgia Galloway and Herbert
Tribbit of California; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Tribbit of
of Batesville and two grand chil-
dren. Funeral held at Friendship
Baptist church. Rev. Albert St.
Clair officiated.
Emel M. C. Aurn has left for
his home in Stockton, Calif., after
visiting with friends here
Mrs. Martha Parrat of Newport
was here to attend the funeral of
the late Mrs. Nannie Rice.
Mils. Rosie Cravin is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harris at Sid-
ney Ark
Mr. Genipher is recuperating at
his home- at 3168 Neely st.
The Missionary Society met Fri-
day at AME church which presi-
dent, Mrs. Collie Harper.
Mrs. Addie Braggs is ill at the
Sone! Institute held July 24.21
at Texas Southern university.
He spoke on "Present Ent-
ployment Patterns and the Ne-
gro Youth." Seated at t k e
SNE ADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
The District convention of the
AME church held at Blountstown
adjourned Saturday. The Rt. Rev.
R. W. Whitehurst, P. E. press-
ed.
This columns sympathy is ex-
tended to Rev. and Mrs. T. J.
Donald in the death of their daugh-
ter who was fatally shot late Sat-
urday night by Emmet McAllister.
Funeral was held Saturday.
Mrs. Carrie Mae Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
Raines is visiting relatives in
Long Island, N. Y.
Mrs. Sallie Melvin and children
of Brooklyn, N. Y., are visiting her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Lillian Wright.
Mrs. Bessie Kennedy, wife of
Werner Kennedy is visiting rela-
tives in Alabama.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Travis
have as guests their daughter,
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. B.
Hayes of Newark, N. J.
Rev. A. W. Sheffield and Sister
Emma Burns are on an extended
vacation trip which will take them
to points in New Jersey, New
York and Pennsylvania.
Leroy Gammos of Chattahoochee
visited in the home of yours tru-
ly.
Mrs. M. M. Mallory has return-
ed to her home in Miami after
visiting here with her mother,
Mrs. Henrietta Webb, who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson have
their little grandson Lawyer Tay-
lor, jr., of Philadelphia visiting
them for an extended summer va-
cation.
Mrs. Bertha Donald's sisters,
Mrs. Johnnie Grace and Mrs. Ju-
lia Ming of Miami, visited her re-
cently.




Mr. Abraham Gathun is visiting
his daughters, Mrs. Juanita Dan-
iels and Mrs. Alean Berrie and
sons, Ozy and Salmon in Chicago.
Mrs. Addle May Pork and Mrs,
M. Rose gave an ice cream supper
for the Zion Traveler Baptist
church.
Mr. Print john Rose is visiting
his lather and sister and friends
in Chicago.
Mrs. Emma Lin Rose has re-
turned to Chicago after visiting
her father and mother.
Mrs. Alberta Boston and sister.
Mrs. Stable 'Laeky, are visiting
another sister in Chicago.
Mr and Mrs. Broad A's (laugh- 1
ter has returned from • a visit in '
Chicago.
tending from Canton were: Mrs.
H. E. Jackson, Mrs. I.. P. Johns-
ton, R.G. Sec., Mr. Asa Slaugh-
ter, Sir C M.. Yarned°, R.G.P.
and yours truly. _ t
THE NUN,' BROOKS Dance
Group, a travelling company
of dancers from New Y ork
City, entertained an A&T col'
DEFENDER
Sat., Aug. 17, 1957
TALLAHASSEE — Dormitories
open for returning upperclassmen
at Florida A. and M. university
Sept. 18.
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Rev. E L. Harvell of Cleveland.
Ohio. president of t he National
Musicians and Singers Convention,
spoke Sunday morning at the Mt.
Canaan Baptist church. Several at-
tended the convention which held
its session for three days a n d
closed Sunday in Birmingham.
A large group of ,.vomen repre-
senting the Mt. Joy, New Bethel
and Mt. Canaan Baptist churches
motored to Village Springs where
they appeared on the Women's
Day program held at the First
Baptist church. Rev. S. L. Green,
pastor. Mrs. Mantle Newberry
was guest speaker who delivered
the final address which was en-
joyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Walker
and children arrived here Satur-
day by motor from New York for
a two weeks visit with her moth-
er and sister Mesdames Et t a
heard and Sallie Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Booker
are here from Cleveland visiting
their parents, Rev. and Mrs. H. F.
Gunn and Rev. and Mrs. George
Booker.
Mrs. Evrlyn Edwards who has
been here for several weeks visit-.
ing her mother and aunt, M r s.,
Jessie Pickens and Mrs. Posey left
Monday for her home in Detroit.
Miss Parazella Williams has re-
turned to her home in Margret
after spending the weekend with
friends.
Mrs. Lillie Mae Beans left Sat-
urday to attend services in Flo-
rida.
Rev. H. F. Gunn accompanied
by ktbert Hunter motored to Rat-
land where he preached for Rev.





Miss Guss Oliver who visited in
Pineapple for two weeks has re-
turned home. Her daughter re-
riled with her.
Son in law of Mrs. Mackinore
of Brooks at., is here from Rock
Island visiting his wife and daugh-
ter.
Mrs. Ola Bell Betts has her son
Sgt. Frank Betts visiting. The Sgt.
is on furlough.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones of Sowell
have their son Dit from Mobile
home with them.
A business meeting was held at
the AME Zion church Friday night.
Mrs. Bertha Kate Johnson has
her mother, Mrs. Williams of Do-
than, Ala., visiting.
Mrs. Ann Luck Is out of town
for the weekend.
Mrs. Maggie Andrew has Mr a.
Little Ruth Bert and daughter of
Pensacola as guests.
Henry Hall has as guest, his
daughter.
Mrs. tlayde Jackson's mother
from Georgia is her guest.
Willie Jefferson of Rabb at., has
his brother from Atmore visiting
for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Ceaser Mallard
step and jump and teamed with
enjoyed a lovely ncation in Poor
St. Joe, Fla,
Mrs. Mauda Calhoun is working
in Montgomery and Atlanta.
Mrs. Esther Hollinger has re-
turned home after spending t be
summer in Texas with her hus-
band where she will teach at Wash-
ington junior high.
Mrs. Dort Reed has returned
home after spending the month
svith her children in Pennsylvania.
Mrs Henry Stallworth's daugh-
ter left for Pennsylvania where
she will spend the summer.
Mrs. Irene Sanford has arrived
here from Detroit to spend a few
days with her sister and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Poe a n d
friends.
Barbara Chayel left Monday for
Pennsylvania where she will spend
lizsuluimer with her father, PiggyCape
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jenkins have
their son from Detroit visiting,
`The Female gospel chorus of
Brewton went to Alflorie, Ala.,
Sunday, Aug. 4.
Larry Jackson and Danie
amarsnaknaivnea. returned home fromt
Those on the sick list includei
Mrs. Gant, Fores Thomas, J cue
White, Mrs. Pearlie Jackson, Mrs.
Bertha Robertson, Cortty, Reeves,
Jin Bridges, H. Jefferson, Black
and Mrs. Pauline Cunningham.
The home of Douglas Miller was
destroyed by fire Tuesday night.
Mr. Miller is blind,
Peter Euvin passed away at the
, McMillian hospital. Funeral will
be announced later.
1 Albert Jackson was found dead
in his bed six hours after he re-
tired. Funeral will be announced
later. Chathom Bros. Funeral
Home in charge,
Mrs. Eve Autry has returned
from Mobile where she spent two
months with her daughter, Jane.
* • •
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones. Jr,.
of 121 S. 24th at., are happy par.
ents of a baby boy, Leon Jones,
born June 28 at the Bessemer Gen-
eral hospital. Mother and baby are
fine.
Mr. and Mn. Alex Robinson.
2121 4th Alley N., are proud par.
cots of a baby boy, Alex, jr., borq
May 13, 1957 at the University hoe.
pitai. Birmingham, Ala. Mother
and baby are fine.
Mr. Lan Dunn is Ill at the home
of his son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Dunn, 1300 24th
at., N. His condition is reported
as satisfactory.
Mrs. Daisey Winston, 1908 10th
ave., N., wife of Fr. John Wins
ston is a patient at the Bessemer
General hospital.
Miss Toumanova Williams, 2631
Parnell ave., daughter of Miss
Mary Hinton is back in the city
after spending a brief vacation
with her cousin, Miss Constance
Hinton in Atlanta, Ga.
Miss Ethel L. Hinton of Atlanta,
Ga , where she is a practicing
pharmacist, is guest in the home
of her aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Mrs. James Gray, 2831 Parnell
Sydney Hay to win the 200-yd. ave.
Mr. Walter Hunt of Vallejo,
Calif., husband of Mrs. Ruth Hunt
died of a heart attack recently.
Mr. Hunt is the brother-in-law of
Mn, and Mrs. Comradge Hinton.
teachers at Alabama State Teach.
i era college and residents of Mont
gomery, Ala.
The Big Three Night worship
was held at the St. John Independ.
ent Methodist church. Rev. L. C,
Bester, pastor, of the Edgewatey
Baptist church delivered a wonder-
ful message. Music was rendered
by the Big Three choir. Rev. Hen-
ry Anderson, acting pastor.
Morning worship at the St. John
Independent Methodist church be.
gan with singing and praying by
the officers and members. Rev.
Henry Anderson had charge of
service as the pastor, Rev. R,
G. Williams is in Boston attend-
ing the National Council of Com-
munity and Independent Itfetho•
dint churches. Rev. Anderson de.
livered a wonderful message.
Rev. M. B. Bouyer was visiting
minister. Rev. Henry Anderson,
acting pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Jack-
son announced the marriage of
their daughter, Miss Luretha Me.
Alpin to Mr. Jone Alison, July
28. at the home of her sister and
brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Will Eason, 119 S. 24th M., IL
• •
SPRING VILLE
By MRS. FLORA MAE 17#0011141
Regular services were held at
the Mt. Zion Baptist church and
we witnessed a soul-stirring meet-
sage delivered by Rev. T. C. NV%
llama. Visitors included Mrs. Al-
berta Head of Andulusia, Ala.,
Mrs. Bradley's two daughters from
Birmingham and Mrs. Sander.'
cousin, a newcomer to this city.
Rev. Tremble of this city will
hold worship meeting Sunday aft-
ernoon at the home of Sin. Rober-
ta Bass: the public is invited. Mrs.
Bass has been ill for several
months.
Those of you wings atee
ested in getting your hair find,
the hairdresser will be at the horge
of Mrs. Nettie Moss on Avg. R.
relay.
In other divisions Joseph Patter-
son had 10 points in the 70 pound
class; Willie Davis and Norman
Patterson, 9 in 85-pound class and
Tommie Martin, 15 in 100-pound
group.
In the girls division Ada Phenix
had 18 points while Estella Bing
scored 16.
John Robinson is plaground di-
rector at Greendale.
Mrs. Dorothy Harrison. R al-
eigh; Mrs. Blonnie Monk, Ral-
eigh and Maxine Hunt.
speakers table are GO E. J.
Gala:, general manager, Gulf
Oil company; President S.
M. Nabrit and Dr. B. A. Tur-
ner, dean, School of Vocation-
is hele to attend the funeral of
his sister, Marietta, who was fat-
ally shot.
BOLIVAR
Willis Roper, one of the oldest
citizens of Bolivar, is critically ill
at his residence south of town.
J. E. McKinnie is in Memphis
at Veterans hospital.
Mrs. Mamie Harris continues
ill at her home on Jackson at.
Youth Day was observed at
Springfield Baptist church Sunday,
July 21, Mrs. Lizzie Haines, Mrs.
Doris Lake and children are vis-
iting in Chicago.
Mrs. Maggie Cunningham from
Chicago is visiting her mother and
family.
Miss Mattie Brewer who has
been in the hospital in Memphis
has returned and is doing fine.
Mrs. Bessie Polk of Chicago
was called to the bedside of her
uncle, Willis Roper.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Churchie vis-
ited their parents, Mrs.•C or i e
Churchie and Mrs. Charlie Jones.
ENVOY'S WIFE LEAVES
ON TRIP TO LIBERIA
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — Mrs.
George A. Padmore, wife of the
Liberian Ambassador to the Unit-
ed States, left Monday for Mon-
rovia, Liberia, returning to at-
tend to personal matters.
Mrs. Padmore is expected back
in Washington in about two weeks.
While in Liberia, the diplomat's
wife will visit her father, Richard
S. Wles, former speaker of Li-
beria's House of Representatives.
lege 10d/eller In Greensboro,
N. C., last week with a pres-
potation of modern hanees.
The dancers took time out to
al and Industrial Education,
who was chairman of t h e
three.day institute,
The spacious living room of Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Trowell was the
scene of the impressive wedding,
uniting their daughter, June Ro-
wena, in marriage to Mr. George
M. Rice, jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
George M. Rice, Sr., of San Diego,
Calif., Saturday, Aug. 3, at 7:00
p.m.
The Rev. James L. Wright of-
ficiated at the ceremony. Grecian
urns, mass arrangements of white
gladioli, chrysanthemums tube-
roses, carnations and cathedral
candelabra holding white tapers
were used iedecorating the home.
A reception followed the cere-
mony. An arrangement of pink
and white carnations and roses
flanked by silver candelabra dec-
orated the bride'sI
Assisting at the recption were
Mrs. Richard Pearson, Mrs. Dud-
ley Pardue, Mrs. Jack Parrish and
Miss Janie Shank. The bride's
hook was kept by Mrs. William
Tillman.
Out-of-town guests attending the
wedding were Mr. and Mrs. John-
nie Shank and Miss Janie Shank
of Old Hickory, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. George Rice, sr., and Mr.
Kenneth Rice of San Diego, Calif.
James Bush, competing in the
100-pound class, took top scoring
honors at the Greendale Play-
ground Junior Olympics held re-
cently at New Ellenton, S. C., an
event sponsored by Aiken County
recreation department.
With 20 different track and field
events being held. 55 boys and girls
participated for the first, second
and third place shields which were
awarded by the recreation depart-
ment.
Bush, who ammassed 25 points,
took firsts in the softball throw,
high jump, 50-yd. running hop,
give background information
on the dancing art. Shawn
from left to right are: Martha
Cutrufelle, Alfred Brooks,
TALLAHASSEE — The second
unit of the student union building
at Florida A and M tmiversity is
nearing completion. The first unit
was opened at the beginning of &V
*56-57 school term, '
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have had loads of fun on our
round this week, giving the
the last touches and having
rac practice. We are anxiously
"'looking forward to festival plays
"DIXIE HOMES
—I' Hey gang, we're still having a
- Wise time even though it's almost
time for the playground season to
"be over. This week we had our
show-off night where the things
made by the children were shown
• 'to the public. Don't forget the fes-
thtal.
L. E. BROWN
We have almost reached t h e
.lieight of summer fun. The play-
ground season is nearing a close,
but in spite of it all, we boys and
girls at L. E. Brown can really
be proud of a wonderful p 1 a v.
ground season. The playing of
'games, craft work and many oth-
er activities have helped us to en-
, loy a summer well spent.
stIVERVIEW
s l Tuesday was "Show-off" night.
"All the crafts made by the young-
salters during the stunmer was on
• -display for the parents and neigh-
s-Isom Our program consisted of
smiusical contest with prizes going
to the most talented. Everyone on
Aka playground is excitingly look-
. log forward to the festival.
'DUNN
We have nearly completed the
lend of a good playground season.
Coming from the directors, chil-
dren and our wonderful custodian,
we have found the summer quite
enjoyable. We also had partici-
pants in the South District Elim-
ination held at Orange Mound
Park, Aug. 7. They were: Deola
Watkins, who said the safety
speech and Barbara Hunt, w h o
sang the safety song. Show-off
night was enjoyed by all. Our next
out-look is the big festival, Aug.
15, 1957.
GOOCH
This week was a busy week for
everyone on the playground. Our
show-off night was a big success.
Everyone is practicing for the fes-
tival. Some of the persons partic-
ipating were: Elise Young, queen;
Irene Douglass and B a r la a r a
Whight, pages: Carolyn Wilson,
Mary Duvant, Betty Sanders, Wil-
lie Craft and Olivia Craft, dance.
ROBERT HOWZE
This has been a very profitable
season for our playground. We are
extending a hardy thanks to the
parents and children of Binghamp-
ton area for helping us have a big
park year. William Knight and
Ann Reddid, directors.
WASHINGTON
All the boys and girls here are
making big plans for the play-
ground festival which is Thursday.
Aug. 15. Our majorettes are all
ready for the olympic parade. The
stars of the week are Slarris Dy-
AMID BALLOONS AND CON-
YETI!, Paula Thompson teen'
ter, behind table), daughter of
Mrs. Willie G. Thom pann
Ilugblett, celebrated her 6th
birthday. Feted by her aunts,
Mrs. Evelyn Cash snd Miss
Pearl Harris, the afternoon
lawn party was attended by
more than SO youngsters.
Guests included: DeLois Fair,
Frances Tables. Allen a a 4
Sherry Wade, G4adys, Barbara
Ann, and Priscilla Douglass;
Johnette Johnson: Douglas
and Gail Smith, Charlotte ind
Althea Crenshaw, Lillie Pearl
son, Richard Brown, Gwendolyn




INDIAN SPRINGS, AFB, Neva-
da — Airman Second Class David
s,,Krown, jr., USAF, son of Mr. and
Mrs. David Brown, sr., of 405 Oak-
' went at., Birmingham, Ala., is
taking part in the nuclear tests at
the Nevada Test Site this summer.
.Sisl "Operation Plumbbob," the 1957
Awsclear test series, will further re-
-Aline weapons for the military de-
',lease of the United States and the
,,FTee World, and will also provide
information for use in Civil De-
, • tense.
Airman Brown Is a weather ob-
e,,Iereer with Headquarters, A i r
Weather Service Unit at the test
7.,Wate. Here he takes various weath-
gser observations, records data, plots
'.-'weather maps, and assists fore-
tasters before the big tests.
."The Air Force is geving exclut-
'Ore leather support to the Atom-
ic Energy Commission's outdoor
bboratory for testing nuclear de-
AIRMAN DAVID BROWN
vices.
• The weatherman's findings lead
to determination of the radioactive
fallout pattern. This pattern must
be within a certain area before a
shot can be released.
Brown enlisted is the Air Force
July 29, 1955, and later attended
the Air Force weather school at
Chanute Air Force Base, Ill. Upon
completion of his temporary duty
with the atomic tests here, he will
return to his permanent station at
Patrick Air Force Base, Ha.
Language Consultant
HAMPTON, Va. — Dr. Hugh M.
Gloster, chairman of the depart-
ment of Language and Literatore
at Hampton Institute, has been
designated a lecturer - consultant
on American Negro literature in
the Language Arts Workshop at
Atlanta university.
This workshop is held under the:
sponsonLip of the Phelps-Stokes
Funa. It is designed to effect
improvement in instruction at the
secondary level.
Harris, Gisler and Karl Wil-
liams; Charles Williams, jr.;
Diane Ketchum; Victory Sheaf-
fer, Kevlin Milan,Beverly
Towns, Beverly (.illiam, Cece-
lia and Janice Patterson, Ray-
mond McGehee, Lynette a n d
Sheila Jones, Burnie Shaw;
Beulah Childress, Henry, jr.,
Michael, and Carol Ford, Tony
Gilcrest, L. Q. Alexander, Jr.,
Alexander Thompson, Tommy
Morgan, Laverne Williams,
Gene Weir, Charles and Nita
Wells, Rosie Rhea Ford, Bel.
vs and Myra Horn, sad Ron-
ald and Edna Ingrain.
A good breakfast is one of the
best ways to start a good day. ,
An adequate breakfast should sup-
ply from 1-4 to 1-3 of the total
daily food intake and include some
substantial foods for the day.
Milk and other dairy products
are among the essential foods that
should always be included at
breakfast time.
Ready-to-eat and cooked cereals
are popular breakfast foods serv-
ed with milk and fruit, Cereals
may be cooked in milk for added
flavor and food value. Eggs may
be scrambled with milk, cream or
cheese, or may be served with
cubes of cheddar cheese added just
before serving. Muffins, French
toast, and variety breads are tasty
TALLAHASSEE — Fall semes 
and never so delicious as when
- 
ter registration lor Florida A. and 
served piping hot with plenty of
M. university upperclassmen will 
butter.
begin Sept. Its.
Both Parties Jockey As
Rights Showdown Nears
Hy ARTHUR KRANISH
WASHINGTON —(INS)— Congressional leaders
• both parties stepped up sharp political skirmishing yester-
day over the controversial civil rights hill battle and
worked backstage to prepare for a House showdown on the
explosive issue.
. House GOP Leader Joseph W.
lilartin t B Mass., contended the
Democrats 'must get us a good
civil rights bill" or answer to the
Voters in 1958.
.. Martin's assertion was an ob-
vious reply to statements by
%Souse Speaker Sam Rayburn (D)
Texas, and Senate Majority Lead-
er Lyndon B. Johnson (DI Texas,
that the outcome of the civil
sights fight depends on what is
done by the Republicans.
AT ISSUE 1
At issue is a move by the Dem-
eictatic leadership to have the
House adopt the Senate version of
the civil rights measure with the
controversial jury trial amend-
ment modified so that it would
apply only to voting violation
cases.
Republicans are fighting to send
the bili to a House-Senate confer. I
ence where they feel a stronger
bill than the one voted by the
Senate can be written.
I Democrats contend that if the '
Senate bill is made too strong. a
Southern filibuster will kill the
legislation completely.
'PROFIT ON LOSS'
Martin told newsmen he doubts
that there will be any political
"profit or loss" from t h e out-
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people and minority people will
be bitterly disappointed'' if the
Democratic strategy succeeds.
On the eve of a GOP move in
the House to start the bill on its
way to a conference with the Sen-
ate, Martin was asked whether
he would vote against the modi-
fied jury trial amendment if faced
w:th the choice of that or no civil
rights bill at all.
; While expressing his opposition
I to the amendment in any form,
the Republican leader said: "I
would be most reluctant to be for
it. I wouldn't say I wouldn't be
for it. but can't conceive of my-
self being for it."
I He said responsibility in t h eevent Congress does not pass a
bill is "clear and fixed'' since
the Democrats have a 33-seat ma-
jority in the House.
Including milk for a beverage
on all breakfast menus is
one way to assure each member
of the family of getting part of
the daily milk requirement for the
day. A glass of milk goes well
with breakfast even though a hot
beverage is included.
French toast is another good
way to get .milk into he break-
fast for the whole family or for
breakfast guests. Along with the
regular French toast, the following






1,4 cup melted butter
Beat eggs, stir in milk and salt.
Pour into flat, shallow dish. Dip
each slice of bread in mixture,
Ity ( 3.RI.077A STEW ART
Musing. Some say careers hurt'
a marriage, others say they do,
not. Just a word in favor of the
working gal holding her marri-
age together. Look at the m a n
who comes home from work ex-
hausted only to find a wife who
understanding mate.
CONTINUED FROM LAST
WEEK (2) SELF - RIGHTEOUS
PARENTS. Dear "Where-do we go
from here?": Your parents are
what is sometimes called "injus-
tice collectors" Psychiatrist Ed-
mund Ressler describes the per-
5.. t II times is
turning and allowing both sides to
take up liquid. Place in well-but-
tered cookie sheet and brush tops
of slices with melted butter. Bake
in hot oven, 500 degrees F., for
8 minutes, Turn slices and bake
5 more minutes until golden brown.
Serve hot with butter and honey
or syrup.
A teaspoon of grated orange
rind added to butter makes a de-
licious topping or sprinkle slices






6 slices day-old bread
Beat eggs slightly. Stir in but-
termilk and salt. Pour into flat,
shallow dish. Dip each slice of
bread into the mixture, turning
and allowing both sides to take









Beat eggs and add sugar, sea-
sonings, and milk, mixing well.
Pour mixture into flat, shallow
dish and allow each bread slice to
absorb as much liquid as possible.
Brown in butter in skillet over low
heat, turning once to brown both
sides. Serve with butter and pre-
serves or syrup; and bacon or sau-
sage.




On Thursday, Aug. 15, Dr. Gran-
ville W. Reed, jr., of Chicago will
address the approximately 2 0 0
graduates who will have their de-
grees conferred upon them by Drs.
Bacoats and Veal, presidents of
the respective colleges, at the 4th
anmial Benedict-Allen Summer
school Convocation.
The joint exercises of the two
sister institutions, located in the
has been at home all day and is heart of the Palmetto State, will
potentially or actually enraged be-;
eager to step out. Such a situa• be held 730 p.m., in the Allen uni-
cause he is the victim of some
tion is apt to lead to quarrels and versity auditorium.
bitterness. "But if the wife as well terrible wrong. 
He will provoke SEEKS NET CROWN — Rose-
an actual. . .or if necessary, a 'nary Dirben of Montclair, N.
potential. .enemy until he sue-I J.. will be one of the girls
ceeds in getting his badly needed seeking the crown worn by Al.
dose of injustice. People like your tbea Gibson for the past ten
Sears. Miss Gibson, sinner of
and watch television. Thus if 0th- does not come to them, they go
the Wimbledon title, will net Worshipping at the CME church
er things are equal. a successful defend her title, on Sunday last WAS Prof. C, H.out and seek it. They are fright. 
career can make a woman a more ened people who are afraid, not of Jones, of Lane college, Jackson,
as the husband is exhausted by a
heavy schedule, she won't be eag-
er to step out every night. She
will understand his exhaustion,
and he as anxious as he is to sit
DYER, TENNESSEE
 • •
With flunky Dory and his fa-
mous band playing for the annual
8th of August Celebration, things
are siert of jumping up this way.
The American Legion Post 200 of
Trenton sponsored a very success-
ful and enjoyable dance at t h e
Post Home on Central at, in Tren-
ton Aug. 8,
So3-C Billy Copeland and Sp3-C,
Herbert O'Daniel are home this
week spending a few days with
their parents. Billy is here for the
BIG event in his life and Herbert
is here to serve as his best man.
Billy is the son of Mrs. Geraldine
Williams and Noah Copeland, Her-
bert is visiting his mother, Mrs.
Virginia O'Daniel.
Curtiss Burns jr.. of Chicago,
Ill is visiting with Wallace Burns
this week.
NO COLOR LINE IN HEAVEN
By Billy Graham
The world famous Evangelist was born, raised and edu-
cated in the South. In echoing the old warning that there
is no color line in Heaven, he takes a firm stand against
color line on earth. How can racial bigotry be overcome?
What are Billy Graham's three guide posts for wiping out
racial discrimination! Where in chi Scriptures does Billy
Graham find authority for his
views on racial equality?
How were his siews on race
strengthened by his experi-
ences during his world
travels? Read "No Color
Line in Heaven:* Billy
Graham's own declaration
of war on racial bigotry, in
the big, exciting issue of
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parents obtain unconscious enjoy-
ment from suffering. If rejection
Mr. and Mrs. William Stanback
report having had a wonderful va-
cation with their children in Mil-
waukee, Wis., this summer. Their
daughter, her husband and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Franklin,
brought them home and spent last
week end with them. Also visiting
the Stanbacks this week were Mt.
and Mrs. Purdely and sons of Rip-
ley, cousins of Mr. Stanback.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie B. Fields,
sr. and Miss Beatrice Tyree have
had a succession of summer visi-
tors for the past two weeks, niec-
es, nephew and uncle on both
sides of the family. Mr. and Mrs.
Ovest Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Tom-
mie Moore and John Beaver of
Jackson, Mich., have been guests
of both Mn, Tyree and the Fields
as well as Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Nolan, Miss Sarah Coleman of In-
dianapolis has been a visitor also.
' On the return trip to Jackson,
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. hicidurry of
the Springhill community west of
Trenton were guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tansil and
Miss Mary Margaret Harris of
Rockford, nt., are visiting with
Mrs. Tansil's mother, Mrs. Ade-
line Exum, and Mrs. Paralee Ed-
monds and Guy Exum. Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Ellis of Alexandria,
La, are visiting her mother, Mrs.
Farrah Hie In Rutherford. Miss
Martha Jane West of St. Louis,
Mo., is spending the summer with
her mother, Mrs. Clara West.
Speaking of vacations. Chester
Harris and Miss Lucy Brown of
Union City, report a vacation trip
that, is the last word in vacations.
They motored to the Carolinas,
went on to Maryland and then i to
the nation's capitol city, Washing-
ton, D. C. The scenic sights were
beautiful and numerous they tell
us. Then were visiting Miss
Brown's brother who lives in
Washington.
RELIGIOUS NEWS
Heading the religious news this
week is the revival season. This
week services are being he
Pr
ld
nightly at the Cumberland es- For Info Only
byterian church with the R e v.
W. H. Nichols of Providence, Ky.,
as their evangelist. Rev. W. M.
Fowlkes is pastor,
Beginning with the third Sunday, among the 16 American yout
hs
services will be held nightly for who have accepted invitations to
.
a week at the CME church with 1 visit Communist China.
the Rev. J L. Tolbert, general Dan O'Connell and the others
secretary of evangelism, of New are now in Moscow attendin
g the
Albany, Miss., as the evangelist. Russian-sponsored World Youth
The message on the third Sunday Festival.
Dan's brother, Dr. John F. O'-
Connell, jr., a dentist in suburban
Florida L 340 Z. nth
La Grange, said, "This is the first
vacation he's ever had."
USES CRUTCHES
Dr. O'Connell said Dan, who
walks on crutches, did not tell his
family that he was going to Rus-
sia when he left home for a pur-
ported visit to New York.
The brother said Dan's vitit to
Moscow and Red China was not
political, hut rather an attempt to
gain information. He added: 421,
"He wants to know what's going w
on in the world. Ever since he's
had polio, he's had a terrific. de-
sire to better himself."
Before leaving, Dan quit his job
in the advertising department of






age" night at the American Legion
Post horny in Trenton.
Miss Teretha Wilks of Cleveland,
Ohio is spending the summer with
her mother, Miss Bertha M a e
Mrs Addie Mae Gentry heads
our sick list this week. She is a
patient at St. Mary's hospital in ah
Humboldt where she underwent ‘II
surgery recently. Mr. Gentry re-
ports that she is doing fine. Vizi-
thrs welcome. Her sister, Mrs.
Mettle Mae Jones, of Paducah,
Ky., is here with her.
Mrs. Adeline Exum is doing just
fair.
Mrs. Lena Blake was able to go
riding this week with her new phew
Herbert O'Daniel. They visited Mr.
and Mrs. Arch Ellington, lit r s.
Pearlie Mays and the Albeas, all
of East Dyer. Friends of Mr.
Lynn McGee, headed by Johnnie
Jason and Jerome Ellington clear-
ed his yard last week. Mr. Mc-
Gee is still in Jaokson with his
sister, Mrs. Sherrod Lovett a n d •
Mr. Lovett, recuperating from an
operhae tion.Tpassing of Mrs.WIIIi•
Douglass of Newborn left a pang
of sadness with relatives in Dyer,
especially with Mrs. Willie Phil-
lips, who has not been well for
about three weeks and was unable
to attend the funeral. Those at-
tending the funeral from the fam-
ily were Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Rus-
sell, Mr. and Mrs. E. Is Wynn
and several friends including Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Ball, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Syl-
vester Burns and many others.
Elmer Nolan and J. D. Overall
attended the Masonic meeting in
Jackson on Sunday last. Other
members of the lodge attended
various sessions throughout t h •
week,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Williams,
Mr, and Mrs. Westley Douglass. of
Gary, Ind., were visitors in Dyer
last week. They were attending th•
funeral of Mrs. Douglass.
Mrs. Jimmie Ingram and Mrs.
Nancy Russell of Trenton a r •
working in Mrs. Gentry's beauty
shops while she is hospitalized.
Billie Joe Belmont of Rutherford
was a business visitor this week.
The Mt. Orange baseball team
a large score at the Fairground
defeated the Rutherford team by
on Aug. 8.
will be given by the Rev. J. C.
Hullum, presiding elder of the Dy-
ersborg District, Revs J. D. Hut-
son is pastor.
Rev. and Mrs. Hutson were din-
ner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs
Hollis Wynn and sons.
The Missionary Society of the
CME church met at the church
with the president, Mrs. Lucy Ov-
erall presiding. The lesson review
was given by Mrs. Carrie Harris
on Paul's Letters. Guest of the
meeting was Mrs. Jackson, of Lou-
isvtlle, Ky., who was house guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wilkins, I
The revival services of Fairview
Baptist church will be in Septem-




A 24-year-old polio - stricken
Chicagoan, out to better himself
and acquire "information", is
other Deople, but of ,something in TALLAHAS
SEE — The final Tenn. Prof. Jones is conducting a TALLAHASSEE — The '57 Batt-
themselves. They look upon their day of fall semester registration music class in our city. , ler, yearbook publication at Flori.
childrens normal PsYShologiceal Ii. for 
a full load at Florida A. snd Mrs. Irma Nell lv;e was a visi-I da A and M. university contains
beration as base ingratitude. . H. university will be Monday, tor of her mother in Bradford this four pages of four color process
just another in a long line of Sept. 30. 'seek. James Williams is still photography,
injustices dealt them by fate,
but actually of their own making.
Without professional help y out r
parents will continue to complain
and to accuse regardless of what
you do. You must learn to "listen
aside." This may he a little diffi-










& Cooper BR 54766
54-Hot. 14•11510E
The one gin that tastes great
mixed.. I "chased..11 'or s
Feel like a straight or. mixed drink?
Gilbey's is the owe gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world,
the one gin distilled in
.1.1,coUntries and served
'round the world!
GILBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS v.., 4 Ai





































































Born At John Gaston Hospital
AUGUST 3, 1957
Twin son and daughter, James
Leon and Janice Yvonne Brown,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Brown, 4103
Benjestown rd.
A son, Michael Dennis Cunning-
ham, to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Cunningham, 313 Ashland.
A daughter, Shirley Payne, to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie L. Payne,
1013 Arnold.
A daughter, Doris Stein Tate,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Tate,
1340 Wabash.
A son, Vincent Renardo Elliott,
to Mr. and Mrs. James A. Elliott,
30 W. Fields.
A daughter, Marilyn Kay Mc -
Gee, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
McGee, 1381 Fairview.
A daughter, Phyllis Yvonne
Jones, to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Jones, 2975 Shannon.
AUGUST 4, 1957
A daughter, Wanda Rhea Yar-
brough, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
L. Yarbrough, 316 Democrat.
A daughter, Linda Fay Hudson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hudson,
1579 Cella.
A son, Lonzo Taylor, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Taylor, 391 Linden.
A son, Floyd Edward Wiggins,
to Mr. and Mrs, Horace Wiggins,
903 Alaska.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Ellie L
Crawford, 415 S. Wellington.
A son, Holden Williams, to Mr.
and Mrs. Holman 'Williams 389 S.
Orleans.
A daughter, Debra Revee Hill,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Hill,
3023 Tillman Cove
A daughter, Janice Darrell Flet-
cher, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Fletcher, 1842 Feltner Cos
AUGUST 5, 1957
A son, Dewey Swift, jr., to Mr,
and Mrs. Dewey Swift, 2569 Houck.
A son, Nathan Weary to Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin 0. Weary, 3025
Yale.
A son, Earmon Carl Grady. to l
Mr, and Mrs. Earmon L. Grady,
460 Dixie Mall.
A son, Donald Lee Thomas, to
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Thomas,
486 Beale.
A son, Gilbert Dewitt Ison, to
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert lion. 734
Tate.
A son, Andrew Lee Williams, to
Mr. and Mrs. 'Howard Williams,
1674 Patton.
42gghter, Alines' Brown, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Broom, 1405
Doris.
A daughter, Nellie Beatrice
Townsend, to Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Townsend, 582 Simpson.
A son, David Wayne Young, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Young. 1.4
Crematory Alley.
A daughter, Carlette Franklin, to
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Frank-
lin, 947 Woodlawn.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Ju-
lius C. Moore, 1838 Swift.
A daughter, Debra Denise Hale,
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hale, 3450
Rochester.
A son, Leon Hardaway, to Mr.
and Mrs. Isiah Hardaway, 566 Bos-
AUGUST 6, 1957
A daughter, Debra Elaine Mil-
ler, to Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Mil-
ler, 3230 Democrat rd,
A daughter. Laura Jean Blair,
to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Blair,
800 Lucas.
A daughter, Jessie Mae Ilam-
rick. to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ham-
rick, 1470 Apple.
A son, Kelvin Jackson Buckner,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Buckner,
641 Stephens.
A son, Elton LOUi3 Holt, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph L. Holt, 1184 S.
Main.
A daughter, Vernita Fay Ser.
uggs, to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Ser-
uggs, 3113 Hornlake rd.
A son, Michael Jerome Wilkins,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie A. Wilkins,
194 Auction.
A son, Robert H. Mitchell, to
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mitchell, 494
D. Dunscomb,
A daughter, Emma Jean Lewis.
to Mr. and Mrs. Press Lewis, 1059
Saxon rd.
A son, Louis Everett Dandridge
III, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Dan-
dridge, 395 Pontotoc.
A daughter, Aleta Beane, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Beane, 921 Linden.
A son, Jerry Lee Brack. to Mr.
and Mrs. Clem L. Brack, 631 Mc-
Kinley.
A daughter, Nancy Mae Brit-
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. George Brit-
ton, 273 E. Virginia.
A daughter, Jacqueline Leshell
Turner, to Mr. and Mrs. Clem Tur-
ner, 18 S. Fourth.
A daughter, Lorraine Jackson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy E. Jack-
son, 1383 Breedlove.
A daughter, Lee Vais Cole, to
Mr. and Mrs. John 11. Cole, 402
Pontotoc,
A daughter, Barbara Jean Wit-
liamson. to Mr. and Mrs. kelton
It. Williamson, 3134 Appling rd.
A daughter, Melba Lois Reid, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie S. Reid, 1905
Castalia.
A son, Darnell Taylor, to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred L. Taylor, 1279 Ca-
Pito.
A son, Burnall Jones, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis L. Jones, 1912 Blair
Hunt dr.
AUGUST 7. 957
A daughter, Felecia Marce Lew-
is, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lewis,
912 LeMoyne dr.
A son, Ronnie Brown, to Mr. and
Mrs, Robert Brown, 864 Betaken.
A son, Johnny Perry, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Perry, 225 Bakers
Alley.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Elite, 651 Jeanette.
A son, Gerald Anthony Hall, to
Mr. and Mrs. LaSalle Hall, 945
Lewis.
A daughter, Rose Mary Love. to
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Love, 497
Beale.
AUGUST 8. 1957
A son, Orlando Smith, to Sir





SAN FRANCISCO — While the
civil rights bill was being literal-
ly "cut to pieces" in the Senate.
a heartening announcement came
from Mayor George Christopher of
this city, who named among seven
prominent persons Attorney Terry
Francois, local NAACP Legal Re-
dress chairman, to the new }'EP
Commission.
Attorney Francois, who received
an NAACP award for his partici-
pation in the "Banks Case" strik-
ing down the "neighborhood pat-
tern" in public housing, is also a
member of the Rest Coast NA-
ACP Legal Committee.
Chairman of the commission, ap-
pointed to administer this city's
FEP Ordinance, is former State
District Court of Appeals Justice
C. J. Goodell. Other commission
members are: Roger D. Lapham,
sr., former Mayor of San Francis-
co; Dr. John F. Brady, retired San
Francisco school superintendent;
Mrs. Margaret Alderman, club
woman, Peter E. Hass, vice pres-
ident and director, Levi Strauss
Co.; and John (Jack) Henning,
research director, State AFL.
Virginia State Club
Receives Recognition
PETERSBURG, Va. — The Vir-
ginia State college chapter of the
Future Business Leaders of Amer-
ica recently received recognition
as a Gold Seal Chapter from the
National organization of the FBLA,
it was announced recently by E.
W. Whitlow, faculty adviser for the
group.
Congress established the U. S.
Department of Justice in the year
1870.
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO
As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
1 A son, Elms Earl Shaw, jr.. to
Mr' and Mrs. Elma E. Shaw. 2126
Howell.
A da,ighter, Betty Jean Tate, to
Mr. and Mrs. Vats Tate, 3270 Alta
rd.
A son, Major Jefferson, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Major Jefferson. 698
Lewis.
A daughter, Luella Diane Read.
us, to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Read-
us, 853 Lavon.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Williams, 223 W. Peebles
irdA daughter, Amy Dosrlene Brown
. n rs. ortez Brown
3254 Rochester.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
R'illiams, 1464 Ethlyn. SUGGESTION AWARD —Hap
A son, Arthur Lee Weston, to wood Walker holds a $1 award
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Weston, 147 E. I check presented to him for his
Trigg suggestion to Install a safety
A son, Derrick Jerome Conard,
to Mr and Mrs. Dandridge Coll-
ard, 213 W. Person.
AUGUST 9.1957
A daughter, Cynthia Gail WI
hams, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Williams, 6088 Brown Mall.
A son, Larry Wooten, to Sir. and
Mrs. James Wooten, 1682 Silver.
A son, Kermit Lee Farrell, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Morris, 1385
733 Decatur.
A daughter, Christine Morris, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny G. Farrell
Kimble.
A son, Mitchell Poe, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Mitchell Poe, 481 East
Georgia.
A daughter,' to Mr and Mrs, I
Ruffin Davis, 2167 Ball rd. 1
A son, Carl Sheppard, to Sir.
and Mn. Clyde Sheppard, 1460
Madison R.
A daughter. Patricia Snit Sulli-
van, to Mr. and Mrs. Darnell Sul-
livan. 2356 Heard.
A daughter, Linda Pygum, to
Mr. and Mrs. Anis Pygum, 724
Polk.
A son. Bob Mack Williams, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Williams, 693
lock on the iron doors of the
fumigation chamber. He was
among 14 depot employes who
received a record $1,550 in




WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
government announced yesterday
that employment in the United
States reached an all-time high of
67,221,000 in July.
A joint report by the Commerce
and Labor Departments showed
that the number of job-holders in.
creased by 700,000 last month in
one of the largest pickups on ree•
ord for this time of year.
At the same time, the number
of unemployed persons dropped by
some 300,000 to a total of
3,007,000.
The report said the increase in
employment resulted mainly from
I hiring young people in summer ac-
tivities and farm work.
Meharry Aide Approved proved for membership in t h e
By National Group American College of Hospital Ad-
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Meharry ministrators.
Medical college announced this
week that the Administrator of its Bituminous coal deposits in Nova
George W. llubbard hospital, Wil- Scotia are said to be equal in to-
ham H. Andrews, had been ap- tal area to all of Rhode Island.
A "FIRST" — Mrs. Claudine
Wilson Jackson, Greensboro. a
senior at A & T College is the
first woman to enroll in auto
mechanics. A major in Cloth-
ing and Textiles in which she
expects to earn her degree
this summer, Mrs. Jackson, a
better than average driver,
took the course so that she
might be able to maintain the
family car.4 A native of Dur-
ham County, she earned most
of her educational expenses as
a switchboard operator at the
college during the past four-




IJjI YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
Si State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
von lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once,
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sere
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. IShis never had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
1 don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sore
to look for the right sign and the right name.
The cool days last week gave
us welcomed relief from the sum-
mer sun. but not for long. Though
we realize that fall is in the not-
too-distant future, we'll be seeking
shelter from "old Sol' fur several
weeks yet.
The Boyd chapter of the 106 Or
Bury Filmland's
Whelen Tomorrow
HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — Fu-
neral services will be held to-
morrow for movie director Tim
Whelan who died Sunday at the
age of 63.
He came to Hollywood in 1922
and directed numerous pictures
during his long career.
TALLAHASSEE — Faculty pre-
planning for the fall seniester at
Florida A. and H. university be-
gins Friday, Sept. 13.
Texas Teachers' college. In
Chicago for a two week period
he visited such places as the
Defender plant, the University
of Chicago's Court theater, and
the Grant Park Symphony con.
certs and many other Plates
of interest.
JACKSON, Miss — A 1:iiit,A1
Press story published in the July
28 edition of the Jackson Clarion.
Ledger and Daily News reports
that Negro spokesmen for segre•
gation in Mississippi have been
caught between two fires: anti-
segregation Negroes and white
"extremists." The segregationist
Negroes are not acceptable to ei-
ther group, the story says.
Two such Mississippi Negroes
are cited. They are the Rev, H.
H. Humes of Greenville, editor of
the Delta Leader, and Percy
Greene of Jackson, publisher of
the Jackson Advocate. Their trou-
bles began following publication of
an Associated Press story in the
Jackson (Miss.) Daily News last
July 7 listing payments made to
them, among others, by the State
Sovereignty Commission set up
by the Mississippi Legislature to
preserve segregation.
Mr. Greene, the story says, has
lost both distributors and adver-
tising, while Mr. Hume, a Baptist
minister, is said to have been in-
jured in his standing with national
TEXAS EDUCATOR—Thomas
Tolbert, principal of Midison
High school of Dallas, Texas,
during his visit at the Chicago
Defender Was escorted on a
tour of the plant by Dr. P
Metz Lochard, editorial staff
member. Mutually Interested
Baptist leaders. Both men were
condemned by a state ministers'
group, the report says
ACCEPTED CONTRIBUTIONS
'Humes accepted a contribution
from the State Sovereignty Com-
mission for a special edition he
is publishing showing nrogress Ne
groes have made in Missisippi
within its pattern of segregation."
the UP report continues.
"Greene accepted travel expense
to appear on a Memphis radio pan
el in which he said migration of
Negroes from Mississippi is caus-
ed by economic, not social, condi-
tions.
" 41 couldn't have made the trip
otherwise.' Greene said.
"lie also sold the State Sover
eignty commission copies of his
papers condemning the NAACP,
and he was paid by the commis-
sion for printing a pamphlet call.
mg for parellel but seperate pro-
gress for Negroes."
Lake Geneva has an area of 223
square miles but it is smaller
I than the Dead sea.
in current books, Dr. Locher('
points out some of the moderns
In a coroer of his library-office.
Tolbert, a native of Dallas was
graduated from Booker T.
Washington High school, and
studied* at Houston.Tillotson
college, prior to his attending
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der of Eastern Star held its An-
nual Summer Tea at the beau-
tiful home of Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Suggs, last Sunday. The table
was beautifully decorated with
flowers encircled by a wreath of
Use Use colors of the Star. Pre-
siding at the table were the past-
matron, Mrs. R. J. Christmas and
the present Matron, Mrs. Carrie
Henry. Mrs. Margaret Stew art
served as hostess, while Mrs. W.
S. Suggs and Mrs. Will Bond, reg-
istered guests. Arrangement com-
mittee members were Mrs. S. B.
Banks, Mrs. Mary Cobbage, Mrs.
l'earlie Green and Mrs. Pearl Bry.
ant.
The St. Francis County Exten-
sion Agents and 4-11 club boys and
girls spent a week recently at AM
and N college, Pine Bluff, in State
4-11 Club camp. Club girls in at.
tendance were Dorothy Chambers,
Joreatha Bell. Forrestine Reed,
Willie Dean Cothran, Gloria Dean
Ellis, Demetria Granderson, Ada
Florence McKissick and Emma
Morris; Mrs. Althea Rispo n,
leader; and Mrs. S. B. Banks,
home agent. Club boys: Cleophas
McGowan, Sylvester Jackson, Wil-
lie James Moore, Freddie McGee,
Willie Lee Lofton, Virgie Cothran,
I J. T. Quarles, Tugene Matthews,
A. D. Smith, Winston Woodard and
N. J. Murray, jr., James Smith,
leader; John B. Clark, farm ag-
ent.
Mr. Clark spent part of the week
at Southern university, Baton
Rouge, La., where he attended the
National Extension agents Meet-
ing.
Visiting family and friends here
recently were Mr. and Mrs. James
Washington of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Eutene West had
as their week end guest recently.
little Deborah Curtis ofFort
Smith.
Miss Flora Mae Cobb has just
returned from Creighton universi-
ty, Omaha, Neb., where she com-
pleted requirements for graduation
with a major in sociology. Con-
gratulations to her!
Two young men of our town,
Godfrey Hodges and Vernon Cox,
have recently opened the Marble
Inn on Division at. Best wishes to
them for success in this venture!
Happy birthday wishes go to
Mrs. Susie Narls and Mrs. Daisy'
Futrell.
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will participate in the 30th Annual
Playground Festival of the Recre-
ation department Thursday, Aug.
15, at Lincoln playground.
W. T. McDaniel, general super-
visor, has announced that the fes-
tival will begin at 10:30 a.m, and
last until 5 p.m., when the mass
lowering of the flag officially dos
as the playgrounds for the sum
iner mouths in the city.
The participating playgrounds
and their staff members are:
Beale Ave., George Clark, direc-
tor; Marjorie Samuels. Boothe.
Charles Lomax, director; Mettle
Smith, Brown, L E., Charles Pat
terson, director; Carolyn Rhodes,
James Payton. Castalia, William
Boas, director. Dixie Homes, Joan
Bramlett, director; Leonard Jones,
Grady Burson. Douglas, James
Swearenger, director; Hattie Brit-
tenum. Dunn, Willis Hoskins, di-
rector; Barbara Smith. Foote
Homes, Paul Collin a, director;
Barbara Jean Bell.
Grant, William Robertson, direc-
tor; Alma Coleman. Howze, Robt.,
William Knight, director; Anne
Reddick. Hyde Park, Lubra Cham-
ber, director; Jessie Merriweath•
er. Kansas St. School, John John.
son, director; Bettye Hunter. Klon-
dike, Frank Davis, director; Doro-
thy Johnson, Emmett Simon, Jr.
LeMoyne, William Woodruff, direc.
tor; Mary Maborn. Lincoln, James
Black, director; Margaret H u
bard. Lincoln school, Irene Askew.
director; James Jones. Magnolia,
Carlton Veesey, director; Barbara
Neal.
Manassas, John Wesley, direc-
tor; Edna Washington, Melrose,
Bedell Boyd, director; Gloria Ma-
this. New Chicago, William Mc -
Con, director; Charlotte Brooks.
Orange Mound, Minnie Anderson,
director; Herman O'Neil. River-
view, Roy Pearson, director; Al-
ine Sykes. Washington, George
Warren, director; Laura Pulliam.
Patterson, Alphonse Smith, direc-
tor; Thelma Conley.
ATHLETIC GAMES
At 10:30 a.m., the program of
athletic games, under the direc-
tion of Richard Banks, begins.
The first game is a senior boys
softball featuring Castalia vs Klan-
dike.
A midget Boys Dodgeball is the
neat feature with participants
Dunn vs Grant.
The other athletic activities are
listed: Senior Girls Volleyball —
LeMoyne vs Orange Mound; In-
termediate Boys Horseshoes —Lin-
coln vs. Washington; Senior Girls
Paddle Tennis — Manassas vs.
Robert Howse; Junior Girls Cric-
ketball — Orange Mound vs. Le-
Moyne; Junior Boys Softball —Lin-
coin School vs. Melrose; 11:30 a.m.
—Senior Girls Softball—LeMoyne
vs. Boothe; Intermediate Boys
Softball — Foote Homes vs.
Boothe; Senior Boys Paddle Ten-
nis — Lincoln vs. Washington; Sen-
ior Boys Volleyball — Orange
Mound vs. Douglas; Intermedi-
ate Girls Boundball — Lincoln vs
L W. Brown; Junior Boys Horse.
shoes — Hyde Park vs. Lincoln
and Junior Boys Cricketball —
Hyde Park vs. Lincoln.
ARTS AND CRAFTS
At 1 p.m., Sand Modeling for
all playgrounds starts. Miss Polly
Williams is in charge.
The Olympic Parade of a 1 1
playground children will begin at
1:20. Mr. McDanies says the win-
ner will be announced, but no priz-
es will be given.
Judges for Sand Modeling are
Mmes. Corlee Bodye, L. H. John.
son, and Magnolia Bass.
Track events will take the spot-
light when girls field events and
boys field vients begin. From 1:30
until 2:10, youngsters from junior
girls to senior girls will take part
In dashes, broad and high jumps,
hop, step jumps, stick the peg
and running jumps.
At 2:20 the Imlay!' begin. They
are listed below:
Junior Girls 40 yard shuttle re.
lay, Junior Boys 50 yard shuttle
relay, Intermediate Girls 50 yard
SOUND OFF TIME will come
soon for these members of the
First Band of Children's Par-
adise Playground and Com.
munity Center, 1299 Bellevue.
The non-sectarian organiza-
tion's objective is to "train up
the child. . .", says Director




Rev, J. H. Brown. The non • music, sewing and cooking
profit center needs persons teachers." 3, W. Roberts Is su•
with ability to "serve, such as pert isor.
Negro Boycott 'Aimless,'
Declares Tuskegee Mayor
TUSICEGEE, Ala. — (INS) — A
small-town mayor with a dislike
for controversy, is involvd today
in one of the nation's biggest ra-
cial muddees which he describes
as "aimless."
Phil Lightfoot, mayor of Tuske-
gee, the small Alabama city where
thousands of Negroes united in
economic boycott of white busi-
nessmen, says the effort is "just
a waste of energy," for he be-
lieves the Negroes have all the
rights they are going to get.
"I keep asking myself," said
the 59-year-old mayor, "what can
they accomplish."
MS BOYCOTT
He believes the month-and a half
old boycott is "hurting their (the
Negroes) cause more than it is
helping them."
According to the city's head man,
"the boycott will never succeed
in regaining the Negroes their vot-
ing rights. And it is rapidly build-
ing up a feeling of hatred."
"The Negro has always been
treated with respect. And if it
weren't for the boycott, they'd
have almost everything the way
they had it before."
The protest began June 25 to
show dissatisfaction for a rezon-
ing measure passed by the legis-
lature. The proposal cut a large
Negro section from the city limits
and denied over 400 Negro voters
their municipal election privileges.
NEW ZONE
Lightfoot paced his barren city
hall office as he explained how the
re-zoning plan was introduced by
State Sen. Sam Englehardt to
clamp a threat of Negro voting
domination.
shuttle relay, Intermediate Boys
60 yard shuttle relay, Senior Girls
60 yard shuttle relay, Senior Boys
75 yard shuttle relay, and Inter-
mediate boys base circling relay.
The relays are scheduled to
close at 3' p.m. when the Safety
Oratorical aurSong contest under
the direction of W. T. McDaniel
begini. Awards are to be pre-
sented winners by Hearn Tidwell
chairman of Safety Committee, Ki-
wanis club.
Speakers are Dorothy Bernell.
Melrose and Beverly Tate, Dixie
Homes. Singers are Joanna Ander-
son. Melrose and Patricia D a mm-
drudge, LeMoyne.
• While the group is assembled,
Prof. Blair T. Hunt will present —
trophies; Humane trophy, George




I will conclude at 4 1
; p.m. withijap.afw
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If you suffer from heartburns, indigestion, gas or sour
stomach, arthritis, rheumatism, KING SOLOMON will
prove to you why it is so for superior to any other prod-
uct on the market today for these ailments.
TRY KING SOLOMON
IONTANICAL MEDICINE!
Guaranteed Relief by 7 Days
or Your Money Refunded
POST OFFICE BOX 2383 - DeSOTO STATION
MEMPHIS, TENN., OP CALI. Wit 6-4416
OR CALL - SUBURBAN DRUG WH S 4576
He said Tuskegee's 7,000 popula-
tion was almost 80 per cent Ne-
gro before the bill was passed.
The law greatly reduced the size
of the city and excluded the Tus-
kegee Institute area, where over
90 per cent of the Negro voters
were registered.
Lightfoot claims, the Negroes al-
ways voted in "blocks," and there
were rumors "they planned event-
ually to take over the administra-
tion." •
The tall, lightly mustached Ala-
baman said although costing the
Negro his voting rights, the meas-
ure left all county, state and na-
tional electoral privileges be has
been accorded "completely in-
tact."
ten, therefore, that should they
continue the city's income would
he reduced because "the Negroes
are no longer taxed for city serv-
ices, and he would cancel their
fire, police and garbage depart-
ment privileges.
Lightfoot claims the Negro
could fare much better "if the
energy expended on the boycott
were directed toward improve-
ment of their social conditions."
The mayor shook his head sad-
ly, "I just hope it doesn't go on
much longer," he said, "I hate to
see so much controversy over
something that's not doing anyone
any good."
Columbia is the fourth largest
He warned the alleged boycot- country in South America
Beauticians In
Annual Session
NEW ORLEANS — Mrs. Katie
E. Whickam, of New Orleans, was
elected president of the National
Beauty Cu!turista League, Inc.,
during the group's annual conven-
tion here..
The meeting was attended by
some 750 beauticians, most whom
also attended the National Insti-
tute of Cosmetology, held immed-
iately prior to tile convention.
They climaxed their convention
with an appearance of the Rev.
Martin Luther King of Montgom-
ery, who spoke to the convention
during their panel on civil rights.
They contributed to the Montgom-
ery Improvement Association and
to the NAACP preceding his ad-
dress.
Other officers elected were: vice
presidents: Mrs. Maude Gadson,
New York; Mrs. Georgia M.
Brown, Illinois; Mrs. Mary Clark,
Texas; Mrs. Pauline Humphrey,
Iowa; Mrs. Margaret Mitchell,
Maryland, Mrs. Willie Smith, No
Carolina; and Mrs. Alberta May-
field, Oklahoma.
Mrs. Minnie D. Hurley, N e w
York, Treasurer; Mrs. Ella It.
Martin, Georgia, Financial Secre-
tary; Mrs. Louise Chapman, Mis-
souri, Recording Secretary; M r s.
thews Washington, D. C.; M r a.
Ruth J. Jackson, Alabama; Mrs.
Cordelia Jennings, New Jersey;










Secretary from New ersey; Mrs.
Marie Smith, Pennsylvania, Chair-
man of the Finance Committee.
The executive board was elect-
ed as follows: D. A. Julius, Flori-
da; Mrs. Alice Toles, Mississippi:
Mrs. Mayme Tilghman, Maryland;
Mrs. Parthenia Bell, Mississippi;
Mrs. Carrie L. Taylor, . •
ana; Mrs. Idell Steele, Arkansas;
Mrs. Beuhler C. Hunter, Georgia;
Mrs. Rose Murrell, Nebraska;
Mrs. Maude Logan, Illinois; Mrs.
Lottie Bailey, Texas: Mrs. Caro-
lyn Diamond, Pennsylvania; Mrs.
B. M. Ford, New York; Mrs, El-
sie W. Day. New Jersey; Mrs. Al-
ine Waldon, Florida; Mrs. Essie
D. Turner, Pennsylvania; M r s.
Austine Williams, Arkansas.
Elected to the board of trustees
were: Mrs. Serena B. Patterson,
Pennsylvania; Mrs. Georgia L.
Brown, Oklahoma; Mrs. Florence
Ali, Fla.; Mrs. Sophia D. Smith' Don'tKentucky; Mrs. Ruth Valentine, 
Virginia; Mrs. Rozanna Pitts,,
No. Carolina; Mrs. Nettie B. El- get too




COLUMBIA, S. C. — (ANF) —
A unanimous vote of the Board
of Control and the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board of Trustees of
Allen University in a special meet-
ing here, August 6, crushed a de-
mand by President Frank It.
Veal of the institution made upon
three professors two months ago
that they resign by July 15 or be
fired.
The vote coming at the end of
a day long meeting devoted large-
ly to a discussion of the financial
report of the institution brought
on a virtual love feast in which
the trustees engaged in hardy
GOTHENBURG, Sweden — Thor
Einar Larsen was sentenced to
five months at hard labor here
Monday and banned from the coun-
try until Jan. 1, 1963, for operat-
ing a marriage swindle.
Larsen, a 28-year-old Norwegian,
Is the man to whom singer Ella
Fitzgerald is reportedly secretly
married. Both have denied the
rumor.
But officials here discount their
denials as being customary in the
case of a secret marriage and
especially in this case where Miss
Fitzgerald might have found it
professionally unwise to admit to
being a party to an interracial
union.
STOLE MONEY
Since the exposure and convir
lion of Larsen, the concern here
is whether Larsen swindled the
American singer or went through
a fake marriage with her in or-
der to exploit her.
His conviction yesterday was
based on a charge that he stole
money from a young woman to
whom he was engaged.
Ella, en route to Nice last week,
stopped over in Oslo reportedly to
visit Larsen. At Nice she appear-
ed as the star attraction at the
Monte Carlo casino gala given to
aid the polio fund.
Cops Promoted
NEW ORLEANS — (ANP)—Two
Negro members of the New Or.
leans Police Department were
promoted to the positions of desk
sergeant last week after placing
first and second in a civil service
examination for the post. Sworn
By TOMMY PARKER
Mr. and Mrs. Vemice Gamble
of 700 S. 18th at., had as their
'
guest Monday, Mrs. Gamble's bro-
ther, Albert B. Jones of Crenshaw,
Miss.
Mrs. Mary Lee Neal, 106 S. Nth
at., had her son, Roosevelt Neal,;
of Little Rock. Ark., as guests Sun-
day in Memphis. They were vis-
iting Mrs. Neal's sister Mrs. Op.
belie Edward and friends in Tut-
, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Jones of 114
S. 10th st., had as their guests,
Mr. Jones' sister and brother-in-
law. Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Willi-
ams of Hammond, Ind. Mr. and
Mrs. Williams are the parents of
Bennie Williams, 11th grader at
Wonder high school.
Brother Turner and his singing
group were at the New Mt. Zion'
MB church on 9th st., on August
11. Sponsors were the W. W. club.
Mrs. Theola Bowser of 410 S.
10th st., had as her guest her sis-
ter, Mrs. Leona Hubbard of De-
troit, latich.
IMPORTANT MEETING
The Women's Auxiliary of Crit-
tenden Memorial hospital. are ask-
ing all members and friends to
attend an important meeting Sun-
day, August 18, at Stewart Tent-
pie CME church on South 10th at
G p.m. Mrs. A. Hazelwood, presi-
dent; Mrs. F. Jackson, secretary.
Mrs. Irene Lee of 206 N. 9th st.,
is convalescing after undergoing
an operation at Crittenden Memor-
ial hospital. She is a member mid
usher of New Mt. Zion MB church,
and thanks friends for remembran-
ces and nurses at hospital for kind-
nesses.
Gwendolyn Ann Ridgley, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs Nathaniel Rid-
Ponial is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clinzie Ponta!, nephew of Mrs. Aa-
nle Mae Ridgley, 418 S. 9th at,
IN NAVY
Mr and Mrs. James Hightower,
Sr.. of 300 S. 17th at., anticipate
seeing their son. Rufus Hightoio.
er, and daughter, Mrs. Evil'
Singleton of Kansas City. Mo. lir
Hightower, a 1956 graduste of Won-
der High school is in the Navy;
Mrs. Singleton will be accompan-
ied by her children, Veronica, Carl,
jr. and Janice.
Mr. Mazett Andrew of 110
Thompson ave., has returned to
his home from Veterani hospital
in Memphis after undergoing an
operation. Ile is the son of Mrs.
Annie Hayes.
Mrs. Equllia Blount of 221 S.
17th St., has as guest her mother,
Mrs. Carrie Lanes, and brother
:Id sister-in-law, the Bennie B.
Lanes of Marianna, Ark. M r s.
Lanes attended church at Beauti-
ful Zion ME church.
COMPETE FOR HONORS
Two boys and two girls are vying
for king and queen of the Wonder
High school playground. The win-
ner will be crowned August 16
at the gym. Mrs. Terrell is di
tor.
Mrs. Rosa Alston of 209 SIR
st., has entertained houscgiiests
the past week. They are her niece
and nephew, Mr. and Mrs. Sten-
ley Anderson of Cleveland; her
granddaughter Mrs. Catherine Wil-
liams and five children of Chi-
cago: her daughter-in-law, M r a.
Lottie Miller, and Catherine Kyle
of Kansas City.
Mrs. Florastine Smith has re-
turned home from her vacation in
Detroit and Canada.
back slapping and warm hand- in by Superintendent Provosty A. gleY, and granddaughter of Mr. Rev. and Mrs. Carey Smith of
shaking of the highly esteemed Dayries were Sidney Cates, 26, and and Mrs. Henry, was entertained 519 S. 15th st., had as recent guest
protestors. Warren Aubry, 36.6 on her 4th birthday by her par- their brother and sister-in-law of
 ents with a party att heir home,. Walls, Miss., Mrs. Mattie L. Snow
418 S 9th. Throughout the after-
noon Gwendolyn and her guests
played games and ice cream and
cake was served. Approximately
20 children attended. Miss Johnnie have visited friends and relatives
Mae Bell, daughter of Mrs. Na- in Memphis and Marion, Ark.
thaniel Ridgley, assisted.
Mrs. E. V. Murray of 206 N. 9th
at., had as weekend guests heri Report Mamie




Extraordinary kindness does not
always pay, 24-year-old Archie
Davis of Horn Lake, Miss, learned
here last week. Sometimes the div-
idends can be mighty discourag-
ing.
Davis was stopped at Trigg and
Mississippi by Patrolmen Hubert
Welch and L. H. Wammack who
asked him to dim his brightly
burning automobile lights.
The Mississippi man apparently
appreciated it and felt verbal
thanks inadequate so he turned
around and went back shortly
after the incident. Producing two
$1 bills he said: "I want to thank
you for your kindness and would
like to buy you a cup of coffee
or something as an expression
of my appreciatiOn."
Since this was no routine mat-
ter, the officers :called the lieuten-
ant in charge for advice. As a re-






ed young -man soon found himself
in jail.
When Davis was taken before
Judge Bousche several hours later
and repeated his story, the case
was dismissed.
Said Davis, "I was just trying
to thank them for their kindness."
Afro Executive
Suffers Attack
BALTIMORE — D. Arnett :Our-
phey, vice-president of the Afro-
American Newspapers here, who
suffered a slight heart attack, July
21, while playing golf, is confined
to the Johns Hopkins hospital.
A member of the National Negro
Publishers Association, he h a s
been ordered to forego doing any
business and is expected to be out
of his office for five or six weeks
Keep in touch with home
by Telephone
Sun is fun at the beach—but
not with a blistered back.
So take it easy. And add
pleasure to your vacation by
keeping in touch with
home by telephone. Long
Distance is quick,
personal, easy to use.
Low in cost, too.
It's Twice As Fast
• ▪ to Call By Number
&c.utherri Bell
of St. Locis. Mrs. Snow is the sis-
ter of Mrs. Smith. She is now
teaching in Eugene Field school,
St. Louis. While in the city, they
Robertson, and her brother-in-lawd H Improving
Chester Mason, St. Louis, Mo. WSHINGTON—(INS)—A White
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Tyler of House'spokesman indicated v e
411 N. 10th at., had as guest their terday that Mrs. Mamie Eisen.
son, Sgt. It. C. Tyler, stationed at bower probably will remain in
Ft. Jackson S. C.
Jimmie Ponial of Detroit, Mich.
Is with the Air *Force and sta-
tioned at San Antonio, Texas. Mr.
•
Walter Reed Army hospital at
least through the end of this week.
Tbs. First Lady continued to
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